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FOREWORD
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APSTRACT

This report summa'rizes t&ae design, analysis, fabrication, and testing performed by
GAC on the expandable Gemini to Manned Space Station (MSS) modular crew transfer

rV ,,nnel under USAF Contract AF33(615)-2114 for the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory.

The program established the design of a 3. 5-foot diameter modular tunnel to be used as a
pressurized meteoroid protective enclosure for astronauts transferring from the Gemini cap-

9 sule to the MSS. The transfer tunnel, which has an expanded length of 12 feet, attaches to
the elliptical Gemini hatch at one end and to the circular MSS hatch at the other end.

I
A prototype expandable crew transfer tunnel was fabricated, and preliminary qt'alifica-

tion testing was conducted to establish the feasibility of the design. The expandable tunnel
construction is a c3mposite wall consisting of an inner triple-barrier pressure bladder for

j gas retention, a four-ply Dacron cloth structural layer, a 2-inch thick polyether foam Lleteo-
roid barrier, and a film-cloth laminate outer cover with a thermal coating. The expandable
composite wall is structurally bonded to a rigid aluminum honeycomb sandwich floor to which
the packaging canister is attached when the tunnel is folded to constitute a modular unit.

Pressure proof testing for 7 days at 10 psi and cyclic pressure testing from vacuum to the
nominal operating pressure of 7. 5 psi for 60 cycles established the structural integrity. Pres-
sure leak testing under ambient conditions for 7 days at 7. 5 psi established the gas tightness
of the structvre with a leak rate of 0. 50 lb/day of inflation gas under orbital conditions. Pres-
sure leak testing in a vacuum chamber at an average vacuum of 4 x 10-5 mm Hg for one day
established a leak rate of 0.40 lb/day of inflation gas under orbital conditions. Tunnel deploy-
ment testing in a vacuum chamber confirmed the operational aspects of the desfgn.

Fabrication of an operational expandable crew transfer tunnel, which is estimated to
£ weigh 375 pounds including the packaging canister, is entirely feasible and within the present

s'te of the art.
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V SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

N. GENERAL

This final report presents the results of GAC's program effort conducted under USAF
Contract AF33(615)-2114 for tie Aero Propulsion Laboratory. The contract effort was funda-
mentally directed toward demonstrating the technical feasiblifty of utilizing an expandable crew
transfer tunnel for marnn-ed space stations utilizing current re-entry modules such as the
Gemini capsuie, hereinafter called the Gemini-Manned Space 3tatiun (MSS) system. The pro-
gram effort was performed It. three successive phases.

B. PHASE I - CONCEPT DEFINITION

The objective of tf Phase I effort was to dcfine a modular expandable crew transfer tun-
nel in conceptual forix. This was established within cirthin constraints stipulated by Air Force
in-house Development relative to the mission objecti-e wLh reg '-d to general operat!onAl,
human factors, and packaging requirements; and attachment, environmental, structural, and
materials requirements. Design studics were conducted, and a specific concept was esab-
fished. This concept is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Expandable Crew Transfer Tunnel
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~,PHASE 11 - D)ETAILED DESIGN, ANALYSTS AND TEST

The Phase, H effort was Initiated to translate the concept into a detailed preliminary de-I ~sign. The folinwing supporting analyses were conducted io substantiate the preliminary de'-
sign:

F j (1) Evaluation of the passive thermnai control system.

I (2) Det,!rmination of structural Integrity of the tunnel..

(3) Analysals of env~ronm~ental hazards including micrcometeorolds irsd radlwe'."._n

(4) Substantiation of proposed materials for the turnel construction.

The gew~ral arrangement of the detailed d-.%ign is shown In Figure 2.

D. PHASE MII- PROTOTYP~E FABRICATION AND PRELIMINARY QUAL IFICATION

In Phase Ml, a full-scale prototype tunnel was fabricated and subjected to preliminary
qualification testing. To perform the testing, a test carrier mock-up simulating the Gemini
and MSS hatches and a packaging canister were fabricated. Packaging, pressure proof,
pressure leak, and vacu.ini chamber deployment tests were conducted. The prototype ijr.uiiel
design is shown In Figurs 3.

Zerr,-G flight tests of the tu~nne' will be performed when the gcvernxnent-turnl shed zero-
G aircraft at Wright- Patterson AFB is avtailable. The results of these tests will be reported
in Part Il of this report.

Figure 4 shows the fully expanded prototype tunnel, which has swccessfully passed the
acceptance pressure proof test at 10 psi and the pressure leak test at 7. 5 psi. Figure 5 shows
the same structure folded prior to installation of the packaging canister.

E. CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT

In view of the successful prelimitiary qualification tests on the prototype tunnel, it is
recommended that the program be continued with the development and flight testing of a modu -
lar design expandable tunnel for man-rated orbital flight operation. In line with this recom*-
mnerdatlon, a p~rogram dsvelopment plan has been prepared andl is submitted in this report.
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Figure 4. Fully Expanded Prototype Tunnel

Figure 5. Folded Prototype Tunnel
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SECTION 11

-SUMMARY

A. GENERAL

A modular expandable crew transfer tunnel conceptual design was defined to satisfy the
mission objective within the constraints regarding human factors considerations and operation-
al and environmental requirements established by Air Force In-house development by the AF
Aero Propulsion Laboratory, the AF Aero Medical Laboratory, and the AF Experimental
Fabrication Division. A detailed design of this concept, substantiated by supporting analysis
and specimen testing, was completed, and a prototype tunnel was fabricated. The prototype
tunnel was then subjected to preliminary qualification tests that proved that the concept is com-
plctely satisfactory and entirely feasible. The tunnel design is shown in Figure 2. a-r 'hc pro-
totype design is shown in Figure 3.

B. SYSTEM REQUItREMENTS

The Gemini-MSS crew transfer system has four phases of operation for which general
operational requirements were established.

2. Launch Pad Requirements

A modular tunnel design is required which will permit prepackaging of the expandable
tunnel prior to mounting on the Gemini-MSS system. The packaging canister is required to
provide protection from the terrestrial environment encountered on the latinch pad.

3. Boi. Ph1-has" Requirements

In addition to having a minimal effect on the aerodynamics of the total system and pro-
tecting the packaged tunnel from the damaging effects of aerodynamic heating, the modular de-
sig- is required to have the capability of being instant%1 jettisoned from the Gemini-MSS sys-
term in case of mission abort.

4. Orbital Flight Phase Requirements

The crew transfe.- tunnel is required to re-ist the total space environment to be encount-
ered in orbits-ranging from 100 to 300 nautical miles for a 45-day mission. Tra tunnel may
or may not be pressurized 100 percent of the mission, and the l,,lation pressure may be as
high as 1. 5 psia.

5. Re-Entry Phase Requirements

The modular tunnel is required to be jettisoned away from the Gemr.-i-MSS P?0$.. -.ritnr
to 3eparation of Gemini from MSS for the re-cntry sequence.

C. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

1. General

The modular crew transfer tunnel consists of an expandable tunnel with a ^*mposite wall
structure attached to a rigid sandwich structure floor that spans the distance between the
Gemini and MSS hatches. The floor Is attached to the Gemini-MSS vehicle at the hatch loca-
tions by metal ring structures bolted to both the floor and the vehicle. Pyrotechnic devices
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are incorporatpe; In tt,. rl-i desi.- * for separation of the tunnel from the Gemini- MSS vchicle
for mission termiration or for mission abort during the launch phase. The packaged tunnel is
protected during the launch pad and boost phases by a packaging canister that is attached to the
floor structure only and rests against the Gemini-MSS vehicle without being attached directly
to it. Pyrotechnic devices e:, incorporated in the canister design for jettisoning the canister
from the floor structure in orbit to allow the expandable portion of the modular tunnel to de-
ploy. Flexible strip lighting is provided along each side of the tunnel for interior lighting,
and hand ropes are provided on each-side of the tunnel above the floor as locomotion aids for
the astronauts.

The operational advantages of the modular design are numerous. With the canister at-
tached only to the rigid floor structure, the folded expandable tunnel and the canister can be
prepackaged as a urit before delivery to the launch pad, thereby reducing the required mount-
ing time and eliminating the packaging operations from the pad mounting routine. In case of
mission abort, the entire unit can be jeiti•,ned from the Gemini-MSS system by the same
ýjection system designed at the Gemini and MSS hatches for Jettisoning the tunnel at minsion
termination. The design eliminates the necessity of jettisoning the canister as a separate unit
biefore jettisoning the tunnel assembly in case of mission abort.

2. Composite Wall Structure

The ccmpostie wall structure consists of a triple-seal inner gas precsure bladder, a
multi-plyDacron cloth structural layer, a flexible-roam meteoroid barrier, an outer cover,
and a thermal coating on the exterior surface. The unit weight is 0.690 psf,

The nonstructural triple-seal pressure bladder utilized in this design comprises an in-
ner sealant of nylon cloth and Capran film laminate, an intermediate sealant of 0. 070-Inch
thick closed-cell polyvinyl chloride (PVC) foam with a density of 10 pcf, and an outer sealant
of r"ylon cloth coated with polyester resin. The multiple plies of the pressure bladder are
bc.,ded together with polyester adhesive. The unit weight is 0. 126 psf.

The structural layer is four-ply Dacron cloth laminated with polyester adhesive and at-
"tached to the sandwich floor structure with a rigid epoxy bond. The seams in each ply of the
structural layer are staggered so that no two plies have coincidental seams and so that there
are three uninterrupted plies over the seam in the fourth ply. The material then acts as an
kssentially seamless structure. The unit weight is 0. 210 psf.

The meteoroid barrier !s 2-inch thick flexible polyether foam with a density of 1.2 pcf.
The unit weight is 0. 200 psf.

The nuter cover is a nonstructural film-cloth laminate. The thermal coating on the
,nuter cover consists of vapor-deposited aluminum on the film covered in part by aluminum
pi' wd(-r in silicone paint or by silicon monoxide, depending upon the particular orbit and orien-
tation involved. The outer cover unit weight is 0.015 psf, ant the thermal coating is estimated
to weigh 0.026 psf.

.3. Sandwich Structure Floor

The sandwich structure floor consists of two flat metal honeycomb bonded sandwich
: that are mechanically joined to form a 160-degree included angle between the panels,

oaralleling the longitudinal contour of the Gemlnl-MSS vehicle. There Is a circular hole in
tw panel over the MSS hatch and an elliptical hole in the panel over the Gemini hatch to allow
,.n.mress arnd egress of the astronauts.

1. Attachment mnd Separation Systems

The tunnel is attached to the launch vehicle at the hatch areas with aluminum rings con-
t:'nirj• provisions for pyrotechnic separatior. devices. The rings are attached to the floor
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structure with bolts and Rivnuts. and attached to the launch vehicle with Camloc quick-dis-
connect fasteners. The rings contain machined notch areas around their circumferences to
receive the DuPcnt flexible linear shaped charge (FLSC) pyrotechnic separation devices. The
FLSC achieves separation by burning through the ring metal in the notched area and supplying
pressure to force the separated portions apart.

5. Packaging Canister

During the launch phase, the packaging canister is subjected to dynamic pressure loads
and aerodynamic heating. Lack of a specific launch trajectory precludes the detailed design
of the canister. The weight summary given in Table I assumes the use of titanium sandwich
construction with interior insulation to control the temperature of the packaged tunnel during
the launch phase. The packaging canister design shown in Figure 2 provides a packagi:.g vol-
unie of about 20. 8 cubic feet while presenting a drag area of about 2.6 square feet. The pro-
tctype canister is aluminum.

The canister is constructed in two parts. The lower part, which rests aga!nst the launch
vehicle, is bolted to canister support brackets attached to the tunnel floor structure. The up-
per part of the canister, which contains the packaged tunnel, is attached to the lower part with
separation screws that pass through the openings in pyrotechnic guillotines. This design al-
lows the upper part of the canister to be jettisoned for deploying the tunnel by detonating the
guillotines. Detonation of the guillotines cuts the separation screws and supplies a separating
force between the upper and lower canister parts. This design also allows the canister to be
jettisoned with the tunnel as a unit In case of mission abort.

6. Fabrication Technique

The fabrication tool for the transfer tunnel involves the use of a rigid polyurethane foam
mandrel machined to the interior contot.r of the tunnel and mounted on a movable fixture. The
prototype mandrel and fixture are shown in Figure 6. The sandwich floor panels are fabricated
as subassemblies by proven bonding procedures meeting military specifications. After the two
floor panels are mechanically joined to form a complete tunne! floor structure, the floor struc-
ture becomes part of the fabrication tool. The completed prototype tunnel floor is shown in
Figure 7.

The mandrel is sprayed with a separating material to prevent adhesion of the pressure
blhdder to the mandrel, and the pieces of the pressure bladder that are cut to size from pat-
terns are placed on the mandrel and spliced together. The film-cloth laminate ply of the pro-
totype pressure bladder is shown in Figure t8. The floor is coated with adhesive and placed in
position against the foam mandrel so that the pressure bladder becomes attached to the floor
as required. Thc tool is then complete and is ready to receive the remaining layers of the
composite wall. The completed prototype pressure bladder with the floor attached is shown in
Fik-ure -5.

The cloth pattcrns for the structural cloth wall are then placed on the mandrel with each
ply (t cloth. coated with adhesive for interply adhesionand with the Eeams in each ply staggerc•
so !:tL no seams are coincidental, and the cloth layer Is attached to form the wall-floor joint.
The completed prototype tunnel 4-ply Dacron cloth structural layer with the completed wall-
fI I r epoxy joint is shown in Figure 10. The entire assembly Is then vacuum bagged and oven
cure• to provide the pressure and heat required to allow the adhesives to reach full strength.
Thc 2-inc* polyether foam and the outer-cover are fabricated in a similar manner. The pro-
totyp,1, foam barrier is shown in Figure 11.

Wheni the composite wafl !av-up Is complete, the rigid foam mandrel is removed by chip-
ping it out in chunks through the hatch-matching holes in the iunnel floor. The prototype tunnel,
complete except for the thermal coating, with the rigid foam mandrel removed I; shown In
Figure 12.
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Figui-e 6. Prototype Tunnel Rigid Foa-m Mandrel and Fixture
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Figure 8. Film-Cloth Laminate Piy of the Prototype Tunni Pressure Bladder
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Figure 10. Dacron Cloth Structural Layer with Epoxy Wall-Floor Joint
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Figure 12. Prototype Tunnel with Mandrel Removed

7. Human Factors Considerations

The crew transfer tunnel interior dimensions of 28 inches clear height at the MSS end
and 38 inches clear height at the Gemini end were established by RTD as a result of zero-G
transfers through a mock-up tunnel. Types and locations of crew locomotion aids and tunnel
interior lighting were studied by the human factors engineers in th. Life Sciences Research
D'epartment of GAC. The results of these studies are incorporated in the tunnel design and
are incluied in the fabrication of the prototype tunnel.

Locomotion aids consist of 0. 75-inch diameter nylon cords extending along each side of
the floor from t1e Gemini hatch opening to the MSS hatch opening. The ends of the hand cords
are attached to thc floor with clamps. The ccrds are held 4 inches above the floor by inter-
w ittently placed flexible foam cubes.

For tunnel interior lighting, two strips of Sylvania flexible strip lighting are cemented
"alon.g each side of the tunnel wall about 1. 5 inches above the floor. A 6-foot strip extends
from the angular contour change in the tunnel floor to the Gemini hatch opening, and a 2-foot
strip extends from the contour change to the MSS hatch opening. Evaluation of the lighting in
the prototype tunnel indicates that the design 13 quite adequate for tunnel interior illumination.
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D. ofSTEM SUPPORTING ANALYSES

I. General

The supporting analyses performed to substantiate the tunnel design are discussed in the
following paragraphs.

2. Thermal Analysis

The primary objective of the thermal design is to maintain the tunnel interior at com-
fortable temperatures for astronaut transfer while limiting the exterior surface hot and cold
spot temperatures to values within the material capabilities. Thermal design optimization
would depend upon Gemini- MSS system parameters that are undefined, and optimization is
therefore considered beyond the scope of this study.

The only major difficulty involved in the thermal design is passively maintaining the re-
quired internal temperature of 75 (*25)°F. Three possible thermal design systems are pre-
sented which would satisfy this requirement reasonably well for most orbits and orientations
provided that the orbit and orientation were specified before the thermal coatings are selected.
There are some orbits and orientations, however, where the interior cannot be passively
maintained at comfortable temperatures, and either a specific orientation or the addition of heat
to the tunnel would be required.

The three possible thermal designs have the common features of the addition of thermal
insulation to the floor, the application of a low solar absorptance to emittance ratio (a/e) white
paint to the tunnel interior, and the covering of the entire expandable wall with an aluminized
film hibstrate. The three thermal design coating systems are as follows:

(W, The tunnel would be uniformly covered with stripes of aluminized silicone white
paint for an average a/c ratio of approximately 2.

(2) The thermal coating of (1) would be used with the quantity of painted stripes varied
locally to alleviate hot spots.

(3) The tunnel would be covered with thin layers of silicon mronoxide applied in some
locations anJ stripes of aluminized silicone white paint applied unevenly over the
entire surface.

From a thermal viewpoint, the expandable crew tranefer tunnel is definitely feasible and

within the state of the art.

3. Structural Analysis

The structural analysis was performed to demonstrate the structural Antegrity of the
tunnel. "The structural cloth layer of the composite wall has a factor of safety of 5 for an in-
flation pressure of 7. 5 psi after consideration of plying and seaming efficiencies and creep-
rupture effects due to long periods of time under load. The metal floor structure, the attach-
nierts, and the separation rings are designed to have safety factors of 2 on yield strength and
3 on ultimate strength. The analysis shows that all parts have a positive margin of safety
when compared to these criteria.

4. Meteoroid Hazard Analysis

The composite wall puncture hazard duc to micrometeoroids is assessed In terms of a
probability of zero penetrations of 0.995 for a 60-day mission. The analysis shows that the
critical mass is 8.12 x 10-" g, which is the largest projectile the foam barrtsr material must
be capable of stopping to ensure a 0.995 probability of zero penetrations. This critical mass
would require .. barrier of single sheet aluminum with a thickness of 0. 20.4 Lv: h. Hypervelocity
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particle impact tests have shown the foam barrier material to be 16 times as effective as single
sheet aluminum on a weight per unit area basis. Thus, 2-inch thick polyether foam with a
density of 1.2 pcf is quite adequate for the crew transfer tunnel application to ensure a
probability of zero penetrations of at least 0.995.

5. Madiation Analysis

The radiation analysis was performed to ascertain the materials and biological Implica-
tions of proton, alpha particle, and electron radiation in space. The tunnel will be subjected
to electron radiation in any near-earth orbit, and to high energy proton and alpha particle radi-
ation for approximately half the time in a polar orbit. Since it is felt that astronaut transfer
could take place during periods of no radiation dur'ing a polar orbit, no consideration is given
to the proton and Alpha particle radiation dosage ihat an astronaut inside the tunnel might re-
ceive.

The maximum high energy proton and alpha particle radiation dose received by any part
of the tunnel wall is 2 x 105 rads, most of which is absorbed by the outer cover, and the radia-
tion dose received by the foam barrier and structural layer is less than 2 x 104 rads. A very
conservative value for the electron radiation dose received by any part of the tunnel wall is
less than 2 x 106 rads, most of which is absorbed by the outer cover. The remainder is
mostly absorbed by the inner layers of the tunnel wall, and virtually no electron radiation will
penetrate to the tunnel interior.

Since test data indicates that the tunnel wall material can withstand radiation dosages of
108 rads with virtually no damage, the radiation dose expected for the crew transfer tunnel
presents no problem with regard to material damage.

6. Weight Summary

In corjunction with the design shown in Figure 2, a summary of the weight analysis for
the expandable Gemini to MSS crew transfer tunnel is given in Table I.

E. MATEIIIALS EVALUATION AND TESTS

1. General

The materials appi 3ach of utilizing the composite material construction developed on
previous in-house company-funded pr.'grams was selected as being ihe best suited to satisfy
the requirements of the tunnel design. Although the materials selection required no further
development effort, sufficient material qualification testing was conducted to ensure that the
materials met the structural and environmental requirements.

2. Structural Aspects

The selection of four plies of Dacron cloth for the structural layer 3f the composite wall
was based on the material's high strength to weight ratio, r-! ýtively low elongation, good
creep-rupture resistance, and on the use of r&•tipse plies to achieve the essentially e.,amless
construction desired. T..:'s conducted on the four-ply material show that a factor of safety of
5 Lased on the stresses produced by an inflation pressure of 7. 5 psi is attained after stresth
degradation due to multi-ply lamination ard creep rupture effccts.

Initial tests of the bonded wall to floor joint indicated a 50 perceni load capability com-
pared to the parent structural cloth strength. Consequently, the design evolved to the eight-
ply splice bonded to the floor with rigid epoxy and bonded to the four-ply structural layer with
flexible polyester adhesive. Subsequent testing substantiated the joint design as being fully
capable of carrying the required loads.
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Table I. Weight Estimate

Transfer Tunnel .......... ..................... .. 227 lb

Expandable Composite Wall .............. .. 81.3 lb
Thermal Control Coating ........... 2.7 lb
Outer Cover Laminate .... ......... 5.3
Polyether Fbam .............. ... 23.3
Dacron Structural Layer ......... .. 30.5
Pressure Bladder ..... .......... 16.3
Inner Coating ................ ... 3.2

Sandwich Floor Structure .... ............ ... 89.2 lb
Sandwich Panels ..... .......... 69.7 lb
Joints and Hardware ... ........ .. 2.3
Insulation ..... ............. ... 2.0
Canister Support Brackets .... ...... 15.2

W=I- Floor Attachment ...... ............. 1S. 4 lb

Hatch Attachment-Separation System ........ .. 22.2 lb
Circular Separation Ring .... ....... 9.1 lb
Elliptical Separation Ring ........... 6.3
FLSC and Backup Structure .......... 2.4
Hardware ......... .............. 4.4

Lighting and Locomotion Aids ............. ... 8.8 lb

Inflation System ...... ................ .. 10. 1 lb

Packaging Canister ....... .................... .. 148 lb

Sandwich Cover ........ ................ 110.0 lb
Lower Panels ...... ............ 24, 0 lb
Upper Panels .... ............ ... 73.5
Hardware ..... ............. ... 12.5

Invr ation ...... .................. ... 17.6 lb

Pyrotechnic Separation System ... ......... .. 20. 4 lb
Guillotines .... ............. ... 4.6 lb
Brackets .... ......... 11.6
Hardware .... . ............. 4.2

Total Weight ......... ....................... .. 375 lb

3. Permeability

To substantiate the gas pressure tightness of the pressure bladder, permeability tests
were conducted on pressure bladder samples with an atmosphere of 100 percent oxygen and
a 5-psia pressure differential. The maximum test permeability rate was 1 x 10-4 psf jif
day, or a gas loss for the tunnel of less than 0.02 pound per day.

4. Environmental Hazards Resistance

Environmental effects on the materials require the consideration cf vacuum, thermal
extremes, ultravi.let and high energy radiation, and micromoteoroids. Tests of the composite
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materials under vacuum conditions indicated an initial off-gassing that subsequently leveledoff with negligible weight losses. Structural IntegrRy and foam elastic recovery were investi-gated after exposure to the expected temperature extremes. Although structural integrity wasnot adversely affected, the tests indicated that the packaged foam must be insulated againstextreme cold i full recovery is to be achieved. The structural integrity is not affected byexposure to 10 rads of gamma radiation, and the tolerance of the other composite layers tohigh energy radiation is higher than the anticipated dose. The resistance to punctures frommicrometeoroids, discussed earlier in this section, indicates that the probability of zero pene-trations for the barrier material of polyether foam exceeds 0.995 for a 60-day mission.

F. PRELIMINARY QUALIFICATION TESTING

1. General

The prototype expandable crew transfer tunnel was subjected to preliminary qualificationtestirg to substantiate the design. This program included a packaging test, pressure proof test,pressure leak test, cyclic pressure test, and vacuum chamber deployment test. Zero-G flighttest.s are to be conducted on the KC-135 zero-G aircraft at Wrizht-Patterson APB, and these
teFt results will be reported in Parr MI of this report.

A steel test carrier with mock-up3 simulating the Gemini and MSS access hatches wasfabricated to support the prototype tunnel during the preliminary qualification testing. Eachaccess hatch is fitted with a hatch cover utilizing an O-rin.g seal for pressure tightness. Therompleted prototype tunnel mounted on the test carrier I. bhown in Figure 13.

44"

I

Figure 13. Prototype Tunnel Mounted on Test Carrier
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2. :Pc•ikaging Test

The packaging test was conducted to establish the minimum attainable packaging height.

Both the tunnel interior and the meteoroid barrier foam were evacuated with vacuum line3 so
that the expandable wall material could be compressed as much as possible. The most effi-
cient folding procedure utilized a vertical accordion fold with the creases running lengthwise
along the tunnel and the hemisphericalends folded back across the lengthwise folds. When the
-niiirnum packaging height was established, the canister was match-drilled with the canister
support bcackets attached to the tunnel floor. The minimum packaging height was established

us, ,'-/S inches from the top of the floor to the inside surface of the canister. The initial

vacuum line evacuation is shown in Figure 14, and the packaged tunnel is shown in Figure 15.

Thi folded tunnel with the canister removed is shown in Figure 5.

After the completion of the packaging test, the prototype tunnel mounted on the test car-

rier bd was placed in the GAC pressure test room for pressure proof and leak tests.

3. Prtessure Proof Tlest
3n. tha nroof test was to establish the structural integrity of the tunnel by

.renntaining an inflation pressure of 10 psi, 1. 33 t!mes the design inflation pressure of 7. 5 psi,

for a period of seven days. The pressure was maintained during the test by regultators cap-

a•le of maintaining pressure within 0. 2 inch of mercury, or ±0. 1 psi. Pressure and temper-

ature were recorded periedically during the seven-day period. The pressurized tunnel in the
pressure test room at the end of the seven-day period is shown in Figure 16. The test Instru-
mentation is shown outside the test room in Figure 17.

?I

Figure 14. Vacuum Evacuatic, for Packaging Test
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The-, pressure leak test was conducted to estabiHF h the tuhnel leak rate for a pericd .)f
seven days while being pressurized to the design prossu:-e of 7 ) psi. The ,est arrangement
was the same as for the proof tept except t hat a bottle of corc.,.-essed air placed on a calibrated
platform scale was used as the pressurization air supply instead of shop a!r lines and the In-
flation pressure was reduced to 7. 5 psi. Barometer readings, compressed air bottle weight,
tunnel interior tempe, ature, and inflation presure were recorded at the beginning and the end
of the seven-day period and were monitored periodically during the test. The leak rate was
determined by calculating the inltPl4 weight of air contained in the tunnel, adWing the weight
loss of the compressed air bottle, subtracting the calculated final weight of air contained in
the tunnel, and dividing the total weight change by the time involved. The total air weight loss
was 7. 70 pounds for the seven-day period. Converting this loss to a weight loss of a mixture
of 50 percent nitrogen and 50 percent oxygen under orbital conditions established the leak rate
to be 0. 50 pounds of gas per day for an inflation pressure of 7. 5 psia with the tunnel exterior
in a vacuum.

5. Cyclic Pressure Test

The purpose of the cyclic pressure test was to establish Lhe durability of the tunne' wi'"
respect to cyclic loading. The test arrangement was similar to the pressure proof test (infla-
tion air supplied by shop air lines) except that a vacuum line was also attached to the test car-
rier hatch cover. The tunnel was pressurized to 7. 5 psi in approximately 20 seconds. Th,

4I

Figure 17. Pressure Proof Test Instrumentation
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11, wim then pre~ssurized aigaiv tn 7. 5 psi. This procedure wai 1-epeated unt' tihe tvnnel hae
been presnsurized 61. timres. There were noC ViSiblf! signsr1 of rigld etructurc deft' rm~aliorn during
the test, and no visuAl signs of any damas,e were ubservý I at the completion of the test.

6. Vacuum Chamber Deployment Test

The purpose of this test was io demonstrate the deploymeat of the expandabie tunnel under
vacuum conditions of 10- mm Hg, and to establish the ieak r2,te for 24 hours -A'er the same
conditions. The test was conducted in thi. Aerospace Envir~onmental Facility (AEF) new Mark
I vacuum chamber, which is 4'. feet in diameter and 80 feet high, at Arnold Engineering De-
velopment Center (AEDC), Tennecssee.

The test carrier with the packaged tunnel attached was lowered into the chamber through
the 22-foot diameter access port. This operation is shown In Figure 18. The test 'carrier hod
was rotated so that the packaged tunnel was In an inverted position, and all instrumeetation and
controls were connected and checked. The chamber was sealed and pumped down to it vacuum
of 3 x 10-5 mm Hg. During the pumnp-down, the solenoid valves mounted on the test carrier
access hatch covers were opened to allow the packaged tunaicl Internal pressure to decrease
with the chamber pressure. This was done In order to evaluate the elastic recovery action of
the meteoroid barrier foam as a deployment device Wn !xpandin~g the packaged tunnel to the de-
riiied shape intitead of expanding due to the pressure of the entrappea gas. When the chamner
pressure was stabilized at 3 x 105mm Hg, the solenoid valves were closed with a tunnel in-
ternal pressure of 4 mm Hg. The packaged tunnel i.- the vacuum ch~amber prior to deployment
is shown In Figure 19.

The pyrotechnic guillotines were then Pred to cut the 1 2 canister separation screws and
eject the canister cover, allowing the folded tunnel to deploy. C.ýnister separation and ejection
occurred as planned. The guil-tottrnes supplied sufficient separating force to hurl the canistf,*
cover away. However , the elastic recovery energy of the foam was not isufficient to shape the
tunnel, and It was necessary to pressurizp the tunnel to approximately 0. 25 psia to overco me
the stiffness of the packaging folds and. completely shape the tunnel. If he deployed unpres-
surized tunnel is showai in Figure 20, and tUe almost completely sihaped tunnel at 0. 15 paia, is
shown In Figure 211. The completely shaped tunnel it 0. 25 psia is shown in Figure 22.

The tunnel was then furthor pressurized to 7. 5 psia with C02, and the pressure, growth,
and temperature were allowed to stabilize for 2 hours before the 24-hour leak. check wa.7
started. The actual sta.Allzed pressure was 7. 7 psia at the beginning of the 24-hour period.
At the ene. of the 24-hour pericKI the pressure was 77.0 psia. During the lest period the chamber
presbsure decreaaed f rom 5. 5 x 10- 5 m Hg to 2. 4 x 10- 5 mm Hg with a nearly linear decline.
Converting the leakage to a weight loss of a mixture of 50 percent nitrogen and 50 percent oxy-
gen established the leak rate to be 0. 40 pound of gas per day tinder orbital conditions, This
leak rate compares favorably withi the rate of 0. 50 pound of ga's per daY for the ambient at-
mosphere pressure leik test, indicating that the permeability fis not unfavorably affected by the
vacuum environment. The 4,eployed tunnel after pressurization in the vacuum is shown In Fig-
ure 23. The tunnel prei-surizod to 2psig after the ciiamber return to ambient pressure is
shown in Figure 24.

7. Zero-G Flight Tes*

Zer.o-G flight tesits ar- to be conducted c-n the KC-135 zero-G aircraft at Wright~
Patterson AFB. The purpose of the tests Is to ascertain man's ability to transfer through the
tunnel in zero G. Also to be evaluated iu man s ability to utilize the GAC repair Vtt in zero-G
to repair simulated lamage to the tunnel. The test results will be reported in Part f11 of this
report. Since the tunnel expanded geometry was prescribed by the sllinulated tunnel mock-Up
previously used successfully to demonstrate zero-G transfers, no mp'(r problems are antiii-
pated in this area.
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Figure 8.Packaged Tunnel Bvmg Lowered into Vacuum Chamber

Figure 19. Packaged Tunnel in Vzu' Chamber prior to Deployment~
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Figure 20. Deployed Tunnel
Unpreesurized in a Vacuum

Figure 21. Deployed Tuni A
at 0. 15 PSIA in a Vacuum

Figure 22. Deployed -1un~eI
at 0. 25 PSIA in a Vactum
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Figue 2. Dploed Tnne at7. PSI ina Vcuu

Figure 23. Deployed Tunnel at 7. 5RIG in Amin VCuumiioJ
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SECTION MI

CONCEPT CONS"RAINTS

A. MISSION OBJECTIVE

The crew transfer tunnel was designed to provide a safe method of transferring the crew
;ruta the Gwitisll c~apsule to thje crew station in.. Th.- major constraints Imposed on
the tunnel design by operational, human facto, s, structural and materials, attachment,environ-
mental, and packaging requirements are discussed in this section.

B. GENERAL OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

1. General

This Gemini-MSS system has four phases of operation (pad, boost, orbit, and re-entry)
for which general operational requirements ',ere established.

2. Launch Pad Requirements

A modular tunnel desig,i is required that will permit prepackaging of the expandable
tunnel prior to mounting on the Gemini- MSS system. The astronauts should have quick in- f
gress and egress capability to and from the Gemini capsule with the modular tunnel attached.

The packaging canister is required to provide protection from the terrestrial environment
encountered on the launch pad at either the Pacific Missile Range or the Atlantic Missile
Range. 1
3. Boost Phase -Requirements

The packaged tunnel and canister are required to have a minimum effect on the arrody- "
namics of the total launch system. The canister design is required to provide sufficient in-
sulation to prevent the encountered aerodynamic heating from thermally damaging the tunnel.
The modular design is also required to have the capability of being hibslly jettisoned away
from the Gemini- MSS system !n case of mission abort.

4. Orbital Flight Phase Requirements

Once the Gemlnt-MSS system is in orbit, the expandable crew transfer tunnel packaging
canister is required to be jettisoned away. The axpandable tunnel should then tend to deploy to
about 90 percent of its fully expanded conflgurt", without any internal pressurization. The
deployed twinel is required to be pressurized with an internal pressure as low as 3. 5 psia or
as high as 7. 5 psia. The tunnel may or may noi be pressurized 100 percent of the mission
duration of 45 days, but is required to resist the total space environment to be encounteree. in
orbits ranging from 100 to 300 nautical miles in either case.

5. Re-entry Phase Requirements

The moriar tunnel is required to be jettisoned away from the Gemini- M8 system prior
to sepzxation of Gemini from MSS for the re-entry sequefnce.

C. HUMAN FACTORS REQUIREMENTS

1. General

The expanded tunnel configuration is required to provide space for the efficient transfer
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ot astronaus or disabled astrc iauts from Cemini io MSS a&M vice verb&a. Interior tunflei
lighting io required, and V'comt~tion aids aro required f'7r thte crew.

2. Interior Size and Geometry

The tunnel Interior size anI geometry should proviJe space for an astrný%~ut carrying
limited size l;;rkcages 01 cubic foot) or an astronaut transferring an Injured astronaut tc move
!reely rnd transfer elfficiently. Astronauts will be dressed in space suitts and will be wearing a
chest- or back-mounted environmentai life support system. In !he event of tunnel pressuriza-
tion failure, the askronaut is required to transfer in a pressurized space suit.

3. Locomotion Aids

Buill-In locomotion aids that will not damage the astronaut's sprce suit or jeopardize the
tunnel's structural integrity are required to farilitate the transfer of an astronaut or the trans-

fer of an une~nscleus Wsronaut by another astronaut when the tunnel is either fully pressurized
or non- pressurized.

4. Interior Lighting

The tunnel is requirc-d to have interior built-in lighting to provide sufficient iight to per-
mit crew transfer or amall equipment transfer.

D. STRUCTURAL AND MATERIALS REQUIREMENTS

1. General

The tunnel expandable wall structure is required to be a minimum weight mtultilaminate
cori~poxtte conshilt~ig of a nonabrasive tunnel liner, pressure I-adder, fiber load-carryirg
structure, flexible foam meteoroid barrtzr, and passive thermal control coating. There
Whoud be no delamination as a result of folding, packaginir. residual air entraoment, or re-
lease of volatiles, which may be encountered during prelaun~ch, launch, and space environ-
rienuma c-montflofl. 7he tuflnei is requirea wU reraut unzutciendy riglul to a: .% tA
effect a crew transfer when the tunnel Is not pressurized where, although in a zero-G environ-
ment, there would be dynrmanL 1.uading resulting from Caw astronaut's nmotions. The tunnel
load-cprrying structure is required to resist 7. 5-psia Internal pressure, which is the princi-
pal load or. the tunnel. A material eystemn is also required that could be utilized to repair
fears or particle penetrations in the tunnel.

2- Interlo; Nonat'roative Liner

A nonabrasive interior tunnel linet Is required to minimize abrasion between the tunnel
and an astronaut's space suit.

* 3. Airtight Pressure Bladder

The pressure bladder is required to be constructed of materials that will not rive off
toxic by-uroduicts in orbit ro-gardless of whether the tunnel ;a pressurized or nornprewwurized.
The pressure bladder is required to maintain the toia~l leak rite c! t!te t*'-'l tc 10000,
than 0. 5 and 1 pound per day at Irternal pressures of 3. 5 psta Lac 7. 5 pita respectitvely.

4. Woad-Carrying Structure

The modular tunnel load-carryirg structure is required to resist an internal pressure of
'7.5 pesi. The fiber portion of thi m~altitayor rvon)os*#e wall Is required to reslint the internal
pressure with a suhfety factor of 5. ThA mnetul structure associated with the modukar design is
required to resitA the Internal pressure with a safety factor of 2 on yield strtngQ i 3d a sadety
factor of 3 on ult mate 4trength. These factors of safety are to be maintained after degradation
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of the phygical and me. hianical pr -pertteik of t~ nmalf"421r due t- temvf-rature ;oad du-ioin.
vacuum. tr:'a.,,pt ýWp elerA tr'w rarltatte- hap been cc'nsidere-i Strudtural splices
and; jnts are -_ ,O~rM~ tr Ievetryp 100 ofz! the required k(ai1carr ing cApa'Aty of tlY!'
-normal tunnel material.

5. Meteoroid Barrier

A I to 2 pci density flexible foam meteoroid barrier I to 2 Inches thick Is required on
the exterior of the fiber lc'ad-carrying structure to provide a p~i-,babiltty of resisting puncture
of 0. 995 for a 80-day mission at an orbit of 100O to 300 nautical miles.

8. Passive Thermal Control Coating

A passive thermal control coating is required for the exterior surface of the tunnel. The
coating must maintain an interior surfice temperature of 75 (*25)OF while mairt.~ir.1ng extci ;or
surface temperatures within the capabilities range of the materials.

7. Repair MaterialsI

A nontoxic material system is required that could be used on the inside of tht. tunnel in a
vacuum. pure oxygen atmosphere. or a norwrAl atmosphere to repair tears or part. I~z pene-

trations In the tunnel. The materials should be able to activate nearly instantaneously andI
should be capable of being utilized in zero.*G. Self-sealing systems are not applicable for this
effort because of their high weight per unit area.

E. ATTACHMENT REQUIREMENTS

The attachments that secure the modular crew transfer tunnel to the (Je'nini-MSS systemI
are required to minimize leakage, provide quick access to Gemini or MSS or, the launch pad,
and provide quick release in the event of abort.

F. ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS

1. GeneralI
The environments to which the trarsfer tui,.;.-! will be exposed are internal pressuriza-

tion and external space.

2.Internal PressurizationI

-lie tu~...z! Is required to be designed for an internal p. essure of 7. 5 psfa for 4'0 days,
although the tunnel will probably be pressurized and depressu.rized sev'era: timeo; during the
mission. For ,.his r'"ý~' tinnell s required !c .7ithatancl 160 repeated Viessurization and17
depreseturization cycles. The tunnel materials are required to be compatible with a pure
oxygen atmospherc cr a mixture of oxygen and nitrogen with a pressure range of 3. 5 pF'.ý toI
7. 5 psia and a relative humidity ringe of 0 lo SO0 percent,
3. External Space Environnm.ent

The external space enviroi,ýoent that the tunnel Is required to resist lis eun of at
least 1 x 10-7 min Hg with solar ultraviolet railalionc. high enerigy proton and alpha particle
radiation, and low energy electron radiation, and the beat available meteoroid environment.

0. PACKAGING REQUIREMENTS

The expandable crew transfer tunnel is reqiredto be packiidn famigkjar deal-go caiý-
!=ter against the side of the Gemini-MSS vehIc'_ in a mini~mu package volume that would have
a minimum effect on the aerodynamics of the total launch system. The modular tunnel Am
packaing canis~er design io required to provide quick and ea~ Ingress and egess from the

Gemini capsuule on the Isuivh paid while also having the capability of twing Iiffsantlr JettisonIed

away fremr the Gemnini- MOB s7 stem In case of niissic n abort.
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SECTION WV

MODULAR CktEW TRANSFER TUNNEL

A. GENERAL

The expandable Gemini to MSS modular crew transfer tunnel was specifically designed
to satisy the mission objective of providing a safe method of troi~eferring the crew from the
Gemini capsule to the crew s.ln tr orbit. T'he tunnel was designed under the major
constraints imposed by human fal:ors -onsiderations and by general operational and environ-
mental Poguirements. A prototype tunnel w.as fabricated and subjected to prelim~inary qualifi-
cation testing to substantiate~ the design and verify the feasibility of the moduL-r tunnel concept.

B. DESIGN OBJECTIVES

1. General

Human fa~tors considerations controlled the general con~figuration of the tunnel, the de-
silp of the locomotion aids, and the tunnel interior lighting. The nontoxic requirement of
tunnel construction materials is alao a human factors consideration. The final design of the
tunnel was then~ controiied by mission considerations including launch piad and boost require-
ments, orbita. operatli,.., and mission termineaic..

2. Humazr fzct'Žrp

The thuman factors design requirements were established by Air Force In-house pro-
grams. By a cooperative effort between the Aero Propulsion Laboratory, the Aero Medical
Laboratory, and the Materials Laboratory, a wood mock-;.; t~i tunnel geometry was fabri-
rated. This mock-up was flown In the KC-13s5 zero-G aircraft and thoroughly evaluated rela-
tive to human factors requirements in zero-4.. transfer.

The tvnnel mock~-up was attached to a mock-up of the left half of a two-man spacecridt
with entry f rom the tunnel ini the spacecraft through a 17 by 3)1 inch elliptical hatch In the
mah. entry hatch of the spacecraft. Entry from the other end of the tunnel Into a sirlulated
orbital laboratory was through a 22-inch diameter circular hatch. Two ropes placed 21 inches
apaxt w *44a ,

4
t , .

iHutnar f sctors flight eva-luation by a subject wearing a .%4 pressure suit consisted of the
Ioilow~ng:

(I' Three unpressurized suit transfers froin the spacecrm* to the laboratory.

(2) Two unpressirrized suit trarsfers from the laboratory to the spacecraft. cme of which
included a turnaround at the laboratory.

(3) Six prest, rtzed suit transfers from the laboratory to tht spaecraft. one of which
Included -_turnaround at the laboratory. Another imcbided the carlrying of a apecl-
men case, and the last included the transfer of a -tompli.t0y dsainWed" Wdhrt-sleev~d
sublect.

(4) Four pressurt-red suit truatsers frolm the spacecraft tc I%*s labratory, ome o'f WkIth
Included a tortaround at the laboralt ~y, and another inch led a turnaaoird aft the
spacecraft. The last 91hded the carrytan of a speciean case_
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pmr. 'uir.'4 rm-r time af-t, wert, ý- r- r
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(1A) No-proh tno were en•. -ovnt( red in p s :g thr , t• rP-pti,. ilý h;11; h

(2) A specific techn-Jue muA ij+ worked ft ' or tr,.s,.qferroit par-kages tar equipment
th"':ugh the hatches.

(3) The two har4ranis iuere enective lomoriotion alds to crew transfer and ,ti-uld be in-
corporated in the tunnel design.

(4) The tunnel geometry, represented by the mcwk-up. Aas entirely compa'bte with
efia.,.,,.e crew transfer. There should be 28 incher cýar height rver he circular
hatch and 38 Inches clear height over the elliptlcal hatch. The final tinel design
should have no sharp protuberances that might snag the unibilicals or t:Ve space
suit, and It should have a nornairastve liner to avoid space suit nianiage.

O(ther human factors requirements that should be included in the tunnel Jhosign include
the use of nontoxic materials in the tunnel construction and incorporation of interior tunnel
lighting. l;w-intensity lighting would appear to be adequate but should h~e evalua3.ed ii actual
transfer experiments.

3. lion Considerations

The gt,•eral operational and environmental crnsiderations that contmroled the desigr were
thos. neceia-y to satisfy the requirements diocussed in Sectir:., IoI. A modular tunnel design
apprcacti should be followed that would permit prepackaging of the tunnel and on-the-ground
check-out and repair prior to mounting on the launch vehicle. The pAckaged tunnel would be
relatively eaci to install on or remove from the launch vehtcle, and should -A missYion abort be
iiecetay. would alicw the packiged tunnel and canister to be Jettisoned away from the launch
veh•cle as a unit. In a&#tion to pr)tecting the packaged tunnel from the ellements durint, hold
or countdown on the launch p.A the flight canister shAld incorporAte sufficient ir.mlation to
protect the packaged tunnel from damage duc to terodyrtiawic heAtifig dvring tbe boost phase.
The packaging volume 'hould be n.imnized -o Oiai the pa,'kagc?! tonnel ZrA r-aniqter would
'rrpnse a minimuri effect on the aerodynAtnics ckf the launrc•h vehicle.

For structural integrity. the •-,..e tunnel st.mvild b-x *hs:icnod to witlstand its desizrn
pressurt of 7. 5 osia for a uis£ion, A-.;ra-nn J -1 1.7 • :i - rk-ital altitudes ra:.-ing fr-rm 100 to
300 nautical miles with 1 Ilt.tv. farther of ý. To wvrthstan:1 r:itin:. .t- un red in the zrbita!
er~vironmeont. 'he tunnt mnattrial ms1 nU4M-,-, thtr r%;-.- --. r,;-#-.

It Pr vtie a O. 995 pri-Lab.il hy n- -'i',tA f-.I.

rrefrz~0y Be• s-l ihl wste •. erode -r efotrng !tw pac.,gid n-Lct- "r
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C. DESIGN DESCRIPTION

1. General

Basically, the design incorporates an expandable tunnel copffeuraticn simulating the
geometry used on the mock-up for human factors evaluation. The expandable structurc har a
rigid floor, which In turn Is integrated with tne packaging canister. In essence, the tunnel
floor !orms the lcwer half of the packaging canister -Md Is connected to the upper half of the
canister by separation screwr that are cut by pyrotechnic guillotinoes for canister ejee~tio,,.
The advantages of this design are as follows:

(1) The tunnel can be prepacked prior to mounting on the launch vehicle.

(2) No attachments are required between the packaging canister and the launci vehicle.

(3) Mounting attachment points are required only at the hatch connections, simplifying
installation and removal.

(4) The eject'on systems are simplified. Requirements for launch abort and mission
termination are combined into a single system.

Figures 26 through 30 show the or tional sequence from prelaunch to mission ternina-
tion. Figure 26 shows the prepacka,,cd tu. ýell module attached to the Gemini capsale and M&S
hatches. Figure 27 shows de.f, provisions 'o meet abort requirements at launch. The hatch
attachment rings incor:.orate a DuPont fleyli-We inear shaped charge (FLSC) to burn through
the *ings for separ-tion. In tbA e,' ,nt of abo'.'t Lae canister and the packaged tunnel will be
jettisoned as a sincgle init.F

Deploy-ronm of the pf-ckaged tneinobtsshwinFgura 28. The guillotines will
be activated -) cu the separation screws used to attach the canister cover to the tunnel floor,
ejecting th' carniser cove.- and initiating tunnel deployment. The ,Aastic recovery character-
istics of t'-. fun, el .Z!Ould then deploy the structure to its expanded volume. Figure 29 shows
the georntetry of ihE'efully anx anded tunnel. At mission termination, the expanded tunnel will
be ejected. permritt',ng se~paration of the Gemini capsule from the MSS. The jettisoning sys-
lern 5nown in 1,Igure 30 wii u the same as that used for launchi abort. The tunnel design is
showr in Figuire 2.

2. Comlxonite %W211 St ucture

a. G-ýneral. Taie materials anproach selected to best meet the overall requiremenits of ý.he
tunnel design Is a material composite that comprises four~ distinct layers bonded together intco
a homogeneous structure and painted on both inner and outer surfaces. The inner !ayer Is an
unatrensed p.,*ssure blazdder whose only function is to maintain pri'ssure tightness and to trans-
wit pressure loads to an adjacent structural layer. The structural layer carries structural
loads resulting from internal pressure. Bonded to The structural layer is a flexible foam layer
that perform3 a dual function. It acts first as a micrometeoroid barrier protecting the pres-
sure bladder from penetration, Its secondary function is dep~loyment and shaping of the struc-

tuethic.ugh the use of stor'.i energy inherent in the foam when compressed for packaging.
The outer cover that is bond,.* to the foan, barrier also serves a dual purpose. It is ust.4 as a
smooth ba.r' for the, application of a thermal coating and also enc~psuiates the total composite
for e'vacpatian and compressioni prior to packaging the tunnel In the canister. Two plastic
presRsure relief valves are Incorporated In the composite wall design so that they penctrate Z-he
enemats~ating outer cover nnr1 are embedded in tL~e flexible foam layer. T~iese valves also
servc a dual purpose in providing a passageway for gas ftom th*: foam barrier through the
outer cover, which is rIonstructsid from sealant maierial. One purpose is to prc~vide a means
of evai~ating the air from the flexible foamn for packaging. The other purpose is to provide an
escape route for gas it, the foam layer to prevent a pressure buildup within the outer cover due
to environmental pressure reduction during launch and due to gas permeating !he pressure
bladder during, the orbial mission.
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~ FREPACKAGED MODULE
ATTACHED TO GEMINI
AND TO MSS HATCHES

Figure 26. Lautch Configuratton of Pre~akage. Iumael

COMPLETE MODULE JETTISONED;
SHAPED CHARGE TO SEPAFATF -

HATCH ATTACHME1NT RINGS
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CANISTER COVERf
EJECTED IN ORSIT

(SELF-DEPLOYtNG)

Figure 28. Canister Ejection and Tunnel Deployment

EXPANDED Au

rJNNEL FLOOR 28-

'U r" v"4"A,-!SECTION A - A

~T~IC ZE /ATTACHMENT BOLTS

/AROUND MSS AND
A ~~~~FOR TUNNEL SEPARATION GMN ACE

Figure 29. Deployed Tunnel
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COMPLETE IUNNEL JETTISONED;
PAPED CHAKGE TO SEPATE
HATCH ATTACHMENT RINGS

Figure XII. Tunnel Jettisoned at Mission Terminatlon

The composite wall is discussed more thoroughly in Section V. The wall cross section
is shown in Figure 82. The total weight of the composite wall is 0.690 psi.

b. Pressure Bladder. The pressure bladder is a laminate of three individual sealant layers.
The inner layer is a laminate of Capran film sandwiched between two layers of lightweight ny-
lon cloth. This layer is bonded with polyester adhesive to a second layer of closed-cell vinyl
foam 1/16-inch thick. The outer sealant is % close-weave nylon cloth coated with a polyester
resin. The total weight of the bladder composite is 0. 126 psi and is independent of design
pr'smare.

Tests were conducted on the pressure bladder to determine permeability rate, possible
toxicity, and environmental effects due principally to vacuum. Permeability was determined
with oxygen as a test gas at 5 psia, using a Dow cell. The measured rate was 1 0 -4 pst per
day. Relating this rate to the tunnel design, the anticipated gas loss is approximately 0.02
pound per day, substantially less than the meaxmum allowable of I pound per day. A survey of
toxic materilxs known to be used in the construction of the pressure bladder indicated the
possible presenco of toluene, xylene, methyl ethyl ketone, methylene chloride solvents, and
toluene diliocyanate. Although carbon monoxide was not known to be contained, tests for it
were also included. The bladder material was exposed to 5 psia of oxygen for 24 hours prior
to a chemical analysis and check for toxic gases. Test results indicated that all the above con-
taminants were below the threshold limits established by the National Bureau of Standards for
occupational exposure.

The principal environmental effect for which the bladder was checked was a hard vacuum.
This check was made first to ensure that delamination of the composite bladder would not oc-
cur and secondly to determine the degree of off-gassing to be expected. The bladder construe-
tion technique proved successful both in preventing delamination said in minimizing off-gassing.
Off-gasing stabilized In about 96 hours with a 8.3 percent weight loss.

The pressure bladder is discussed more thoroughly in $:!ction V. The laminate is ahown
in Figure 83.

c. @ru ~rni Layer. The structural layer is a four-ply laminate of Dacron cloth bonded
together with polyester resin, then curej unlpr heat and pressure. The design pressure of
7.5 psia, which along with a safety factor of five aim T•,a.me for creep rupture, requires an
original load capability of 1300 powds per inch. This Ioad omst tb •..tod entirely by the
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structural layer. The basic structural concept of the multi-ply technique is that joints in the
individual plies are staggered In such a way as to offer an essentially seamleis construction.
Cylinder burst tests of this technique Indicate an 81 percent load capability, as compared to
that of the parent structural cXth. The degrada±...n in strength is attributed to the "locked-in'
crimp of the bonded polyester joint. A similar degradation also is incurred in elastomer-
coated fabrics and is attributed to the same effect. Even in a mechanically sewn joint, seam
efficiencies beyond 85 percent are unlikely. It thus appears that a 100 percent structural ef-
ficiency for a fabric atructure is not attainable. However, because the structural weight of
0.210 psf is only 30 percent of the total composite weight, the weight penalty incurred by an
81 percent structural efficiency is not significant.

Particular emphasis was pluced on the design and development of a structural joint be-
tween the rigid floor of the tunnel and the structural layer. The technique that evolved from
this investigation uses an epoxy resin rigid bond. The locked-in crimp effect was again found
in this joint design, resuiting in an efficiency of 50 percent. Attempts to improve joint effi-
ciency by using a more elastic epoxy bond were not succcs-!ul and only resulted in shear fail-
ure of the joint. A polyester resin bond similar to that used in the multi-ply wal! 7= also
tested, but was wholly inadequate for the required bond. Consequently, the rigid epoxy bond
tec.,nique was adopted as the required design technique and resulted in an eight-ply bond to the
structhral floor joined to the four-ply structural layer *,'h a polyester resin bond. Strip ten-
sile tests of this overall joint design indicated that the full load capability couA be carried by
both the joints and the basic four-ply structural layer.

Structural tests have been corducted to investigate environmental effects due to vacuum
and high energy radiation. Strip tensile tests on Dacron have indicated negligible effects o•
hard vacuum on the structural characteristics. Similar tests on fabrics irradiated with 10ý
rads of 1. 3-mev gamma radiation have also indicated negligible degradation. Accordingly,
there i1 no reason why synthetic fiber structures should not be used in structural space ap-
plications, if their physical characteristics are known and related to the operational environ-
ment.

The structural layer and the structural Joint between the structural layer and the rigid
floor of the tunnel are discusbed more thoroughly in Section V. The construction Is shown in
Figure 85.

d. Flexible Foam Layer. The '.unnel will be protected from micrometeoroid penetration by
a 2-inch layer of flexible polyether foam. Flexible foam of 1. 2-pcf density has been selected
as a suitable barrier material, based on hypervelocity particle impact tests conducted by GAC
and on tests condacted at the micrometeorite testing facility at Wright-Patterson AFB. Both
series of tests (the latter u-onducted at 27.000 fps with an average particle mass uf 5 milli-
grams) indicate that a 2-inch foam barrier of 1. 0-pcf density is equivalent in barrier effec-
tiveness to single-sheet An-.inum 3/16-inch thick (2.7 pef). Figure 60 shows thf. Air Force
near-earth micrometeoroid environment spectrum in terms of particle mass and accumulative
particle flux. When the previously mentioned test results are correlated with single-sheet
aluminum penetration theory, the critical penetrating flux level is about 5.23 x 10-7 particles/
t2 -day. Relating the critical flux with the exposed surface area of the deployed tunnel (130

square feet) and the mission time (60 catys), the probability of zero penetration is at least
0.095.

While the primary function of the foam will be au a micrometeoroid barrte-, it can serve
also as a tunnel deployment aid. During packaging, the foam layer will be compressed to about
10 percent of its original thickness and will be restrained by the packaging canister. Upon do-
ploymet, in orbit, the canister will be jettisoned, and the elastic recovery characteristics of
the foam will shape the tunnel to its fully expanded volume. Figure 90 shows the recovery
characteristics of the foam under vacuum conditions and for varying temperatures. From
Figure 90 It can be seen that the packaged structure nost be Insulated ainst extreme cold if
full recovery is to be achieved.J hvironmental effects should be evcduated to establish compatibility with the environment.
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Of principal concern are the effects of vacuum. temperature, and high energy radiation. The
effect of foam recovery in a vacuum has already been discussed. Off-gassing induced by
vacuum as negligible; It amounted to a 0. 5 percent weight loss and stablized in 1. 5 hours.
Expected temperature :v emes should cause no problenm. High energy radiation is not ex-
pected to present any . e; , oefause the foam tolerance is about an order of magnitude
higher than the anticipated dose of 106 rads.

The flexible foam micrometeoroid barrier is discassed more thoroughly in Section V.
The weight of 2-inch thick foam of 1. 2-pcf density is 0.200 pet.

e. Outer Cover. The outermost layer of the composite wall structure encapsulates the
wall and provides a smooth base for the application of a ther'mal coating. The construction
of this layer is shown in Figure 84. It is a film-cloth laminate weighing 0.015 put. With an
estimated thermal coating weight of 0.026 psf, the total combl",'d lea.'Ar wei",t is 0. 041 pot.

Inasmuch as tft"W =ii.e cer eflca'IsulatE's LflC cots-p-j-f -al!. It an 204 in
packaging the tunnel prior to launch. By a vacuurm technique, thi wall thickness can be com-
pressed from the fully expanded 2 inches to "bout 3/8 inch, suitable for folding and subsequent
packaging in the canister. Also, a certain amourt of air will still be trapped In the composite
wall, even after evacuation. ThiR air can b used as a thickness recovery aid, augmenting the
elastic recovery characteristics of the compressed foam. Thus, full recovery of the wall
thickness, even under adverse temperatures, will be ensured.

The film side of the outer cover laminate will be coated with vacuum-deposited aluminum,

which is part of the thermal control coating. Dependir g upon the Gemini- MSS system orbit
and the tunnel orientation relative to the sun and the enrth, the aluminized film will be partially
covered by stripes of aluminized silicone white paint t ad possibly by thin layers of silicon
monoxide in some locations to maintain comiortable Jrternal tunnel temperatures and to main-
tain material temperatures within acceptable limits curing full solar flux. r e thermal con-
trol system is discussed more thoroughly in Section V.

Environmental effects compatibility requires the consideration of combined vacuum and
ultraviolet radiation, the thermal environment, and high energy radiation from Van Allen elec-
trons. The portion of the outer cover most sensitive to the orbital environment will be the
thermal coating. The combined effect of vacuum and ultraviolet radiation will cause some de-
gradation of the coating, The solar absorptance/emitLance (a/e) ratio is expected to increase
by not more than 10 percent for a 60-day mission, resulting in a slight increase in materials
temperature. Off-gassing due to vacuum Is a minute effect, causing less than 0. 5 percent
weight loss, and stabilizes in 1. 5 hours. Thermaleffects relative to extremes in ten-.rature
are expected to produce no problems. Finally the thermal coating is expected to absorb 106
rads of electron radiation. However, the tolerance of the coating to high enern radiation is
on the order of 10" "• 108 rads.

3. Sandwich Structure Floor

The sandwich structurt floor consists of two flat metal honeycomb bonded sandwich
panels that are mechanically joined to form a 160-degree included az-gle between the panels,
paralleling the longitudinal contour of the Gemini-MSS vehicle. There is a circular hole in
the panel over the MU8 hatch and an elliptical hole in the panel over the Gemini hatch to allow
ingress and egress of tUe astronauts. The circular hole is 30 inches in diameter, and the ellip-
tical hole has major and mbior axes of 29 and 17 inches respuctively.

The Bondolite tsandwtch panel constructicn conAsts of 7. 9-pef d4Pnsity aluminum honey-
comb core with 1/4-inch cells having 0.004-inch lls of 3003 aiuminum bonded to 0.06$-inch
thick 7076-TS aluminum faces uitth Epon 934 epoxy adhesive. The panels are edged around both
the periphery and the hatch-access cutouts wit. shaped alumirjm sections to provide a

'iM, Ooodyear Aeroqpace Corporation, Akron, Oho
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structu;a &;r,'ace for installation of the hWtch attachment rings and to ý,ro- 1dj a swooti zon-
tour for bonding the structural layer of the composite wall to the flooe,. Doublers are installed
inside the lower faces of the panels to provide reinforcement In the a•eas where the channel
section canister support bratckets are attached. The floor panels ;.e fabricated as complete
sJbassembiles by curing the adhesive under heat and pressur, !4, an autoclave.

After the panels are attached together with alumilrp.m plates on ioth the upper and lower
surfaces, the interior tunnel aurfa ,e and the edges are 5ealed with a film-cloth laminate tape
bonded over the cracks and a foam-cloth laminate bonded over the entire interior surface.
The tape is made from the same film-cloth laminate as the inner ply of the pressure blamer.
The foam-cloth laminate "rug" is constructeWd fr ',rn tkhe ciosed-cell vinyl foam and nylon Cloth
used in the remnainder of 4he pressure bla/.dJe:' construction.

4. Attachment and Separation Systems

- - -hicle at the hatch areas with 6061-T6 aluminum
rings containing provisions for pyrotechnic separation systems. 'I e riosg6, r,,,,,..•- .. the
Gemini hatch and circular at the MSS hatch, are attached to the floor structure with counter-
sunk bolts and Rivnuts. with the floor-ring joint sealed by the application of epoxy resin covered
by a film-cloth laminate sepiant tape. Tha separation rings have flanges shaped to fit the con-
tours of the Giemnil capsvie and the laboratcry. Each flange cnrtpins a machired groove for
installation of art 0-ring seal. The rings are attached to the launch vehicle with rows of Cam-

Ic quick-disconnect fasteners through the flanges.

Each ring contains machined circumferential grooves around its entire periphery in the
wall area between the flange and the floor attachments for installation of the FLSC pyrotechnic
separation devices. The FLSC is packed into the machined notches with epoxy adhesive and
preAected by backup plates of aluminum bolted to the separation rings. The FLSC achieves
separation when detonated by burning thrmgh the ring mta -'.-he notched thickness area and
supplying pressure to force the separated portions apart. GAC has been quite successful in
the utilization of the FLSC separation and jettison technique.

With the packaging canister attached to the floor structure with i-rews through the 10
canister support brackets on the floor, and not to the launch vehicle directly, the tunnal may
be separated and jettisoned in the event of mission abort or for mission termination by the
same FLSC separation system incorporated in the ring designs.

5. Packaging Canister

The packaging canister is designed to retain the folded tunnel in the packaged configura-
tion and to protect the tunnel from the environmental elements on the launch pad and during
the launch phase. Titanium sandwich construction is used for the canisier design.

The canister is constructed in two parts. The lower part, an open frame approximately
12 feet long, has a width of abuut 4feetat the MSS end tapered to a width of about 2-1/2 feet at
the Gemini end. The depth along the long edges is about 5-1/2 inches. and the ends are shaped
to fit the contours of the Gemini-MSS vehicle. The frame is constructed by mechanically
joining the titanium sandwich panels at the edges. The interior surface of the frame is lined
with sheet insulation. The lower part of the canister, which rests against the launch vehicle.
is bolted to the canister support brackets attached to the ttnnel floor.

The upper part of the canistf r is a long, narrow, open box-like structure that is con-
structed by joining titanium sandwich panels in the same manmer used for the lower part. The
interior surface is also lined with sheet insulation. The upper part oi the canistr, which con-
tabts the packaged tunnel, rests against the lower part and is atached to it with Wog separation
screwy 'hat are attached to angular brackets mounted on the interior surfaces of both canistr
Si parts • ,2 locations. Each of the separation screws passs t1roug the acess ope o a
pVrotc .c guillotine bolt cutter n•unted on the angular bracket of the lower fart of the c•nis-
ter. This design allow, UMe upper part of the canlieer to be separated from the lower part for
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tunnel deployment by detonating the guillotines which cut the separation screws and supply a
separating force for Jettisoning the upper part of the canister.

The packaging canister design provides a packagingr volume of about 20.8 cubic feet
wht,. presenting an aerodynamic drag area of about 2, 6 square feet. The canister weight
given in Table I It based on estimated titanium sandwich weight and estimate Inmsltion
weight. The sandwich material required for structural integrity depends upon the aerodynamic
loads during launch. The insulation required to protect the packaged tunnel from thermal dar%-
toe duarng launch depends upon the aerodynamic heating involved. A launch profile, which
was not, available, is required for analyses involving these parameters. Lack of these values
does not detract from the feasibility of the preliminary design.

6. Interior Lighting and Locomotion Aids

Types and design locations of tunnel interior lighting and crew locomotion aids were
studied by the numan farlors engineers in the Ltfe Sciences Research Department of GAC. The
'-..ilts of these studies in conjunction with the recommendations of the Air Force as a result of
the tunnel mock-up z.-.-C f:it ..t6s :- Incoroorated in the tunnel design.

Locomotion aids consist of 0. 75-inch diameter nylon cords extending along each side of t.
the floor from the Gemini hatch opening to the MS hatch opening. The ends of the hand ropes
are attached to the rigid floor structure with clamps. The cords are held 4 inches above the
floor by flexible foam cubes placed intermittently along the rope length. Flexible foam is
used for the hand rope supports so that they may be easily compressed during the tunnel pack-
aging operation.

Sylvania flexible strip lightisig was selected for the tunnel Interior lighting. Two strips
of ligh.Ung are cemented along each side of the runnel wall aout 1.5 inches ab-'. 'he floor in
the hest position to illuminate the hand ropes. A 6-foot strip extends from the angular con-
tour change in the tunnel floor to the Gemini hatch opening, and a 2-foot strip extends from the
contour change to the MSS hatch opening. In addition to the strip lightirg installation, the
tunnel design includes an i 4 erior .oating of a reflectsve whit: •a•nt to assist in illuminating
the tunnol interior.

7. Weight Estimate

The weight estimate V4.en in Table I ts base:1 on the tunnel design shown in Figure 2.
As rMwn in Table I, the total wefght of the transfer twi•et (127 pounds) and the pckaging
can•ater (I18 pounds) is 375 pou•is. Thti eWht Is based on a design pressure of 7. S pats.
Fez a 'esijn pressure of 3. 5 psia, tue veight reftctio,' would be small, since so mr~ny of the
Item s incivded in the design are not controlled by the inflPt'on prea&&re. The estro~ated w•tght
retict'_r is 23.5 pounds. The contributing items are the &Lr-cturat layer o. the eipanda9le
wQli, th, wall-floor joint, and tOe Inflation system. It is possible that the sandwih floor igt1
olter some weight reduction, depending on the canister aerodynamic loads. Based 'n inflation
pressure loads alone, the fl<or weight rwduction is about 21. 5 pounds. This Is a totsa weight
reduction of 45 pounds, which would reduce the total weight to 330 pounds.

D. PROTOTYPE TUNNEL

I. General

The vqunable Gemini to MU ir •it.L. cr'ew transfer tunnel design was traAslated Into
a defta P0'Ototype tunnel design that t. 1d be fabricated ard sobJected to treliaw Y qWalfica-
tion - tees in order to substutiate the d -Ign. The prototype tunnl design is #hMw in Figure
3. Toore are four areas In the deo--ign oe he " "ot~pe WMrI in which the SA b tbmmwi *s
is *t# faithfully rdn•4 These c, sz were made in the istree of 0tmpWklss *ad
Ume Savings, .tr a1 agfect V*e feam'Sl iy of the design or the re"Its, thW watolyp
tunnel tea".
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First. the design 31 the hatch attacainier~t separation rings was si..iplifie'i by omitting the
machined notches for the FLSC separation system and by making the flanges in a flat plane
rather than shaped to fullow the contours of the _':..nch vehicle. Since the utilization of the
FLC pyrotechnice system is a well proven separation technique and since demonstration of
tunnel sep'.ration for mission termination or abort was not P preliminary test requirement.
the elimination of this system from the prototype 6--sign Is well justified. By making the awp-
aration ring flanges flat rather than contourned. considerable tooling and prototype fabricAtion
time could be saved. In addition. the desigi, and fabrication of the steel test carrier moek-i'p
hatches that support the prototype tunnel were~ greatly stimplif led by the use of flat Wstpratior.
ring flanges. This change hui ro effeýct on tke feisibility of the tunnel design or on the test
results.

Secondly. a substitute Dacron cloth was used for the four-ply structural layer of the pro-
totype tunnel. This substitution was necessary because the required cloth was unavailable at
the time it was required for this program. Althougrh Zhe substitu'te cloth Is slightly tiývier
and thicker than the required cloth, it has a lower breaking strength1. Since the struc.tural
layer of the tunnel wall was designed to have a factor of sAfety of 5 with degradation due to
ereeo rup~ture effects for 60 days utsuer the load considered,the use of a sutuititute cloth with
a factor of saletý a -% 'us.:. " :,ni*'tions Is enw'sldered satlsfarl'ry for OW.
tuinel.

The third area of difference between the tunnel 0-nign and the prototype tunnel involves
the pacirgfng canister. To simplify fabricatlor. o: t;ý. prototype ;.ngcanister. the deci-
sion was made to use lightweight aluminum sandwich panels rather than titanium panels of :
greater thickness. Since no thermal testing was required, the insulation was" r:Included in
the prototype canister deuig%.

Tb, '.ast area of the prototype tunnel deviation from taithful reproduction is the utse of A
"suistitute outer cover and thermal coating on the composite wall of the prototype iuntie1. Sinop
no thermal testing was required of) the- prototype tunnel and since the requireo Am~t,:ýiais could
not be obtained for use on the rp.rototype tunnel. the decision was made to use ruaterials that
would ,satisfy the nonthermal retluirement of th -Yuter euver. "'he nonfltermal requirement is
to provide a was-tight barrier for encapsulating the flexible foant. In order to provide encap-
sulating matertial nylon cloth coaed with titanium dioxide pigmented Hypialon paint was selected
for the outer cover. This paint provides a rubberized film on the nylon cloth for gas tigtitness.
and the nylon cloth provides a satisfartory surface for bonding the flexible foata to the gas-
tight barrier.

The prototype tunnel design !inal1 assembly is shown in Figure 31.

7. Prototype Tunnel Fabricati,-:

a. GeneraL. The first step In the fabrication proc-*&rt was *.h~e assembly of a fatwication
toot. The tool used was a rigid poiylurethant foam mandr-el machined to the interior conto'ir
of the expandeed tunnel and moui~ed on a movable Mieet framework fixtuirt. The prototype
tunnel mandrel mounte-i on the fabric flion support flxhar' it shnwr !'r' ure_ At Tho cown-
p~.ted sandwich floor structure Is albo mounted on the support fixture and becomes a 9&At of
t~w~ fabrication tonl. Th.ý flnor mounted on t~he fixture io shown 5., Figure 8. 1Ue wmailrt
wits sproved with a separating agent to prev-ent adheston of the pressurt bladder to tbe mandrel.

The' composite wait *'"-ture was then built up rn the mamirel in layer* using aprprirlate
patterns. N'wo the pressure u. '-4er was completed, the floor was lowered agairist te mfAn-
dret with the bladder bonided to tfe -,or. This is shtown in nvl*r 33. When the remtaintder
-M the con~ostte wall *ai toinipetzwt.. complete structurev~ra removed from the fabrica-
tion suptport fixt"r mW. p4~coI upright ort a -:-vdtn statw cos*tourd to mumt the tunnel fict1w.
%dol in this position. ts) rick' f~.a mandrel ir'! remnoved from the tunnel W~erikw by chiip-

pinitotin'aih.~ Th ~ -t;c tut~e it h -4MICie remo~vd is a*"w in Fitw'e 34,
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Figure 32. Ugid Foam Mandrel Mounted on &ipport Fixture
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Figure 33. Complete Pressure Bia�der with Floor Attached
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Figure 34. Mandrel Removed from Prototype Tunnel

Figure 35. Completed Protutype Tunnel Unprfturized
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After interior lighting and crew locomotion aids were evaluated by the human factors
engineers, their locations were masked and the tunnel wu painted inside and outside. The
hand ropes and lighting strips were then installed on the tunnel interior, and the canister
support brackets were installed on the floor. The tunnel wu then complete. The cnmp'et",d
tunnel is shown In Figure 35.

The canister was fabricated by riveting together a sertes of aluminum honeycomb Pud-

wich panels and installing the appropriate bracketry. The completed canister is shown in
Figure 15.

At various stages of fabrication, when practicable, the f .bricated parts were weighed.
The weights are given in Table IL

b. Sandwich Floor Structure. Tie prototype floor desig. is an exact reproduction of the
modular design. The floor design is shown in Figure 38. The construction, was described
earlier in this section. The design of the hatch attachment separation rings and the canister
support brackets that are attached to the floor structure are shown in F~ure J?. The pro-
totype separation rings differ from the actuw tunnel design r>,gs in that the flanges are flat
and there is no provision for t.e FLSC separation system. These dIL-repancies were eids-
cussed earlier in this section. The feaslbliity of the tunnel design or the evaluation of teot re-
sults are not affected by these changes. The complettid floor is shown in Figure 38.

c. Composite Wall Fabrication. The triple-barrier pressure bladder and, the flexible fowm
microme'0-roIRibarrier used in the fabrication of the prototype tunnel are Identical with those
of the actual tunnel design. The use of substitute cloth for the structural layer and the use of
msbstitute cloth and thermal coating for the outer cover were discussed earlier in this section.
All adhesive systems and fabrication techniques applying to the actual design were stringently
followed in the construction of the prototype composite wall Pnd the attachment of the struc-
tural layer to the floor. The prototype tunnel composite wall design is shown !r Figure 39.

(1) Pressure Bladder. The pressure bladder is fabricated from subaseemblies. The
inner layer is a subassembly laminated by bonding a layer of Capran film between two layerr
of 14!ýhtweight nylon cloth with polyester adhesive. The middle and outet lyers of the pres-
sure bladder, the closed cell vinyl foam layer and the polyester resin-coated nylon cloth layer,
are laminated into a subassembly by bonding them together with polyester adhesive.

To prevent wrinkles in the pressure bladder when the patterns were placed over the hem-
lspherical ends of the mandrel, the patterns were heat set to the proper curvature by clamping
the patterns In a contouring fixture and pulling them tight against the fixture contour by a vac-
uum bagging technique. With the vacuum maintained, the fixture was placed In a curing oven
and heated. When removed from the fixture, the presm.-re bladder patterns retained the proper
contour. One of the contouring fixtures is shown in Figure 40.

The film- cloth inner laminate was placed on the mandrel first, using the appropriate de-
sign patterns. Then the outer foam-cloth laminate was placed on the mandrel, using the proper
patterns to prevent any pressure bladder seams from becoming coincidental with the seams in
the adjacent layer. The floor with its fuam-cloth laminate "rug" in place was coated with poly-
ester adhesive and lowered into place against the mandrcl and ti,. lapp>ed pressure bladder.
The entire assembly was then vacuum bagged and cured In !an over.,

(2) Structural Layer. The patterns for the structural cloth layer were placed on the
mandrel overt preissure bladder with each of The four plies coated with polyester adhesive
tow Interply adhesion. The patterns are different for each ply Po that no twc. phle. have coin-
cidental seams. As a result of this fabrication techkuq.ue. there are three continuous plies
over the seam In the remaining ply, whdch offers an effectively seamleas coructloon. That
is. a failure in a seam of any one ply would t,,t prove cata&_rfIphic, br4 would only reduce the
#tren*-h of the entire structural layer by 25 percent.
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Figure 38. Prototype Tunine! Floor

During the lamina!tion of the structural layer, separator strips were placed between
each adjacent ply in the area of the floor joint. When all four plies had been placed on the
mandrel, the four plies of reinforcing strips were insert.ed in place of the separator strips
and loonded with polyester adhesive. The rigid epoxy bond was theii fabricated to attach the
composite wall structural layer to the rigid floor structure with an eight-ply splice. 'The en-
tire assembly %as again vacuum bagged and oven cured. The completed prototype tunnel four-
ply Dacron cloth structural layer with the completed wall-floor epoxy joint is shown in FEgure
41.

ý") Micrometeoroid Barrier. While the individual plies 01 the pressure bladder aild the
structural cloth layer were fabricated on the mandrel with lap seams, the 2-inch thick, 1.2-pci
density. flexible polyether foam micrometeoroid barrier was piaced on 'the mandrel in pattern:3
that fornied butt joints. The reason for thi- preceduiro is obvious. Polyester adhesive was
used tc bond the foam to the structural layer. The completed foam layer is shown in Figur~e
42ý

14) Outer Cover and Thk.rnal Coatinfg. As previously discussed in this section, a nylon
.lo ouer eve '.a5 'ibtittedfor the film-cloth, laminate of the adual tunnel design. The

iivlon cloth patterns were plared over the foam barrier on the mandrel with lap seams. Again,
polyester adhesiv- was used for the d~el~~nar bend. The entire assembly was then vaf-.oin
hagged and oven 1 ured for tlir final, "mne. The complete outer cover is shown in Figure 43.

The tuelwithl thr eiclwoced mandrail was removed li~om the fabrlcatio.ý support fixture,



and the rigid foam mandrel was chipped frfim the tunnel interior. The Topolic tapes were in-
atalled on the bladder seams, and the film-cloth tapes were installed at the pressure bladder
to floor joints. After the interior lighting and hand rope standoff locations were masked, both
the Interior and exterior surfaces of the binnel were painted with titanium dioxide pigmented
Hypalon paint. The use of this substitute thermal coating was discussed earlier in this sec-
tion. The completed tunnel is shown in Figure 35.

d. Packaging Canister and Separation System. The prototype packaging canister design is
shown In Figure 44. It was fabricated by riveting lightweight aluminum honeycomb sandwich
panels tojet1-r at the edges. For simplification in fabrication, a flat leading edge surface
was used rather than the curved aerodynamic surface required for a flight hardware canister.
The deviation from required materials was discussed earlier in this section. There waa no
deviation in the installation of the canister Reparation system for deployment, however. All
brackets with separation screws and pyrotechnic oulllotines were properly installed.

The lightweight prototype canister proved to be too flexible for proper handling, so the
reinforcing panels and stiffeners shown in Figure 44 were added to the fabricated canister and
incorporated in the design as revision A.

e. Locomotion Aids and IraeriorLigti.g. The crew locomotion aids and tunnel interior
lighting specified for the tunnel design were installed in the prototype tunnel. They were
initially installed with double-backed tape in several locations while being evaluated by the
human faLtors engineers. When final locations had been determined, the Sylvania fiexible
strip Aighting was cemented in place along each side of the tunnel wall. The hand rope stand-
offs were cemented to the floor, and the ccrds with their end clamps were inbtalled.

3. Weight Statement

The weight statement given in Table II is the actual weight of the prototype tunnel and its
components.

Table II. Weight Statement

Transfer Tunnel .......... .................... ... 212 lb
Expandable Wall ...... ............. 101,8 lb
Sandwich Floor .... ............. ... 88.2
Hatch Attachment-Separation Rings .... .. 13.6
Lighting and Locomotion Aids ......... ... 8.4

Packaging Canister ...... ................... .... 102 lb
Sandwich Cover ....... .............. 81.1 lb
Pyrotechnic Separation System .... ...... 20.9

Total Weight ....... ..................... 314 lb

The expandable wall weight includes the wall-floor attachment weight. Based on sample
weights, the expandable wall alone should weigh 85 pounds, which would leave 16. 8 pounds for
the wall-floor attachment weight. The estimate for th's attachment weight is 16. 1 pounds.

4. Tunnel M.unting Adapters

Previsions are necessary for sGapoorting the tunnel hatch attachment rings during ship-
ping and during the zero-G flights. Accoranmgiy, adapters were designed and fabricated to
attach io the tunne! rings and prm.vide •,. sparae row of mounting holes for attachment to a
8hppingr crate or to ,ame s•pport In the KC-135 airrradt. Tht ,Adater designs are shomn in
Figurc 45.

- V. 5
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FigbLre 40. Pressure Bla dder Contouring Fixturt-

Fij--ir 41.ll-~cr ith ('!ýr;-ete



Figure 42. Prototype Flexible Foam L.Ayer

F~iz.r- 43. C~vmplelted G9ý.'ttr Cover
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SECTION V

SUPPORTING ANALYSES

A. GENERAL

The following nalyses were performed to support the tunne' design:

(1) Thermal Anlysis

(2) Structural Analysts

(3) Environmental Hazards

(4) Materials Selection

The smbsection on trateriais selection is a documentation of GAC-fu'ded development programs
specflcally applicable to the ti:nnel design as sell as a documentatiou of the materials qualifi-
cation program cornAo'ted specifically for the tunnel design.

B. THERMAL ANALYSIS

1. Introduction

The expandable cre,. tra;,sfer tunnel will achieve a thermal bal..nce dependent upta,. but
not completely established by, the Gemlni-MSS vehicle thermal design, and the vehicle ther-
mal design may be slightly lMfluenced by the presen.e of the tunnel. The prlimar oOlectlve of
the tCnnel thermal desigrn, preferably passive, Ii, to maintair the interior at comfortable tern- I
peratures for astronaut transfer (75 (t2s,;F) while !limit!ng the external surface hot-spot and
cold-spot temperatures to valuea -ithin material capabilities (-100 to 225 0 F).

Thermal des!tVn optimization of the packaging canister and the tunnel Itself will depend
uponr Gemini- MS s_"stem paramdtera that have not yet beeen specified, and is considered be-
yond the s•ope of • •s stu-dy. The study wit. consider and define the effects on tunnel tempera-
hures of the f(llowitn parameters:

(ii Thermal coatings on the exterr ai •uriace of the tunre.i.

(2) Thernina coatings on the internal surface of the tunnel. -

(3) Thermal coatl.ngs on the Gemini- MSS surfaces adlacent to the tuiet. I

(41 Tunnel orientatioa ifl relation to the earth and sun.

¶51 Oribtial inclination with rrspect tr the ecipt•¢ e-quator.

(51 Depres~zrization of the poiyet.)er foam dte In mlcrometeorond peatraXtion of the

cuter cover.

The thermal proolems 4Md .- nsideratlonseoi n_ tunnel i• be defined alone with tho neces-
sAry corrective action. An IBM lC e!ectmo-ic comput.-er has t--en ut itued •-ugit this-

n-alysls; the resultant proramis are i-entllied .s GAC progr-xn Z-051 . I-

[
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2. Proposed Thermal Systems

The only major diff!culty Ivolved In the thermal design Is passively maintaining the
required internal temperature of 75 (*25)"F. A reasonably good match with this requirement
may be made for any orbit with most tunnel orientations if the orbit and orientation are spect-
fled before the thermal coatings are selected. Allowance must be made for degradatlo of the
th.ermal coatings; tolerances and degradation of the , , -m ...m ,;.' r ;.. p ,

meters as well as computational accuracy; and other system variab•s that affect the 50OF
temperature tolerance.

As an illustration of the results of this analysis, three possible tunnel thermal designs,
summarized In Table MI, are presented in the following paragraphs. Common features are
addition of thermal insulation to the floor and application of a low solar absorptance/emittance
(a/f) ratio white paint to the tunnel interior.

(i) For a day-night orbit pz.ssing through the earth-sun line with unknown tunnel orien-
tation, the tunnel would be uniformly covered with stripes of aluminized silicone
white paint on an aluminized film substrate. The aierage ratio of a/c would be ap-
proximately 2; to prevent excessive hot-spot temperatures on the outer surface,
copper drop threads would be woven through the polyether foam to obtain a condhkc-
tivity of 0. 5 Btu-in. /hr-ft 2 -OF. Neglecting material, system, and computation un-
certainties, the internal temverature would be 60 (t5O)°F.

(2) For a day-night orbit with an optimum tunnel orientation, a horizontal tunnel orlerl-
tation may be specified. The above thermal coatings would be utilized with the
quantity of painted stripes varied locally to alleviate hot spots and eliminate the re-
quirement fir drop threads. Again neglecting material, system, amd computation
uncertainties, the internal temperature would be 75 (t20)OF.

(3) For a twilight orbit over the dawn-dusk areas of the earth with an optimum tunnel
orientation, a tunnel orientation away from. )ie earth may be selected. Thermal

coa.tings would be a, aluminized finm substrate with thin layers of silicon monoxidt
applied in some locations a•-d stripes of aluminized silicone white paint applied un-

evenly over the entire serf ace. No drop threads would be required, and again neg-
lecting material, system, and computation uncertainties, the Internal temperatures i
would be 75 (120)1F.

Table III Proposed Thermal Systems

Type of *Tunnel Therm".i Copper Internald
Orbit Orientatit a ! Coatin.- Drop Threads Temperature

(( F)

Day-Nigh . b Yes-I 80 (1. 50 -

Da- - i4ih (_)tm n 5( 0

T* i 14•Ff I Optnmum , b C -'5 (t20)

A lumirtzed Wnim sa"•rate. ,
Atuanmritz,,d s.Wtcrone whitep pat!rt.

Z!U;7.%4-n. on--x~e or, a.ýurinlnz-?d film. s•ost• ratv."itr~nter., and varltt)I ttermal pararmeters ordy.

-e- --xternal _________ ________ ieXt-22-

- •.87

i _ _ _"__ _ _ I



3. Technical Discussion

a. Effect of Thermal Coating on Temperature. One of the many parameters thad will af-

fect ,xpandible crew transfer tunnel temperatures is the orbit. A 165 -i tIe altitude circular
orbit (90-minute orbital period) is preuimc-, as a typical condition. The position of the orbital
plane with respect to the earth-sun line is much more critical and depends not only upon the
orbital inclination to the equator but also upoi, the time of day and date of launch. Two extreme V
orbits are a day-night orbit passing through the earth-sun line and a twiligh! orbit over the
dawn-dusk areas of the earth; temperatures in any orbit will generally fall within the limits
set by these two orbits. The day-night orbit is possible with equatorial or polar orbits; the
twilight orbit is possible only with a palar orbit. The former is considered the more likely.

The tunnel may be roughly approximated as a cylinder with spherical ends. Several
conclusions may be attained by computing the temperature of an Isothermal longitudinally
oriented cylinder and sphere in orbit. Taking the albedo of the earth as 0. 36, the energy bal-
ance on a sphere in a twilight orbit ia

0.25 C a + 0.16 1 FSEe eaT 4  (1)

where the first term is solar heating, the :.'rnnd is earth radiation heating, and the third is
reradiation. Equation I rduces to

oT 4 = 25.48 - 110.60 a/i. (2)

The average temperature of a sphere vn a day-night orult is

0. 25 'a d,3 0, 36C FS_-t0) cos 3dý)090
+ 0.16 C FS E + ---- - _T4, (3)

- 1800 r1 8 00

since the sphere enters the ut.Ubia at 3 105 degrz~es. Tne added term is albedo heating.

Equatior 3 reduces to

oT4' 25.48 - 82. i, a .
For a cylimder ir. .t iwliiht orbit,

a z . 16 C FC_ t 'zT 4 (E)

or

Fi..r a cyliin er in a day -r, ht -i r?,?

.2 f"
.o ".0.: ,

! l
S r . . : - . : :" . • : - : , - % •,

T4 
l l I I l Ii• ~ l l ! I
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F'igure 46. Sphere. 'rKd Cylinder inotherrnal Temperatures in Near-Earth Orbit

The temperatures are seen to be a junction o1 thle ratio a/t, which is established by the
thee na control coating. A plot oi equ~.ions 2, 4, 6, and 8 is presented in Figure 48. The.
cylinder temperatures are more extreme than the sphere temperatures, so that a somewhat
conservative arnlysis of the tunnel may be obtained by neglecting the spherical ends. For com-
fortable temperatures, an G/E ratio between 1 and 3 appears desirable for a day-night orbit.
These a/v ratios may be easily attained by a surface of an aluminized film substrate (a =0. 15,

0= . C5, =z/.r - 3) '.overed in part .ilth an aluminized ailicone white paini. (a = • - 0. 25,
•/, v 1). Spacings between the paint strlpenJ ur" p.Uormiu= W•ua-* p.••-• .verae raLtion •'
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where between I and 3. An a/c ratio of! 'or slightly less appears desirable for a twilight orbit.
These ratios may be obtained by applying the above white paint to a surfaze of silicon monoxide
onanaiuminizedfilmsubstrate (a - 0.15,ca 0.5, a/E = 0.3).

Temperature differentials across lie tunnei interior will exist due to uneven heating of
the external surfaces. In order to minimize these differentials, the internal heat transfer
should be maximized. In the absence of forced convection, the primary mode of heat transfer
will be thermal radiation. A thermal coating on the interior surface with a high emittance is
therefore desired, but the solar absorptance should be low (white surface) to improve lighting.
A number of white paints having a low ale ratio are available, including the zinc oxide pig-

mented paint developed by GAC for the lunar shelter project. Stability should not be a problem,
since the internal surface is not exposed to ultraviolet radiation or vacuum.

b. Hot- and Cold-Spot Temperatures. The tunnel configuration used for this study was pre-
liminary in nature and is not reflected in the final design drawings. Thermal construction and
properties of the tunnel walls are presumed as follows from the exterior surface to the inte-
rior surface:

(1) Outer cover consisting of a thermal control coating, nylon cloth, a layer of polyester
Adhesive, Capran film, adhesive, nylon cloth laminate, and adhesive. This compo-
site has a mass of 0.095 psf, a thickness oJ 0.017 inch, specific heat of 0.25 Btu/lb-
OF, and a conductivity of 1. 4 Btu-in./hr-ft -OF.

(2) Two inches of polyether foam. This foam has a mass of 0.200 psf, specific heat of
0.23 Btu/ib-°F, and a conductivity of 0.25 Btu-in. /hr-ft2 -OF. When the outer cover
is pierced by micrometeorltes, the entrapped gas will eqcape from the foam, reduc-
ing the conductivity to approximately 0. 04 Btu-in. /hr-ftz- F.

(3) Structural layer consisting of a layer of adhesive, four layers of Dacron cloth and
one of nylon joined by adhesive, and an inner layer of adhesive. This composite has
a mass of 0. 353 psf, a thickness of 0. 062 inch, specific heat of 0.25 Btu/lb-°F,
and a conductivity of 1. 4 Btu-in. /hr-ft 2 -OF.

(4) PVC foam 0.070 inch thick. This foam has a mass of 0. 058 psf, spncific heat of
0.23 Btu/Ib-°F, and a conductivity of 0.25 Btu-in. /hr-ft2-OF.

(5) An inner laminate that resembles the outer cover in reverse order of construction.

The inner radius of the tunnel varies from 20.8 inches at the MSS end to 21.4 inches at
the Gemini end: the former is used throughout this analysis. Conduction takes place through
the tunnel wall and around tt-e tunnel wall, but due to the relatively large radius of curvature,
the latter effect is negligible.

Since the polyether foam has a temperature limit of approximately 225OF, a discussion
of hot-spot temperatures on the external surface appears in order. In the day-night orbit,
transient or variable heating occurs on the external surface. This heat is transferred through
the tunnel wall by conduction and stored in the thermal mass of the wall, thereby changing its
temperature. A thermal model of a slab of the wall was constructed by considering it as five
nodes, located in order as (1) the internal surface, (2) center of the structural layer, (3) 1. 5
inches from the external surface of the polyether foam, (4) 0.6 inch from the external surface
of the polyether foam, and (5) the external surface. Node boundaries occur midway through
the PVC foam, 0.05 and 0.95 irnh from the inner surface of the p'olyether foam, and 0.15
Inch from the e~dernal surface of the polyether foam. For the wall slab away from the earth
on which the hot-spot temperature occurs, the differential energy equationg on the five nodes
are as follows:
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UO-. (T0 - T1 ) ÷ U1 _2 (T 2 - TI) - (WC)1 dT 1/de

U1- 2 (T1 - T2O + U2 -3 (T3 - T2) (WC)2 dT 2 /dO

U2 _3 (T2 - T3 ) + U3. 4 (T 4 - T3) = (WC) 3 dT 3 /dO (9)

U3- 4 (T3 - T4) + U4- 5 (T 5 -- T 4 ) = (WC) 4 dT 4 /d0

U4-5 (T4 - T5 ) + C' Ao - fAaT5
4 = (WC) 5 dT 5 /d@

Where

C' = Ccos when0 <coos3_ 1,

C' = 0 when -1 < cos 3 •S 0.

With U0 . 1 based on a value of U which includes an internal surface coefficient of 1
tu/ihr-ft 2 -oF, these equations (Equation 9) are solved numerically using the backward differ-

ence method for the transient equilibrium conditions. Figure 47 presents the resilts of this
study. The temperatures plotted are the maximum surface (node 5) temperatures. A hot-spot
temperature problem is observed to exist which could be alleviated by increasing the thermal
conductivity of the pclyether foam, possibly by use of copper drop threads. A similar study
has been accomplished for a twilight orbit by setting all derivatives in Equation 9 equal to zero
and tWking C' equal to C. These results are presented in Figure 48.

Hot-spot temperatures may generally be alleviated by two methods other than Lncrezscd
thernml conductivity for a fixed a/l ratio. One method would be to deci ease the values of a
arxi t without changing the ratio, which dampens the day-night temperature cycle and increases
the effect of conduction. The white paint and aluminized film previously presumed present the
practical limit for this method. A second method, applicable only to the day-night orbit,
would be to increase the external surface mass of the wall to dampen the day-night tempera-
ture cycle. This method is also evaluated using Eqpation 9 and is presented in Figure 49 with
a polyether foam conductivity of 0.04 Btu-in. /hr-ftz-°F. Lowering the ale ratio will of
course decrease the hot-spot temperature but reduces the internal temperature below desired
levels.

Cold-spot temperatures are most severe in a twilight orbit zor a pcftion V& Ukth iuawel
receiving no external heating. Such a study is obtained by setting all derivatives in Equation 9
equal to zero and taking C equai. to zero. Results are presented in Figure 50. Since the foam
can withstand temperatures of approximately -300OF with an expected minimum greater than
-200 0 F, no low temperature problem will be encountered.

c. Inculated Cylinder Internal Temperatures. Since the conductivity of the polyethcr foam
has a sgng-ii-ant effect on external surface temperatures, it is informative to determine the
effect of conductivity on internal temperatures. A complete cylinder is presumed with the
wall structure previously described and with an inner radius of 20. 8 inches. A steady-state
analysis is performed by considering the external surface as eight nodes, each of which covers
45 degrees of arc. A ninth node represents the interior of the tunnel as shown in Figure 51.
The energy e•quation on each node is

W• + Qi) a + Eit , U* (T9 - TO) eT4 where 1 :- l• 8

1 (10)
T ) = j. 125 Ti

"��•�"U! U ,Ludes an internal surface coefficient of I Btu/hr-ft2 -oF.
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Radiation view 'actors of the earth are obtained by nurner"cai i!rtonaround the ode.
utilizing Reference 1. Figure 51 presents the res-ults of this- stuedy. t, may be seen that an
increase in the conch~ctivity of the. polyether foam raises the internal temperature, particularly
for a twilight orbit. This effect is due to radiatioc. interchantge being proportional to the fourth
power of temperature, wxhlie conduction is directly proportional to the temperature. When the
conducitivity, approaches infiniftg, the isotherra cas oFiue4 .ztand Thdynight
temperature c-Ci fnryeIr the day- night orbit may -lightly raduce the internal temperatures for
the same e'easoiw !his effect is not shown in Figure bi.

d. Tunnel internwi Tpzte, til.a model of the crew iii~ fnneq iS hWn
in Figure 52. This schematic ropresents the MSS end of "he tannel w;", the junction of the
honeycomb floor and walls geometrically simplified. For simplicity and a slightly conservative
analysis, the -nodel is presumned to Lie infiniie in length perpendicular to the plane of the figure.
The turinel -nn~dcl is divided into 304 nodes as showin; the adjacent vchiche is represented as 10
niodes. F,ýr the G*eminki end of the tunnel, the tunnel more close .v approaches a complete cy-
linder with less shielding fromn tho vehicle and may be presumned to lie between the models
shown in Figures 551 and 52,

As may be deduc;ed trom the model, the ~ininsulated honeycomb floor provides the pri-
mary mc.1ios of heat transfer to or from the tunnel interior and strongly affects internal temn-
peratures, The floor temperatu. is greatly influcneed by the vehicle thermal parameters
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Tabie IV, Thermal Parameters for Model

SURFACE AREAS AND THERMAL MASBES

Thermal Masses Areas
Ndes (tu/F) (ft')

1, 8, ii, 1I, 21 0.04144 1.36136
2, 7, 12, 17, 22 0. 13151
3, 8, 13, 18, 23 0.02906
4, 9. 14, 19, 24 0.03028
5, 10 15, 20. 25 0.04085 1.50312
26, 30 0.,2731 0. 29'07 (Intl

0. 46892 (Ext)
27, 2. 0.2195 0,91667
28, 32 0.2156 0.91667
31, 33 0.2365 0.91667
34, 35, ,2, 43 As specified 1.30899
W36 37, 38, 39, 40. 41 As specified 0.87266

THERMAL CONDUCTANCEb

Conckictarce I Conductance
oBtuihr=OF) Nodes (Btuihr-OF)

1-2, 6-7, 11-12, 4.336 -&6-27, 26-s1, 0,0072
16-17, 21-22 30-290 31-33

2-3, 7-8, 12-13, 0.1108 (K .228, 28-29. 0
17-18, 22-23 0.6860 (K=0.25) 31-32. 32-33

__ _2.6556 K _•j_ 27-_31 28 29-33 7.3
3-4, 8-9, 13-14. 0. 06369 (K = 0.04) 34-35, ',i5-36, 30-37, As specified

18-19, 23-24 0 03981 (K - 0.25) 37-35, 38-39, 39-40,
1.5923 (K= 1) 40-41, 41-42, 42-43

4-5, 9-10, 14-15, 0.1312 (K =.0. 04
19-20, 24-25 0. 8153 (K =0.25)

3. 1978 (K=) 1)_____________ ___

*Polyether foam conductivity in Btu-in.,,;hr-ftt--F. bBaset n model length of 1 foot.

directly beneath tne floor. such as the quantity of ir.sulation within the vehicle skin, which aru
un•nown at this time. It is anticipated that the vehicle thermal control coating will be a low
alt ratio whiýe paint (a = 0. 2, t = 0. 8) to achieve a low temperature sur;ace from which
some internal heat may be dissipated.

The model thermal paramett.rs have been estimated and are presented in Tabie IV. Ra-
diation view factors for the tunnel interior and for the eniergy exchange between the tunnel and
veriicle are obtatned by .,kuaerical or mathematical integration arounOthe nodes. External heat
fluxes (solar, alb'edo, And earth reradiation) on each external node are evaluated by iumerical

t,,~t'ati~m ai•,ui• the node f'r a given tlinnel ,. lentption and orbital position and include the
effect of shielding from other nodes. These external fluxes have been evaluated tor a day-night
orbit with the tunnel fa,:rng 0t) space. (2) horizo.W and (1) earth, as well as a twilight orbit with

1P
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Table V. External Heat Fluxes* lncdent on External Model Nudes

_____ i ~.N t Orbith Twilight Orbit __ ___

5 46 13 57 86 17.12 23. Pq 24. 59 15.28 42.88 57.8f,_ 0 27ý25 431.11 15. 2b
10 38 50 49:12 38. 51 49.14 104102 4.16 3014.851 49. 12 0 41,A4 304.851 4,16 0 I 4.1

15 30 77 123.2.5 50.23 63.58 137.23 0 431. n 23. 25 42.88 63. 581 '.88 0 0 123.25
20 100.04 i 4.19 38. 51 49.14 100. 02 4.16 204.85 4.19 304.85 49.141 0 4.18 0 49.12
25 137 23 0 17.12 23.25 24.59 15. 23J, 42.88 0 43 1. 11 23,25 7 15.28 57.886
26 35.37 0.07 2.08 2.90 5.28 1 7.37 0 0.07 110A95 2.90 0 7.37 0 17.81
30 13.98 17.81 2.08 2. 90 5. 2b 7.37~ 0 17.81 0 2.i M 110.95 7.37 0 0.07
31j 0.15 0.21 0 0 1,23j 1.-72' 0 0.21 0 0 0 1.72 0 J3.76
32] 0. 67 0.94 U 0 0 0 0 0.94 0 0 0 0I 0.94

,vl 2. 69 3.76 0 1.20 1.721 0 3.j~ 76j 7 0.21

34 111.40 0 35.064.78.4 661 268. 55 0 349.98 44.87 0 56 34
35 8,80 38.93 49.04 112.73 I1.8 349. 98 0 2W8.. 49. _A 0 1%951 0 45,26

36 59.43 0 33. 43 42.16 94 78 0274 2n-. 151 0 1UE.711 42.I!6 0 0.271 0 37. 86
3, 38. 41 0 .13 9.9 0 0 I, 11,3 0 0 0 '0.73

38112.28 0,G40 1 0 '7 G 0 ) 104 38. 500 10 0 0 0.65
A9 0. 88 0.65 0 0 0 0 I0 0.61, 4) 0 1Id. 5010 0 0.04
40 8 931 10. 73 7 9.Y6. 0 10. 73 9.61431
41 M9.14 78011 4 16 194ý 78 0.27 29. 15 786 1 0 42. 16 186.71 0). 27 0
42 31. 341 45, 26 ; 93 44. 04 1 112,73 1 , 85 I349.9P 4' ?f, 0 49.04 268. 55 1. A

42____q 53. 46 35.06 1 44.87 189.354 -5 61 2f 65 346 39.8 5.5 14q.

Flu-es in Btu,/hr-1 xithout reflectiotis. bOrhitai ateraves. 'Solar fluxes includ,. ,ibedo

the tunnel facing (I., sun, (2) space, (3) umbra of earth, and (4) earth, without vehicle rotation.
A summary of these fluxes is presented in Table V. Radiation iLierchailges including the re-

fiections 01 external flux'ýs are handled the Oppenhenim method (Reference 2).

Transient solutions for the day-night orbit require a large an,4 lunt of computer time due
to the slow response rate of the tunnel, Considerably quickeýr stabilizf I solutions may be
achieved by using the Gauss-Seidel mettiod for the 'twilight orbit conditions and by using aver-
age t. ' ernal fluxes for the day night orbit conditions. For these stabilized solutions, the in-

tnal surface coefficient is taken as I Btu/hr-ft 2 OFadtefmcoucitya0.4
iBtu-in. ,/hr-ft2 -()F. The external surface of the honeycomb floor is presumed to be uncoated
bare metal (oa 0. 15, t 0. 05), while the vehicle is presumed to have the~ likely coating
(a = 0. 2. ( .ý 3. 8) with no internal heating. rhe conductance of the vehicle skin between nodes
36 and 37 is 0. 1 Btu-,/Ihr- 0 F for a 1-ft length. and was obtained by prosurninV, a Rena 41 skini.

It is noted from Figure 5~1 that the teaiperatures; are considerahl~v higher within the tilnnel
when thp t-Lnne! is turned sideways to the sun, such es the horizcii orientation in the day-night
Orbit and *he earth and space orientations in the twilig4ht orbit. mhis phenomenon. is due to the

~~i:h ~/ ..i~o f te f--~r reactiýig to v-ehiole reflevcted szn'ii~ht . Povised tnineil sCh heaticT ;
indicate tChat this effect will not occur , since the tu nnel canister -will prevent ýAjnh-I iht i roin
entering this area. .',morc realistic estilmnate ,A iemnperaturcs with the fio,:r shieldedA may b,?
obtained hý prusumingi ro selrr I alei eti oe 31 32. 3 3. 37. 3 8, 359), anrd 4 0.
Figure 54 pre~sents the results of this presurniption whY e retahi. g other Fynirv 53 fondlitko-s
The hooevcoiab .:In' ve'iiclt v' ;nod va are Oth ýar- fr Fiinic- re"34 ind ý4

A s igni ticarof.I. of Higure 54 is tht- effu(I cif -lelltAu o 6i~n tit) 0 4nterpal tvmrsera-
t u cs, A rather wit, ýf temiper nturt'. rv' ,ult'. r ic k'x .. rhit aco' r~1inv to the trie'ntl-
0io14 Vehic( e surfaci tiipraturps ,L~L c'ic attaloni-i a m axiinum' ~iluto of -21-F f~cr the day.-
night o)rhit. allhoukzh .h~thiher iU;c al ton-pt~ra-ires aure r44tao'ed i:the tw iirl,* nrbijj
Sic shirt -. '' tt 1i1.oeratu res -irec*lesiroti ~ hnthe tunnel wit'in the loes posiblz vall~u,Ž
of ;j oot the tun sch~-t 3zxlt ien.4poratures . theý n.:'ce io'r i l be the ~roally
is' Iaied I rein thu %c' T, This rlnav !hek .8rt 'i Na (diyf~hd a lnow ealittanýc roat a.. on.
the extternal burtact, tiit oor zuch as w as presu~rro..d in Figuro -4, or -v they" s! j 1 o
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Vehicle thermal coatings would also have some slight effect on tunnel temperatures. With no
internal heating, the total heat flux leaving the vehicle consiste of reflections of solar, albedo,
and earth radiation as well as reradiation from the vehicle and is essentially constant. Since
the tunnel a/f ratio is greater than unity, it is desirable to have the largest portion of the heat
flux leaving the vehicle consist of reflected solar &nd albedo radiation, which is obtained by a
low a coating on the vehicle. A high e coating on the vehicle will maximize the effect of intern.J
heating on the tunnel temperatures. The presumed vehicle coating appears to be optimum in
regard to tunnel temperatures.

Higher thermal conductivities in the polyether foam and vehicle internal heating should
increase tunnel temperatures. Figure 6 shows the tunnel temperature when the foam con-
ductivity is 0. 25 Btu-in. /hr-ft 2 -OF and the vehicle temperature is maintained at 50-F by in-
ternal heatingm Addition of copper drop threads to increase the foam conductivity to 1. 0
Btu-in. ihr-ft -OF produces results as shown In Figure 56. As may be anticipated from Fig-
ure 51, the increased foam conductivity has a slight effect on day-night orbit temperatures and
a signiftcajit effect on twilight orbit temperatures. Vehicle internal heating has a large effect
on tunnel temperatures. The ho.,eycomb and vehicle a and e values are the same for Figures
55 and 56.

For the data shown in Figures 53 through 56 the internal tunnel surface temperatures
vary locally from the average internal temperatr:re by less than 10°F in the day-night orbit
and as much as 40°F In the twilight orbit. Stri.ctural layer temperatures vary from the aver-
age internal temperature by approximately the same values for foam conductivities of 0. 25
Btu-in. /hr-ft 2 -OF or less; with copper drop threads the values become 15 and 55 0 F respect-
ively.

e. Temperature Distribution on Tunnel. While the interior and maximum surface temper-
atures are of primary concern, temperature distributions around the tunnel may also prove
interesting. Figure 57 presents a typical temperature distribution for a twillsht orbit and re-
presents a Figure 54 condition with a foam conductivity of 0. 04 Btu-in. /hr-ftz-°F.

For , day-night orbit, the temperatures will vary with time due to variable exterual
heating. Transient solutions may be obtained by use of a quasi-backward-difference numeri-
cal integration technique. This method utilizes forward-difference radiation interchange inci-
dent fluxes, backward-difference for conduction interchange and radiation emissions. and mid-
differencc external heating (solar, albedo, and earth radiation). A typical transient equilib-
rium solution is shown in Figure 58 with an interior surface emittance of 0. 9. The Figure 58
conditions corresponds to the Figure 55 conditions with a foam conductivity of 0. 25 Btu-in. /
hr-ft 2 -°F, permitting a comparison of results. The average interz.il temperature per Figurp
58 is within 3°F of the Figure 55 value, proving the validity of using ot-bital average fluxes for
a stabilized solution. As shown, the internal temperature varies .i70 F from the average value.

4. Conclusions

The following pertinent conclusions are attained as a result of the thermal analysis on
the crew t-'ansf'.- tunnel:

1l) To passively maintain comfortable internal temperatures, the tunnel external sur-
race generally requires a thermal coating with a ratio Uf a to e between I and 3. The
values of a and 4 should be minimized to dampen the day-night temperature cycle
and the hot-spot and cold-spot temperatures on the external surface. These criteria
may be satisfied by using a coating of an aluminized film substrate (a = 0. 15,
i = 0.05, ale = 3) covered in part by an aluminized silicone paint (o = e = 0. 25,
ale = 1). By varying the quantity of painted surface, the effective a/l ratio may be
established at any desired value between I and 3. Ratios of ale less than I may be
desired in a twilight oriAt or locally for other orbits. These ratios may be obtained
'.y adding a thin layer of silicon monoxide to the aluminized film substrate (a = 0. 15,

= 0.5. a/ = 0.3'.
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All thermal coatings described above are currently state of the art, with the pos-
sible exception of the aluminized silicone white paint. The latter has not been
proved for inflated structures; since the elastomer base is very similar to that of a
proven zinc oxide pigmented paint, no difficulties are anticipated. Development
and testing of this aluminized silicone white paint on inflated surfaces should be ac-
complished at the earliest opportunity.

(2) With the external surface thermal coating specified above for comfortable internal
temperatures, the exernal surface hot-spot temperatures are excessive. This
problem Is aggravated by outgassing of the polyether foam following micrometeoroid
penetration of the outer cover, with hot-spot temperatures approaching 300°F before
penetration and 950 0 F following penetration. Possible solutions to the problem are
as follows:

(a) Installation of copper drop threads through the polyether foam to increase the
conductivity. This approach was previously accomplished for the unar shelter
program; conductivities of approximately 0. 5 to 1. 0 Btu-in. /hr-fI -- OF would be
desired.

(b) Increasing the mass of the external surface by additional layers of cloth or film.
A surfac. layer mass of 1 psf appears desirable, although a mass of 0. 5 psf
would greatly reduce hot-spot temperatures. It should be noted that increased
weight is undesirable from standpoints other than thermal. This solution would
not apply to a twilight orbit.

(c) Rotating the system. A continuous system rotation of one revolution every 5 or
10 minutes would eliminate the problem.

(d) Use of a thermal control coating with an ale ratio less than 1 would eliminate
the hot-spot problem but require heat addition to the tunnel for comfortable in-
ternal temperatures.

(e) Selective use of thermal control coatings. Portions of the tunnel that experience
severe solar heating would have a low ale ratio coating, while other portions of
the tunnel would have a high a /i ratio coating. This method would require de-
finitinn of the orbital and orientation parameters prior to coating seleetian.

13) The tunnel orientation and the type of orbit selected have a significant effect on in-
ternal temperatures. For a given orbit, the orientation will vary the internal tem-
perature through a band considerably wider than the *25 0 F tolerance required. In
orbits approaching a twilight orbit, there are orientations wherein the interior can-
not be passively maintained at comfortable temperatures. Possible solutions to
maintain a reasonably tight tolerance on internal temperatures are as follows:

(a) Selected orientation as required.

(b) System rotation as previously discussed.

(c) Heat addition to the tunncl as required.

(d) Forced convection of the Gemini- MSS atmosphere through the tunnel prior to
use.

(e) Reconsideration of the need for a closely controlled tunnel internal temperature.

(4) Tunnel Internal temperatures are considerably affected by the tuonel-vehicle inter-
face area since the uninsulated floor represents the primary means of beat transfer
into or from the tunnel. Since the vehicle surface will probably be cooler than room
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temperature, the tunruel should he tins-ulated from the vehicle by !hermal Insulation
oi, the floor external surface. The two hatches are presnmably near room temper-
ature and t-hould cause no problenrs. Final decisions on the interface thermal de-
sign musL logically await details of the vehicle thermal 4 esign.

(5) Thermal coatings on the Gemini- 1.,SS vehicle appear to have only slight effect on
the tunnel thermal desigtr, unless a highly specular reflective coating such as
polished metal is used. A slight advantage is realized with low a/e ratio vehicle
coatings, but this advantage is not sufficient to justify alteration of the vehicle
coatings.

!6) A low o/l' ratio white paint should be appiled to the tunnel interior surface to expe-
dite internal heat transfer and minimize temperature gradients while improving the
lighting. The zinc oxide pigmented paint develop.d by GAC for the lunar shelter
project would be switable for this application.

(7) Cold-spot temperatures on the external surface do not present any difficulties. Ex-
cept for a twilight orbit, the minimum temperature should be within the -10°F
value desired.

!t is recommended that ti e thermal study be refined in coordination with or subsequent
to the Gemini-MSS thermal designs. The optimum solutions to the problems stated above may
be selected o-) the basis of system or operational requirements. From a thermal viewpoint,
the.expandable crew transfer tunnel concept is definitely feasible and within the state of the
art.

C. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

1. General

The crew transfer tunnel consists of the expandable structure, which is the nonmetal
part of the tunnel. and the hard structure, which Is thz floor with all the necessary attach-
ments to the Gemini and MSS. Attached to the t,,te- surface •f the floor by meanF of 10
brackets is the canister. within which the tunnel Is packaged during ascent of the vehicle.

This analysis consldrs the stresses produced in the expandable structure, specifically
the Structural layer of the composite wall, the floor, and the separation rings,due to Inflation
pressure. The canister support brackets are also analyzed, but the load used is arbitrarily
,selected from preliminary aerodynamic considerations. The canister Itself Is not analyzed,
since tv.rodynandc loads and temoeratures depend or. the launch profile. which is not specified.

2. Definition of Load Factors

Tlhe expandable strudture should have a safety factor of 5 when inflated to an internal
pressure of 7. 5 psi. The metal structrue should have a safety factor.of 2 on yield strength
an-:. a factor of 3 on ultimate strength for the internal pressure of 7. 5 psi.

Limit load is defined as the load produced by an inflation pressure of 7. 5 psi. For the
metal structure, load factors based on limit load are used to determine yield loads and ulti-
mate loads for the determination of margins ef safcty relative to allowable yield and ultimate
str~es.. Yield and ultimate load factors are defined for metal members as follows:

(1) Yield Loaki Factors
(a) Members inCompression - 3
(b) Meremers in Tension - 2

(2', Ultimate Load Factors
(a) Member.3 in Compression - 3
(0i Members in Tension - 3
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C (~~rW:e~.! ~t i~s by the yield 1(ai wu act ,r.,, aad
' !' -Ira-e dterm',ned U. 11,11ip1y1t:, it lo0Ads 1, h)e ultimate load factors, The com-

pr :.:• ry ield Va factor Is bha.ied on the faci that co•mpress•iu yield !s considered failure.

3. ,•xpaqtiafe Structure

Gtc-n=trically, the ixpa•dable stru! T.,re is a ,eries of suriaces (parts of), whih from the
MSS are as ftli )w, (see f ig'u " ?9.

(I! S4.phere: R .- 21. 41 inch*-o (3:- , i :' .

(2} 'rusturn of Cone: .i 21. 40 inches, R1 20, &) inrhe! (on Gemini).

S r P. -110 inchos, r : -P 21). 80 !nches (transition).

(-t Cylhider: R' - 20. 80 inchee (o,: MSS).

(5) Sphere: R' - 20.80 inches (oit MSS).

I'he rnaximrum stres; occurs at the rtcmriectiOrn of the transition torus to the floor in the
.n-, clonal direction of the toru!5 while pressurized in orbit under zero C. Let b, shown in

Figure 59,be the floor narrowei-t half width under
!he torus. Then b = 16. 75 inches. The maximum
meridional stress in the torus is

r = J3' .. nax -f lb/ in . 13
\~R --j• r2 - L2

i "'.., - ,where p is the irdlatiot, pressure (Reference 3.

K , p 274). Substitating numerical values in Equation
] '• •13,iJelds

S" ! .0'"• --b -- •.(110 80) 1110.0 \

..T(RUS AýIS OF SYMMETRY

?22 lip i'in. 14)

"Turus Meridia - Sec iw or p rr7. 5a px. f -- 1C5. lb/in.
nTh rater.als ustd " t6'e expandatblt wa"2al Uf the -nne! are described i,• subsection E o!

this : ccti. The cd -sign ult'mate strerglh of t"hc fur-ply structur•d layer is given as 831 lb/in.
including degradation fn- pl'ing and seaming efficiency, and creep-rupture effects (Reference
4, p 132). With this uuiniate strengt-h and an applied stress of 165.8 lb/in., the factor of
safety 'or the structural layer is 83./165.8 = 5. 0 for a, inflation pressurc of 7.5 psi.

M. ,!ard Struchire

S. ;andwich Flor. The floor con:'ists uf two plane surfa.ces sbjected to normal uniformly
diitrt'u--ý load (pressuro) reacted tbv the merbrane pull around its outer boundary and the

•,"rci: %-, the tumnai, and ,h,- Gemini- MSS vehicle -rourid te elliptical and circular hatches
,here t n, !Ihor is attachet- tu the Gemrnii capr,;e and the ?..SS rý.spectively. Since the mem-

bra'' f.,ro-es acting around the outer edge of the floor have some inclination relative to the
1:,,) r iliv floor is subjected to berning stresses created by the cmrmal components of the above

,orces as well as distrihuted in-plane forces around the outer boundary created by the In-plane

cualpc"'('rts. rTh In-plane toal ,an I'e considered -s :. uniform "hydrostatic" +ensfon equal to
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Ii
the in-p•,ie component of f'max in Figuro 59; i.e.,

f, __.____ .1 12.33
= f'max = 22. p = I'. Ip lb/Ir,. (15)

This force is taken by the two faces of tne sandwich floor and has a relieving effect on the
floor deflection. The floor is analyzed as a simply supported plate (beam) loaded uniformly
by the inflation pressure, p. The maximum width of the floor is 36.36 Inches.

13.1ip 1 VA = VB =- =18.18p lb/in. (16)
A L

Mmax = 8 iM P 'n. -lb/in. (17)

36.36. .

VA VB

The relieving effect of the axial tension, 13. lip lb/in., on the floor maximu.-a deflection
and compressive bending stress is neglected.

t_•-- 0. 06311 1 = 21 t3 + t (0. 5- - .28
I = 0.06t3 3

!.00" 1 - 2 0633 + 0.063 (0.4685)2 0. 02770 mA/in.

For the yield and ultimate strengths of the 7075-T6 aluminum sandwich faces, see Reference 5,
p 3. 2. 7. 0(b). The limit compression stress is

fc = .3x7.5x.5= 22,380 psi.

68 000Margin of safety (MS) = -1 +0.01.

The limit tension stress is
13. 11 x 7. 5

ft = 22,380 + 2x0.063 -22,3380 + 780 23. 160 psi.

'17.000
MS = 3X3,1800 --1 +0.11.

The maximum floor deflection occurs at the mtdspan.

m_0 7.5 x (36.36)4 = 0.62 in. 0.017L (19)
10 x 108 x (0. 02770)

For the core material chosen, the flexural shear strength in the longitudinal direction is

540 psi. From Equation 16, the maximuin core shear is 18.18p. The core shear stress is

fs = 18.18 x 7.5 x 3 = 409 psi (yield).

MS=143-1 -1 +0.32.
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I Figure 60. Floor Edge Molding Loading

The load applied to the floor edge molding is shown in Figure 60 as the load F, which in t

equivalent to the load f'max shown in Figure 59.

F = 22. lip lb/in. (20)

From Figure 59,

16.75
sin / =- = 0. 8053

53038'.

The reaction (see Figure 60) necessary tor deterrmining bending moments is determined
" ~from statics as follows:

HC =T(I + coo ) 0. 7965F Ib/in. (21)

The edge molding bending momepts are as follows:

When 0 10, M = Vcr 3in 0 -0. 7965Fr (1 - cos •) in. -lb/in. ..2)

"I,•'III W!<.. - cos (0 - 0) lin.-lh/fr (23)

Using energy methods,

U fM ds in. -b/in. (24)

Partial differentiation of Equations 22 and 23 yields

* r sin0 in. -lb/in. (25)

Since * 0,

partial differentiation of Equation 24 a" the sub>titutlon of IEquations 22, 23, and 25 gIve
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II
f IVC r sin 0 -0. 7eFr (0- coso ) r sin r do +

f Fr j-coos(0- IT)jr #in# rdo 0. (20)

Solving this equation for VC yields

VC = 0. 5653 F lb/in. (27)

Then Equations 22 and 23 are as follows-

When 0 - 3, Mý/Fr = 0. 5653 sin 0 -0. 7965 (1- cos 0). (28)

When 0 • ,3, MO/Fr = 0.5653 sin 0 -0.7985 (1- cos €) + I- cos (6 - 53038t). (29)

Using equation 20 and Table VI with p = 7. 5 psi. the maximum moment is

Mmax 2' 0. 18 Fr = 0.18x 22.11 x 7.5 x0.47 14.03 in.-lb/In.

The floor edfe section modulus is

; 2 Io 0 32
1 t (-3 0. 0006I! in. 3 /in.

* 8-

The ultimate tensile stress is

(_14.03 22.11 x7.5 3 z 71,5 2 6 psi.

ftu =0.000eis + -- 0-3.

For the straight molding,
77 000

MS _• I A +007,

The maximum ccropressive stress at about 0 =126 degr-eep (see Tab,'i VI), which would be mul-

tiplied by a load factor of 3 to be checked against the allowable yield strength of 68,000 psi. Is

Table- vi. Vliues of 1Mo/Fr for Severai Valuzz of

(d.. es 5 x 0. 7963 x. i](degres) sin 0 cos 0 cos (0-01 1- Cos 0 1- 1ýJs (0-0) $in 06• (1x o 0.)6" M@/Fr

0 0 1.00 0 0 00
18 0.3090 0.9511 0.0489 0.1747 0.0389 0.1358
S6 0.5878 0.8090 0.1910 - 0.3323 0.1521 0.1802

5L30 38' 0. 052 0.5930 1.000 0.4070 0.000 0.452 0.3242 0.1310

72 0.9511 0.3090 0.9491 0.6910 0.0500 0.5377 0.5504 0.0382
90 1.O0N 0 0.8052 1.0000 0.1948 0.5653 0.7108 ,0.0364

108 0.9511 -0.3090 0.5826 1.3090 0.4174 0.5377 1.0420 -0.0875
126 0.8B090 -0. 5818 0.3029 1.5878 0,6971 0.4473 1-2647 -0.1103144 0.5878 -0.8090 -0.0064 1.8090 1 .OO4 0.3,M3 1.4401 -0.1o

162 0.3000 o-0.9511 -0.3151 1.9511 1.3151 0.1747 1.5641 -4.0643
180 0 -1. 000 -0.5930 2.000 1.5930 0 1.5930 0



imnh Iowr than the taalse stress of 71,516 pt; borc# the margin ol safety Is positive through-
Out. Around the curved portions of the floor, however, the, mutnuim stress to about hall the
above stress, becanse the tunnel there is spherical. Therefore, the curved moldln&which Is
6061-TO aluminum with an ultimate tensile strength of 42, 000 psi, exhibits a positive margin
of safety throughout.

The bond streas between !he molding and the channel is also checked.

22. 1 lp (0. 50) = 0. 874I!o

'.75 U1..- ' 12.68p lb/in. (30)

S - ., The ultimate shear stress is

0.T f 12.66 x 7.5x 3
0b 0.75 - 380 psi.

The ailowable bond shear stress is 2500 psi.

MS 2--0 1 + (high).

Two floor section splice plates (7075-T6 aluminum) connect the two portions of the floor.
The primary loads to which they are subjected Are th. bearing of the connecting rivets. These
rivets are subjected to shear whose maximum value from Equation 16 and geometry is

1. 13 x 2.1 x 18. 18p - 43.14p ib (31)

where the plate spacing is 1. 13 inches and the rivet spacing is 2. 1 inches. The bearing stress
is

43.14x 7.5 x3 -

br = 0. 221 x 0. 0 - 69,7203si.

116 £0)As -1'Y l " = +0 . 6e6 .

Thirty-four blind rivets, NAS 1330, No. 10, are used to attach the splice plates. The
allowable rivet single shear strength Is 1220 pounds.

me ~1220 1 - 0. 5

M8=43.14 x 1. 5x 3-1=+,5

b. ;eparation Rings. The circular ring is analysed becau it is larger and hence more

critticdy a t ed thn1ti elliptical rng. The ring ts ibJect to loads p and w acting on the
-'t3zidrical portion of 'he rinex. The load is thR ,i"I! -"K9 - r 1%4 evlinder inflated to a

-- - Mr* p. Using aiitmate loads, p . pat and w 0. 05 (2. 5)(16. 12) z 170. 1 lblIn.1 1
The ring 11 fastened at 1 places (pchit C in rigure 61) evenly paced on the flange. Three
different cases might deueribe the way the flange responds to the load w, which comes trom
the cyltntztcul part of th ring. Reference 3 LO 6 notationss re used. These cases are as follows:

Cas s I - 'applied at point A, w ' eqpals zerqo.

Case 11 w ' applied at point C .w" e quals zer o.

Case M - w, applied at point C, w* applied at point B.

For W 0,

r, A -xl70.1 151.3 l1b/in.

cW 'w- uiW x 170.1 160.7 lb/in.'C b 1

-,: -



For w at point B,

n C [3 e- C- t11

• ,.675)(17 .00 89 Ib/in.
, c a +e w" 15.12 (170.1)-+"

wc :--w +"--b- w 16 +-

16.67 (79. 243.9 lb/in. 31"

In all cases the rotation ol the cylinder
and the flange at their intersection should be M0
equal for compatibility. It is clear that case V . [
I is unrealistic, because it assumes that the U
flange is supported at point A instead of
point C, and case IMI assumes that the flange
is Infinitely stiff from point C to point A. nO 9 A .

This infinite rigidity is no structua- Na.ia- .. a

tage to the ring, since with no contact be- O06"
tween the flange and the underlying frame as
in Case I1, the flange is sufficiently strong, -
as Is proved below, to withstand the applied a =06." *=0.61"
loads w and p shown in Figure 61. _ _d 17.07

The cylihdew dletlon a.- rotation

where 6C and OC are the total deflection a.nd
rotation of the cylindrical portion of the ring Figure 61. Separation Ring Cross Section [
(Reference 3, Table XIII), are determined as
follows:

44
3 - 211-0.3; = 0.7584 in. -I

c t 15. 12 x o. 19) 2

XL = 0.7584 x 2 31 = 1.75.

1.75- 1.7 0.05
2- 1.7 -•0. 3 0.167.

The •ollowing coefficients are used with the corresponding dilections and rotations for the total

C'4  1.36 - 0.167 (1.36- 1.21) 1.3. ~ (GV).

C's. 1.4n - n. 167 (1.40 - 1. 18) - 1.36 8- (Am).

"C'G 1.22 - 0.167 (1.22 - 1.08) 1., 20 (0M)'

The flexural rigidity is

w:'• D 1- ---- 3 0 x IOC x 10. 19)3
.-D 6". 6281 x 103In.-lb.12 U1 - 13(11 - 0.32)

->::>,9-



The cylinder deflection dbte to p to

6CP . " 'P- -- 0.10227x 10 3 pin. (32)10x106x0.19 2

The cylinder deflection and rotatiun dub to V0 are
V0  V0

,c A3 3 3 3 -0. 1825 x 10" 3 V0 In. (33)
2DX 3  2(6.281) 103 x (7. 584)3 x 103
V0

#CV = -f = .- CV - -0. 7584(-0.1825) 10" 3 V0 = 0. 1384 x 10-3 V0 rad. (34)

The cylinder deflection and rf 'ation due to M0 are

6CM MO- 2 - -•o a -Y&o (0. 1384) 10-3 in. (35)

UM M0  ___ __v_

XD 05MO x MO 38 a 0.2099 (10-3) MO rad. (36)XC D' 0. 7584 x 6. 28 1 x 103

The flange deflection and rotation for Case 1I, where JF and a F rethetotaldeflection and

rotation of the flange portion of the ring (Reference 6, p179), are discussed as follows. The
twiusting mrment o, ', f'lange due to w is

c d ) b ,( ) w(b
{T-') =---w(a- c)-w(a-b) =- ew(b-c)in. lb/in. (37)

Ths total twisting moment on the flange due to w, V0 , and M0 is

MT =M~r~m +-1-V- M a Iw(b- c). 0.5hVO - MO

MT - • T (16- 15.12) + 0.5 (0.19) Vo -MO

6. 26.341p + 0.0bv44 V0 - U. 94147 MO in. -lb/in. (38)

The flange rotation due to V0 and MO Is
12Ma i12(16.06)3

hVM - " MT 12(1..00) 23.98417 x 10 3 MT

c 10x 109 (0. 19) in( 2 )

0FVM - 23.98417 x 10. (M.26341p + 0. 0944 V0 - 0.94147 MO)

*FVM a 15i-.2269 x 10"3p + 2. 14514 x 10"3 V0 - 22. 58038 x 10' Mo rnd. (39)

The flanp deflection due to Vo and M0 is

a 2 cu ,a 2UA 1.. (0. 94147) - 0.089 4 4#7VM

aFVM 13.43502 x 10-3 p + 0. 10186 x i0-3 V0 - 2.01959 x 10.3 MO in. (40)

If
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The flange deflection due to p is

c d(c -l 1.i !J 12 !17)2 + (1.2FP- 24 2 -2 If) ) lox 10 ( -(15.12)

F (15.12)2 3
-0.3 -1- 0.01170(10)" p (41)

For compatibility, 6C 6F and OC = OF (42)

where

c -- Cp + C3 
6cV + C; CM and9C = C4 

0CV + C6 OCM,

(43)
6F =dFP 4 dFVM zId 0 F = OFVM"

Using Equations 32 through 36 and 39 through 42 in conjunction with Equations 43, the first of

the compatibility equations (42) becomes

0. 10227 x 10"p + 1. 24 (-0.1825) x 103 V0 4 1. 36 (-0. 1384) x 10'3 M0 0

0.01170 x 1O' 3p + 13. 4592 x 10-3 p + 0.19186 x 10"3 V0 -2.01959 x 10"3 M0

-0.4181e V0 + 1.83137 M0 = 13. 34535 p = 300.27 (44',!

and the second compatibillty eauation becomes

1.33 (0.1384) x 10"3 V0 + 1.20 x 0. 2099 x 10"3 M0 = 150. 22269 x 10"3 p

+ 2. 14514 x 10-3 V0 - 22, 58038 x 10-3 M0

-1.98107 V0 + 22.83226 M0 - 1*0.22269 p = 3380.01. (45)

Solving Equation: 44 and 45 simultaneously for V0 and M0 yields

V0 = -111.7eS lb/In., M0 = 138.44 In-lb/in.

(1) Cylindrical Portion 8re"-' Tn the following equations, the subscript I refers to
IA1I~i WU101141 we A.1 ab. te *"'r-~'"swho

fl IP SI SJM 0 t ( MO)~ 22. 5 (15. 12) 6(138.4)ý1Sp2v su- , • - M - (.9 (0.1912

895 23,003 psi.

l" 23, p1 tension 1 (ultimate).

fl -22, 110-psl compression f

f2 8 2P + 2V +S2M t Sv 9,M 4 (-J J0
22. 5 x 15.12 2 (0.7584) (15.12) (-111.5) (cont)

0.11
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2 (0.7584)2 1, J (-138.4) 0.3 (6) (138. 4)+ 1790 13,45T 12,670 6001

2579 * 6901 psi

- (ultimate).
f2 - -4322-psi compression

(2) Flange Stresses. In the following equations, the subscript 2 refers to hoKp stresses.

Ic c h cMT- M "- vo w (a c +bw(a -b

c[ hV0a M - w(b- c) in.-lb/In. (46)

d2 + c2 12MTah pd 2 +c2 6 aMT52 •2p Si - P/d 3 2) d psi (47)

From equations 46 and 47,

[172 + 15.1221 6x16. 06x15. 12

t 2. 2
. 17 _ 15.12 15.12(0.19) (0.11715)(16.06)

[138"4 0'19 (-111.5) * 7

134 -1-170.1 (16- 15.12) = 193 976 pat

f2 - P 50-psi tension (ultimate).

f2 - -803-psi compression i
The above discussion shows clearly that ultimate stresses in all cases are far below the ulti-
mate strength of 42, 000 psi for the ring material.

c. Floor-Ring Attachments. The floor is attached to both rings (circular %nd elliptical)
by means of 38 fasteners per ring. The fasteners are subject tz single shear by virtue of tie
tunnel inflation, which tends to detach the floor from the Gemini capsule and the MSS, Alba. the
fastenei are subject to tension. it the ring 1of t%- t"nor around the hatches is conser-

tH-.., ;ý.;!cted, &. 'o :Le c.nsion in the .. e., from the inj/ane component of tOe structural
layer stresses.

Because the cirmiar hole is lhrger than the elliptical hole. the analysis Is done for ze
circular ring fast-enerst and the res, it is applied to bota

T1b shear force taken by each !astFe.r is 1/36 of the pressure load acting normal to the
plane of the h-ch; i. e.

Ps " 442 1b (ultimate).

The allkwable ,iltimate shear Arength per fastexier is 1220 pounds.

1220
MS 442 - .76 (h;ý*i).

7W tonsion tz which eath fastenor is subjected can be Lirnd from

Pt (113. I'p) - (13, lip) W (4)

#3l



With p - 7. 5 psi and a load 'actor of 3. from Equation 4k,

Pt 5 - x 1.. 11 x 7.5 x 3 772 lb (ultimate'.

The allowable ultimate tensile strength per fastener li % 4.0 pounds.

1470Us -- •I a 0. 90.

Each separation ring is fastened to the vehicle with 24 %-amloc fasteners. The total applied
load is W = 3 %7, 5) v (15. 12)2 - 16, 180 pound5 (ultimate tension). The load per fastener is

16,160 a73 pounds (ultimate tension).

The allowable ultimate tensile strength per fastener is 3840 pounds.

3840
MS = -1 - + 4. 70 (high).

d. Canister !!pMrt Brackets. The i.rbitrarily P

aswmed ultt load on each of the 10 canister
support brackets is assumed to be taken by a bracket
as a concentrated tip load. P. The maximum bending
moment is determined from the sketch on the rightrobeL =9.38"
to be

M'max - 750 x 9.38 7040 in,-lb.

A typical 7075-T6 aluminum bracket cross so'-tion is shown in Figure 62. The cross section
element properties are riven In the following taale.

Elemente b tA U y A'y2

SLAs- y A
12 1-.53 0. 0 0. 1377 0.7650J. 1053 0.09055

3 ! .82!0. 09 0. 1638 0. 0451,0.007410.00033
Figure 2. 7075-..T Aumimnm o0.4392 i 10.218019. 16143
Bracket Cross Section (Typica!) - _ ._r_____

The cross section ceturold location is giv"n by

1:A'y 0.2160

X A 0:41' *ýU
The cross te,.tion momet of inertia s gxive by

Iil* - MrA'

2 0 153 1, a o ool
0. I .00 x 1.53 W ,2 OO$4M

-- . 0.161J3 - O 4WO2 0 M2

a 0.05374 * 0.00011 * 0.14143 - 0. 010W 0. 1'721 in 4
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The ma.. At'm brarket 6rndwxsn piro~s is

Mr 7040 (1. 03 - 0.0C6
=J A ------ 57, 8M0 pJNi tultlrnatr tersiofi

The aiiu,,able tension strength 4f 7075-T6 aliminmar to given in Reference 5, p 3.2. 7. 0(b) as,
77, 000 ;yui.

MS ~ ~ -.~~ -- 0. 13.

0. ENVtiUJ?4MErqAL H~AZARDSE

1. Introduction

The two environmental hazards that are of concern to t~he tur..A design effort are the
possibility of expandable wall punctures due ..o microneteorolds and the mater~als and biolog-
ical Implications of space rAdiation. The wall puncture hazard due to micrornetworoids is
assessed In terms of a probability of zero penetrations of 0. 995. This probability depends
upoal the surf ace area, the exposure time, and !be micr"',n'teofoid flux relative to the shield-
tag effeztiveness of the tunnel wall. The radiation doaage necessary to ca~i se material dieg-I
ra4d.tion of to endanger the welfare of the astronLauts depends upon the radiation. environmont,
and the m~ipure time. Proton, 3.lpha particle. and electron radiation are coansidered..

2. MI ru.meteoro'd Hazard

a. G~eneral. The "nicrometeoroid protection afforded by the selected foam material is not
optimized (maxinjum protection afforded verxus wpight of mi.kerta~l. etcd since the micrometpor--
old pe~ection is only one of numerous factors that determine the selection of the material.
Tberefcre, the test program was conducted to verify the !act t2Lat the proposed barrier concept
uow'1 provide adequate micrometeoroid protection for the desired application. Somne of the.
bylservoelocity impact tests were conducted while this mraterial was being subjected to the v' -&
cue conditions that are liktiy to be encouantered in its Gemini- MSG crew transfer tunnel Vipti-
cation in space. The results of the hypervelocity Impact tests corduc-ted indicate that this
foam material woula be adequate to ei sureý a probablilty greater titan 0. 99g1 (.f nio pXrietrations
in space for orbital missions of 60 days.

b. Micrometeoroid Enviro-nment. Th, P micrometeorold -rivironrnent usE.i 4r. the I ol-
lowing haza-rd agsessment iso the standaxdtte4 meteoroi-I Pnvironment recently propo~sed bw z
Vieteoroii Specla~istt. Subccrntitte'e to ~ne Aeroact, ReF~warcbh and Te~t~ng Ccrramtttee of the
Aerospace lndustries Association tRcference 7) a.nd !% tk- e-virr'nmenit uijown is'fAr A~-.~

-The yearly average sporadic ~nvirortr- A ~.'re w e~~e by ttN. foll",wing Pvq aiionA
(R. erence 8)

iog N -1, 34 ~m- 10. 432

m. artkrle tna*6 'kgrain','

N aa*ker of particles of mxazs m or tr.,er.;Iti-day.

"Nhis eflwirmment is 1Illustrate'd In Fit-r~ 6j.

For prtIclez suinall~r than 16~~ oli&.txt ditferer., fsVaasca w-OuIJd be r*Wis
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Figure 83. Near- Earth Micrometeoroid Environment

The sporadic envi-onrient is considered to be omnidirectional; therefore,, a vehicle In a[
near*-earth orbit is partially shielded by the earth from this enviroanmeni at afl times. In ad-
ditionr to the earth shieICtng, when Impacts on only a certain part of a space vehicle are con-
Cerned, specifically the crew transfer tunnel attached to the Gemini- MSS vehicle, vehicle in-
terference may provide additional shielding. The tnterference factor is designated Sj, and the P
earth shielding factor is SE. The total shielding factor Is then the product if these two mid is
expressed as SF.

SF SES(. (0

There Is a noticeable change in sporadic environment at different times of the year;
therefore, for short-term missions, a fa.ctor K in introduced to account for' difference, be-
tween the environmnent for ihese missions and the yearly average environmeut. The total
numbe~r of sporadic meteorcid impacts, Ni~p, for a mission duration of r days can be written
ar fol1lows (Reference 8):

=SFNKAsr (51)
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As a vehicle surface area exposed (ft2)

SF = total shielding factor.

The shower meteoroid flux density can be represented by an expression of the form FN,
where F is the ratio of shower meteoroids to sporadic meteoroids. The shower meteoroids
are Monsidered to be unidirectional; hence, in a near-earth orbit, both the earth ;.M the ve-
hide interibt ence itself act as a periodic shield.

The number of shower meteoroid impacts is dependcnt on the projected area presented
to the meteoroid shower stream as well as the amount of shielding. The number of shower
meteoroid impacts, N SH,ean be written as follows (Reference 8):

NtH = FFApNhe (52)

where

Ap u, projected area (112).

The total number of meteoroid 1. Apac., 'as then

U = NjH + N (53)

Combining Equatior.ns 5 thruujzh 53,

U = SEN'(FAp + KAi). (54)

For particle,; of m s 10-7 g or larger, from Equation 49,

N 3-- " lrj 1 0 , 4S (it- 2 .day-). (55)

From Dquttors 64 and 55, the total number of meteoroid impacts of particles of mass 10-7 g
or larger to

U = SEr(FA1 + :Ah) m-1.34x10"10. 4 32. (56)

For •Ie Gemini- MSS crew transfer tunnel, the following values are used:

Ap = 46.0 ft2 (maximum projected area).

As = 115.0 ft 2 (exposed surface area),

F - 0.62.

K - 1. 73 (maximum),

r w C ý- days,

4 - 1.00 %cA)nservativc),

OE 0.70 (for 300-nml orbital height),

S_. OF - 0, 70.

Upon substituting texe values into Equation 56, the tota! numbh- of meteoroid impactsi
of particles of mast 1P g or larger is

U S. 54 x 10-7.432 m- 1. 34 (57)

S•97
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If U is much less than one. it can be considered the probability of impact of particles of mass
i0 ' g or larger.

Therefore, 5rob ai 7 a -
The.,, ba.Ity.of.ln.ctn, U, a,',i,• to t.ble pr;.'•T--h-'~ '€ n'• tmpa'ts, Px. O'•"" ' "

1 - P, o 9.54 x ;0-7.432 j- 1. 3 4 . (59)

Since the probability of no penetrazie:,s is to exceed 0. 995, Equatiot, 59 indicates that the
barrier material must be capable of stopping all particles for which the probability of no im-
pacts, Px = 0, is Icss than 0.995. 2ubstituting Px = 0 = 0.995 in Equation 59 results In a
critical mass ot 8. 12 x 10-4 g, which is the largest nrojectile the barrier material must be
capable of stopping to ensure a 0. 995 probability of zero enetrations.

c. Micrometeoroid Penetrations. The mlcrometeorold barrier capability of various
materials Is measured by comparing the resistance of these materials to rmicrometeorold
penetration as opposed to the resistanre offered by a single sheet of aluminum.

The perforation thickness of single-wall aluminum, ta, can be calculated by using tLe

following equation kReference 8):

tal 2. 18 mli/' (60)

where

M = particle mass (grams).

The preceding paragraph stiowed that a critical mass ef 8. 12 x I0-4 g must be sopped
by the Gemini-MSS crew transfer tun,'! 1,ierier materiai ii. tire prubability of zero penetra-
tions is to be 0. 995 or greater. This mass would reqr ire a ba;'ri r '•i sirglce v eet alurainum
with a thickness of

tai = 2.18 (8.12 x leA4)1/3 0. 2034 in. (61)

PolyirEthare foam has been showr, by con.p ,y-fu,,ded hyerveloclty impact tests (Refer-
ence 9) to be at least V ; times as effective by, we"iht ar singia-sJeet a, imiru.n. Therefore,
the required thickness of polyurethane foam for this application to achieve P. = 0.995 for
a '*o-nmoiftlI mission is

tfoam 0. 2034 in. 15 x 1.2 pcf 1.9b in. (62)

The material developed for +he Gemyiri-MSS crew tr-nsfe- b,tnnel war thorefrre com-

posed of a thin-cloth bl.mper wal! fo:lowed by 2 in:-hes of 1. 2-pcf polyether foam. Figure 64
shows the probability of zero penetrations versus time for this material when used in tw.e
Gemini- MSS crew transfer tunnel application.

A hyperveiocity particle upon strfiing the bumper wqll is rhattered. From tests cot.-kctPd on
tWr program as well as 3n other programs, it has been shown that projectibes of glass o.. Alasic
at veloctdes in excess of 20,000 fps are very easily shattered. in fact, they shattpr co easily that

the bumper wall can be omitted wid the low-dersity barrlex" material wJl adequately shatter the
particles. Higher veloc!'ty particles (!n excess of *0, 000 fps) should be shattered even. nre Aiec-
tively; therefore, it is felt that the Lumper wall wouW have ,ittle signpiicance I-, this protectioneon-
cept at very high velocities. The bumper wall becomes r-ore and !--.o- eIt-Ocal as the veloelty I,%
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Mfgure 64. Probability of Zero Penetratio" for Tunnel Barrier Material

lowered. From other test programs, expecially Contract NAS 8-11747, GAC has shown that
a bumper wall that is more than adequate at 20, 000 fps way not adequately shatter the projec-
tiles for velocities of 13, 000 to 16, 000 fps. Therefore, the choice of bumper wall becomea
critical at low velocities. The probability of collision with a slow particle 's ",ery slight xind
therefore is neglected.

The barrier has to be a low-density material and of such a nature that the pieces of the
shattered projectile can spread transversely to 'he direction of penetration. The penetration
effects in the barrier as a function of mass and velocity of the projectile are affected so
strongly by changing bumper wall effects as these parameters are varied that it is very dif-
ficult to analyze how barrier damage changes with these pkrwameters.

The data that GAC has from this program and from other programs indicates thai, no
change in barrier damage can be noted in the velocity range of 20, 000 to 30, O00 fps. Veloci-
ties above 30, 000 fps cannot be consistently obtained; therefore, at the present time very
little can be said about the velocity dependence of the barrier damage experienced.

d. Hypervelocity Impact Test Program

(1) Generml. The test program was conducted to verily that the material proposed by
GAC for the Gemini- MSS crew transfer tunnel would be an adequate micrometeoroid barrier
so that a prob-Ability of no penetrations of 0.995, using the best available estmlte of the space
environment, could he assured.

The calculation in paxg &ph "b" shows Ut to assure this 0. 995 prZA*bbl5y of np pcne-
trations, the material must show a capability of stopping particles of masR 8.12 x 10" g or
larger. The test program was carried out ushig proJetiles of ma~s of approximately 5 x 10-3
g and maimum obt-inable velocities of 25, 000 to 30, 000 fps.
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(2) Test Facilities. The hypervelocity impact tests for this program were conducted at
the Air Force Materials Laboratory (AFML), Wrighi-Pattei s.n Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio.

The AFML hypervelocity facility consists of an electronlcaIly triggered, high-energy
storage system together with high-speed streak and framing photographic instrumentation for
measuring particle velocity, size, shape, and momentum. Electronic instrumentation is pro-
vided for measuxing capacitor bank d!echarge characteristics and the energy input to the ex-
ploding-foil gun.

Essentially, the gun consists of an electrically exploded thin foil contained in a solid
plasti. breech, using a plastic tube as a barrel. A schematic diagram of one arrangement of V
an oarlý axperlmental gwu is shown in Figure 65.

The electrical explosion is separated from the gun barrel and vacuum chamber by a I
Myla:2 diaphragm (rupture dd4ik) that confines the explosion for a short time interval during
which the foil melts, vaporizes, and begins to expand. In approximately 2 usec the diaphragm
rr:ptuares, forming a disk-shaped particle. During this time, energy Is depositkd at a very
high rý.te in the propellant aa. or nlasmi. which emnr•t. hohind the particle. propelling it
down the accelerator tube into an evacuated target chamber. With proper coupling, the par-
ticle is accelerated to meteoric velocities.

Since the gun completely disintegrates when it is fired, a special room houses the evacu-
ated gun chamber arnd e'•pinding-foil gun to protect equipment and operating personnel. Also
provided is an air-conditioned area containing a shpýided control room, a dark room, and a
data analysis area.

The entire experimental area is covered with a ground plane of 0.005-inch thick copper
foil soldered into a continuous sheet and connected to grnund by eight copper rods driven into
the earth. The copper sheet is covered with ý protective layer of vinyl asbestos tile.

A camera usirt- a double-pulsed Kerr cell electro-optical shutter for taking two frames
superimposed on the same film was developed for obtaining nigh-resolution photographs of the
particle in flight. The interframe time, which is very accurately known, and the distance
traveled between frames as measured on the film widh the ,hlcroprcjector provide the neces-
sary data for precise calculation of particle velocity.

A schem-atic diagram of the high-vitiage double-pulse geierator used for actuating the
Kerr cell shutter and the double-pulsed backlighting source are shown in Figure 66. F!gure
67 shows two films taken with this Kerr cell arrangement. Each film contains two super- f
imposed pictures of the same projectiles at slightly different times. The velocity can be de-
termined from the distance traveled In this time intrval.

The projectiles that were chosen to be fired in this test program were Mylar disks.
The projectile velocities ranged from 20,000 to 30,000 fps. The rmass of the pro 'ctiles upo.'n
impact were 4. 81(*1. 38) x 10-3 g, which wa, determined by firing a large number of these I
projectiles into lead targets and mrreasuring the depth of penetration.

The A•ML facilities were modified so that stressed specimens could be used as pro-,-
jectile targets. The apparatus that GAC constructed to fit the AFML facility is shown in

aires 68, 69, and 70.

(3) Test Results. The tests that were conducted to verify the micrometeorold pni-
tection capability of the proposed barrier material can be placed into three distinct categt.rles - 1

(a) Seven tests were conducted in which the composite wall specimens were left at their
full natural thickness o,' 2 inches and no stress was applied to the structural layer of
the wall. The resuilts of these tests, shown In Figures 71, 72. and 73, tudic-ate th,-t.
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Figure 68. Test Fixture
Stressing Frame

Figure 69. Test Fixture
Vacuum Chamber

Figure 70. Test Fixture Con-
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Figure 71. Hypervelocity Impact Test Specimens

Figure 72. Typical Particle Entry Effects

Figure 73. Typical Micrometeoroid Barrier Effects



Figure '74. Stressed Specimens

Figure 75. ý,rx"'imen C,.mparison with Bumper WOJ Removed

even though the projectile velocities varied from 25.000 to 29,000 tps,with an aver-I
age of 27, 000 fps, and the projectile masses varied considerably as explained
earlier. the impact effect~s on the bumper and 5)arrier materials were nearly iden-
tical in all cases. Typical results were the pornetration of all the foam with abso-
lutely no damage to the structural la) er of the composite wall ELpecimens. It should
be noted that the nominal density of the polyether foam is 1. 2 pcf, but the actual
density of the foam received by GAC and used for the specimens 1.s 1. 0 pcf.

(b) The second category of ters co~ducted -. re tt- .,in which a stresc was applied to
the structural layer of the composite wall specimene Thf.- stress applied was equiva-
lent to a tunnel design pressure stress obtained hw an .'rlation pressure of 7. 5 pei. A
strain was applied to' he specimens equivalent to ti, . mi - rial strJ.n at 20 percent of the
breaking strength. Six ec~'t-' tbumper walls and onie spe~ci men with the bum~perI
wall removed were streasecl K pacted. The res'-itsoniall seven tests. shown in
Flgures 74 and 75, were very. a Oe resuii.s cuf the tes'% conducted on the unstressedf
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specimens. The foam barrier was again penetrated, 6ut there wa.s stbsoWid..~y no
damage to the stressed structural layer. The specimen with the lImmper wall re-
moved showed barrier penetration similar to the specimens with liumper walls. If
It were not necessary for other purposes, it is questionable whether or not the
bumper wilil would be necessary from a micrometeoroid protection stardpnint.
The comparison between specimens with and without bumper walls Is shown in
Figure 76. The middle apecimen show; the foam barrier adjacetit to the structural
layer. The structural layer shows diacoloration from the test. debris, but ab5oiute-
ly no damage to the threads of the structura) c'loth is Indicated.

()All the te-ts In thas first two categories were conducted on specimens at their full
natural thickimess of 2 inches. In actual application, due to bending and foiding,
there is a good chance that the material may be slightly thinner than 3 Inches at
some points. Tests were conducted In which thcý thickness of unstressed spcimens
was varied to determine the ballistic lImit of the material. The ballis~ic lirtalt uf
the material was found to be I1. 50) Inches, vvgaen efther foam was remnoved or the
specimen was compressPd to e~tain this thiciness. Specimens thuai d~ a thickness
of 1. 25 inches had consistent damage and/or penetration of the structural lawor,
Specimens that were L. 50 inches thick were never completely penetrated, although
damage occurred.

Figure 76 shows unstressed sperlmens com~pressed to I 'onch with a small per etra-
tion and to 0. 5 inch with major penetration. Figure 77 shows unstressed specimens
1. 25, 1. 5, and 1. 75 inched thick respectively. The 1. 25-Inch specimen P, Abits
structural damage but no penetration. The !. 5- and 1. 75-irich speclm-unb exhruft
no damage.

Tests were then conducted on 1. 5- inch thick specimens in which varying stresses
were applied to the structural layer. Damage with neAr penetratioii resuAib in
some cases. but in no case did complete penetration occur, and 'in n~o case did any
tearing of the structural lay~er result, eve when a M3ress '-quivalevt to 40 percent
of the layer bri-aking strength was applied.

To determin~e the effects of complete penetration on a stressed layer, a 12-lncb dia.,
meter, cyilnder was fabricated with &nly a pressure bladder and a stngle-pl.y struc-
tural layer. To apply a stress in the structural layer equivzatnt tc the tun,,*1 struc-
tural layer design stress, the cylinder was pressurized to 0 psi. While prtasunrited,
the cylinder was penetrated by a . 22 caliber rifle bullet at a velocity of 1365 fps, so
that the bullet entered an one side and exited on the other side at a point almost dia-
metrically opposite the entrv point. There was no exploldve decompression or tear-
ing. T' only damage to the structural layer was the cutting of the indivOx'tl cloth
threads in an. arei approximately eqivalent to th'ý area of tUi bullet. This test fn-
dicates that the only damage to be expected from a penetraimtion a bolt roghly the
size of the penetrating particle.

e.. ronclusiong. Th,- material proposed1 by GAC for the Gemini- US$ crew trsanaftr !unnelt
Is An juTA4Za~te micrornetecr-oiii Oarrier 0 a-eure a otbailitv of no pitaetratlons of at leawt
0. 945 durtira, a V Month mission using the envirimment given in ltefertact 8. The hyprwtoc- l
Ity particle impact t.conducted at AFUL sh-ed tha the akaterial was cap 0l oi OWuopin
panticles In the mass ranjex of 4. Rif* 1.38) x 10 -g (3. 5 to 6. 0 g) with v*locities. ranging from
20, 000 to 30,.000 fps. The average v.~t'elocity was 2?. 000 fp*. Th. following formula. ob-
talned in Equation .9. can be uped to ca.--date the probAbility of teompenetratlons. asing tW
.4r~va mass prolocdieIs that iW.Acted (6 d wert stopped by (be material during the tests.

P1 0 1 9. 54 x -0 7 432 kAn 1D'. 3
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Figure 76. Unstressed Compressed Specimens
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Ucing mi 6 x 10-3 g for the particle mass, the probability of zero penetraions is

Px 0 a 0.9997.

'rests cowMlucted by AFML indicate that the projectiles that were stopped by the GAC
barrier materiAl would penetrate a 3/16-inch sheet of aluminum but wourd rot penetrr.Lte a 1/4-
inch alumim plate. Using the 3/16- inch plate for comparison, the loam has an efficiency
on a weight per unit area basis of at least 16 times that of cingle-sheet aluminum; I. #., a
shee of aluminum having the sane barrier capability would weigh 16 times as much as the
foam.

"The tests tjt were conducted at the ballistic limit LA the haý'rier materisl on specimewns
with a stressed st-,jctural layer indicate that the structural material when penetrated does not
exhlbit any tearbig t•,•,wncies.

3. R•diation Hazard

a, pace Radiation Environment. The orbit of the Gemini- M8 vehicle has yet to be de-
fined; threre, it is necessary to consider the radiatioa environment of all eossible near-
earth orbits (100 to 300 nmi) that could be L ed. A space vehicle can encounter high energy
proton, electron, and alpha particle radiation, dependi.ag on its orblt. The ma)or sources of
proton and alpha pLrtz•e rad'ation are soiar flares and the Van Allen belts. At low latitudes,
near-earth crbits are shielded by the earth's mawt'c field; however, at the high latitudes.
the magmeti,- field lines bend into the earth, and therefore both 'an Allen belt radiation and
solar flare radiation can e7end down to a much lower altitude in theso regions. This effect
is discussed in References 10 and 1I. The effect thkt the earth's magnetic field would have on
the dhectional characteristics, shielding effects, etc in the high latitwde regions would be very
difficlit, if not impossible, to obtain. Therefore, the assumptiorn is made that at latitudes be-
low W0 degrees, no high energy protons or alpha particles get through the earth's magnetic
field, and at latitules above 60 degrees. no rolar flare protors or Alpha partticles are stopped
by the earth's magnetic field. Ln a polar orhit a vehicle would be subject to proton and alpha
particle bcmbardment for approximately h•,f of the orbit, which. would be divided into two
periods of approximAtely 22 mirutes of radation and two periods of approximattly 22 minutes
of no radiation, while no priA o-n: alpha particle radiatir, would be encountered in orbits that
did not extend above the 60-degree lptitude. The Gemi;,i- MM crew transfer tunnel is to be used
only to transfer ast'namuts. and it is felt that this tr.ntlfer could take plac- during periods of
no radiation if the radiation level were excessive. Hence no consideration is given to the pro-
ton or 21pha particle radiation dosage an ;.wroniaut irside the uwanei might recieve, but only
the radiation dosage received bv the tunnel wall itself Is considered.

The probability ver da;. P. of hav .. a olar flare w~th a total ,lux off protuns larger
than N is glien by the following equatf-n rle Referencv 12):

PIN) 0.00,22(00- logOg1  )1

where
N. the toWa solar flare event nuaiber of pr-4oM- witi energy abore 30 mev. !

protons cm 2 .

This is shown it Figure 7tF.

For amy miss- - duration, the pratab1ihY. P-.. •f enc'-•ntertng a solar flaz- with a tot
fhlux o protmns largei than N Is give, by

PriN] ) 0012 (10 -9log10 N (4

wbere
"T is the mission 6,ration ...dsv.),
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N S 1010 prtons/cm2 .

This is shown in Figure 79, which is taken from Reference 13. The mission duration is
to be 60 day3, and the probability, of encountering any event during this mission, PM CN] ,
would be, using r a 60 days in Equation 64,

-N]M -N] 0. 1320 (10 - loglo N)

where

N = 5 1010 protons/cm2 . (65)

Thia expression shows that small solar flares occur much more frequently than large
solar flares. By using this expression or Figure 79, it is possible to show that the probabii-ty
of not receiving a total flux greater than 01 U protons/cm2 f.r'om all sized solar flaren ia
greater than 0. 990.

The spectrum for alpha particles and proOns, which a space vehicle can be expected to
encounter in a near-earth polar orbit as a result of one complete 1010 totil flux solar flare,.
can be written in the following form (see Reference 12):

N [>R] = 6 x 101o e-R/ 80  (6 )

where

N [> R] the number of isotropic particles/cm2 with magnetic rigidity R,

RP'-
76R =-• particle rigidity (nimillocr vits), (07)

where

p = particle momentum, (:n~v-sec. ,r I
c = velocity of light (cL/Wc),

Zt= the nuclear enarge of the particlt. (eleedror chargev).

Equation 66 is illustrated grapý,ically it) Figuire 80.

Relativistic expressions cak 'be uszd to obtain magneric i ildity, R, as a function of
kinetic energy. , (68

•'T2 = p 2c2 + m0o2c4 (68

where

T E + m*c2 (mev),

where

E - kinetic energy (rnev),

im0 = particle rest mass (g),

m0 c2 = rest energy (mev).
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From Equation 68, the rigidity is

T2  .M02 C4  (69)

Substituting T a E + m0 c2 into Equation 69 gives

c (E +m 0 c2)I m 00c4 JE 2 + 2Em 0 c0

Ze Ze (70)

Using this rigidity-energy relationship, fluxes of protons .nd alpha particles with energy
greater than E for a 300 nautical m~le orbit, N [ > E] 3 n I, may be obtained from Equation

!ov •ur Mixes with a ic rigidity greater than R, N R 300 iýni. The flm vr.•Rs energy
.rlationship is shown in Figure 81.

b. Proton and Alpha Particle Radiation Damage Effects. The radiation damage to a ma-
terial is measured in terms of the amount of energy absorbed from incident radiation per unit
weight of absorbing material. The most commonly used unit is the rad, which is the amount
of incident radiation on any material necessary to cause that material to absorb 100 ergs of
energy for each gram of material present. The energy absorbed in tads by a material due
to both protons and alpha particles from a single solar flare having a total flux of 1010
partlclcs/cm2 ls calculated jy numerically integrating the relationship (see Reference 14)

AN (E - E')
AD = AN(9-E)(71)

rf (6. 25 x i07 mev/g-rad)
where

AD = the energy absorbed per unit mass of the material from AN particles (rads),

AN = (dN/dE) 2AEfN CE + AEJ- N[E - AE], the number of particles/cm2 from a
single 1010 particles/cm4 total flux solar flare with incident energy in the energy
range of E + AE to E - AE,

where

AE = the energy increment small enough for the derivative dN/dE to be replaced by

N[E + AE] - N [E - AEand maintain the desired calculation accuracy (mev).
MAE

N[E + IEL = the number of particles/cm2 from a single 101 0 particles/cm 2 total
flux solar flare with energy greater than E + AE,

N[E - AE] = the number of particles/cm 2 from a single I010 particles/cm 2 total
flux solar flare with erergy greater than E - AE,

and where

average incident energy of particles in the range of E + AE to E - AE (me%),

E = average energy ;;ith which the particles leave after they have penetrted the
material (mev),

rr - average range of particles for energy E (g/cm2 ).

A plot of proton range ir. water v-.-ris proton Erprmrf is given in Figure 82, and a plot of
alpha particle range in wate- versus alpha particle energy is given in Figure 83. These curves
are from Reference 15. The material used in the Gemini- MSS crew transfer tunnel has an
areal density of about 0. 34 g/cm2 .
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Using the above relationship, Equation 71, in conjunction with Figures 81, 82, and 83,
it is possible to obtain the radiation dose received by the tunnel material. The calculations
are shown in Tables VII and VIII.

The maximum high energy proton and alpha particle radiation dose received by any part
of the tunnel wall Is the sum of the total dosage given in Tables VII and VIII,which is about 2 x
105 radsfora10 1 0 particles/cm 2 total flux (i.e., time integrated flux) solar flare. The
largest portion of this radiation is due to relatively low energy alpha particles that are ab-
sorbed by the thin outer fabric layer containing the thermal coating (areal density 2. 3 x 10-2
g/cm2 ). All radiation with a range less than 2. 3 x 10-2 g/cm2 will be absorbed by the outer
layer fabric, which can be seen from Tables VII and VIII to include all particles with energy
less than 20 mev. The maximum radiation dose received by any of the material inside the
outer fabric layer is the sum of all the dosages associated with particle energies above 20 mev.

The summation of thes, terms from Tables VU! and VIII yields a number less than 2 x
104 rads for the maximum dose received by any of the foam or structural wall materials. GAC
has conducted tests and shown that no measurable damage occurs to plastic-type materials
subjected to radiation dosages in excess of 106 rads. Other data, Reference 11, indicatea that
no sigrnificant damage would occur to material similar to that used on the tunnel with dosages
of 10• rads. Therefore, one can confidently say that no damage would result to the tunnel
material due to proton and alpha particle radiation regardless of which near-earth orbit was
chosen.

e. Electron Radiation. In addition to the proton and alpha particle radiation, which would
only be encountered in polar orbits, the Gemini- MSS vehicle would be subjected to electron
radiation in any near-earth orbit. The electron radiation environment encountered varies
somewhat with orbit; however, from data given in Reference 16, as can be seen in Figure 84,
a conservative estimate wouldbe a flux of 101 electrons/cm 2 - sec with energies above 40 key for
any near-earth orbit. The-range of electrons in aluminum (which does not vary more than a
factor of 2 for other materials) in g/cm 2 is given by the following expression (see Reference
14):

re = 0.407 Ee'1. 3 8  (72)

where

Ee < 0.8 mev.

For the electron energy spectrum that is being considered, it can be seer. tiat the elec-
trons have a very small range. Therefore, most of these electrons would be absorbed in the
outer fabric layer, which has an areal density of approximately 2. 3 x 10-2 g/cm 2 . The num-
ber of particles with energies > 40 key drops off very rapidly, and therefore the assumption
is made that the average particle encountered has an energy of about 50 kev. The following
expression can be used to calculate the radiation dose (in rads) due to electrons:

incident flux x mission time x energy per particle

areal density x 6.25 x,10 7 mev/g rad

Substituting the appropriate values for the Genmini-MSS cre.w 1', •,•er tUnnel mission into
Equation 73 gives

radiation dose 8.64 x 1011 electrons/cm2 -day x 60 days x 50 x 10-3 mev

-2 2 72.3 x 10 g/cm x 6.25 x 10 mev/g rad

= 1.8 x 106 rads.

Even this radiation dose would prove to be no hazard to the tunnel material, and this
number is very conservaiive.
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Table VII. Proton Radiation Dose Receiveo by Gemini- MSS Crew TransferTunnel from a 1010 Particles/Cm4• Total Flux Solar Flare

N - -
E N>E] 30) m AN rEh E' L - E' AT)

(mev) (particles/,cm4) (particles/cm2 ) (particles/cm2 ) (mev) (g/cm 2 ) (g/cm 2 ) (mev) (mev) (rad?)

500 9.0 x10
2.8x 107  

1.4 x 107  
235 33.0 32.66 233.7 1.3 0.0176

200 2.8 x 107

3.0 x 108 1.8 x 108 121 10.7 10.36 118.5 2.5 1.121
100 3.3Sx10 8
10 3.3x108 1.4x 109  

1.0x 10 9  
64.6 3.45 3.11 60.8 3.8 24.700

2.6 x 10 9  
3.0 x 109 37.2 1.26 0.92 31.0 6.2 200.00

30 4.3 x 109

3.7 x 109 6.15 x 109 23.4 0.55 0.21 14.0 9.4 1010.00
20 8.0 x 10 9

2.0x 109 9.0x log 17.5 0.32 -- 17.5 1750.00
17 1.0x 1011 1010 Z- 2985

• = average N [>E] , the number of particles/cm 2 with incident energy greater than '.
btrE' r- average range of particles for energy E' (g/cm2) where t' material thickness (areal density),

0 E 4 i;=2 for the tunnel composite wall.

cAD AN (E - E') rads (see Equation 71).
A r (6.25 x 107 mev/g-rad)

Table VIII. Alpha Particle Radiation Dose Received by Gemini- MSS Crew Transfer
Tunnel from a 1010 Particles/Cm2 Total Flux Solar Flare

E N I>E 300 nm I AN r- r E E-E' AD
(mev) (particles/cm2 ) (particles/cm2) (particles/cm 2) (mev) (g/cm 2) (g/cm 2 ) (mev) (mev) (rads)

500 1.4 4 {
1.3x 104  6. 5 x 10 218 3. G 2.66 212 6.0 0.0004

200 .3x 10
4

-'1.5x 106  7.5x 10 5  112 0.8 0.46 82 30.0 0.822
100 1. x 10 6

3.55 x 107 1.92 x 107 b9.0 0.24 -- 0 59.0 140.0
50 3.7 x 107

1.63x 108  1.19x 108  36.4 0.11 -- 0 36.4 865.0

4.5 x 108  4.25 x 108  23.4 0.047 -- 0 23.4 3580

20 6.5 x 108

1.15x10 9  1.22x 109  14.7 0.017 -- 0 14.7 15.970
10 1.8 x 109

6.2x 109 4.9x 109 7.08 0.0042 -- 0 7.08 97.500
5 8x 109

2.0x 109 9.0x In 9  4.37 0.0020 -- 0 4.37 70.000
S.98 1. Ox 1010

__ I 1010 Igo. = 8.0

ON = average N [>EI. the number of particles/cm2 with incident energy greater than E.

b rE' r- •- t' average range of particles for energy E' (g/cm2 ) where t', material thickness (areal density), -
O~4 g/cm 2 for the tunnel composite wall.

S A DN -E )s (s e e E q u ,io 7 1) .
rFE(6. 25 x 107 mev/g-rad) s on 71).
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Figure 84. Flux of Electroas with Energy Greater Than 40 KeV
Trapped in the Earth's Magnetic Field

It was shown earlier that moat of the electrons would be absorbed in the outer layer of
fabric. The rest of the electrons would be abscrbed by the wall material, and virtually no
electron radiation woulJ get through the tunnel wall to bombard astronauts in the tunnel.

d. Conclusions. The Gemini-MSS crew trinsfer tunnel will be subjected to electron radi-
ation !n any near-earth orbit and to high energy proton and alpha particle radiation for approx-
Imately half the time in a polar orbit. Since it is felt that astronaut transi, could take place
during periods of no radiation during a polar orbit, no consideration is given to the proton and
alpha particle radiation dosage an astronaut inside the tunnel might receive.

The maximum high energy proton and alpha particie radiation dose received by any part
of the tunnel wall Is 2 x I10 rada for a 1010 partlcl,?s/cm total .ux solar flare, most of which
is abso.-bed by the outer cover of the tunnel wall. which supports the thermal coating. Only
particles with energies above 20 mev will penetrate the outer cover, and the radiation dose
received by the foam barrier and structural layer at the tunnel wall is less than 2 x 104 radi

A very conservative value for the electron radiation dose ii less than 2 x 106 rads, mrot
of which Is absorbed by the outer cover. The remainder is mostly absorbed by the Inner
layers of the tunnel wall, a;- virtually no electron radiation will penetrate to the tunnel In-
terior.

Stit test data Indicate* that the tunnel wall matex hI& can wit&Mtand radiation dos*1Wsof
I0s rudalwh no measurablme damage, the radiation dose received by the tunnel prseets no

problem with regard to damage to the tunnel materials.
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E. MATERIALS SELECTION

1. General

A composite material structure was selected as the best approach to meet the overall
requirements of the transfer tunnel design. This composite structure was deveioe.~ on
in-house, company-funded development programs. The results of the development programs
that are applicable to this contract effort are discussed In this subsection. Figure 85 d-.picts
the composite, which comprises four distinct layers bonded into a homogenous ntructure. The
inner layer, an u~nstressed pressure bladder, maintains pressure tightness and transmits
pressure loads to an adjacent structural layer. The structural layer carries sit uctural loads
resulting from Internal pressure. The flexible foam~ layer acta as a micrometeoi Ad barrier,
protecting the pressure bladder from penetration. The outer cover performs a dual function.
It is used as a smooth base ior the application of a thermal t-oating. and It encapdulates the
total composite for evacuation and compression prior to packaging for launch.

2. Composite Wall Description

a. Pressure Bladder. T'he pressure bladder is a laminate of three individual sealant layers
(see Figare 86). The Inner laver is a laminate of Capr"n film (Allied Chem-ical Type 77-C)
bonded with polyester adhesive (Schjeidahl Type GT-201) between two layers of lightweight ny-
Ion cloth (Tr avis S~tyle 5096). This layer is bonded with polyester adhesive (Goodyt.-,r PE-207)
to a second layer of clused-cell polyvinyl chloride foam 0. 070 inch thick (Great American In-
dustries Rubatex R-313-V). The outer sealant is a close-weave nylon cloth (Burlington Style
1632) coated with a polyester resin (Goodyear PE-207). Qaalification testing of the pressure
bladder components dlemonstrated the basic materlal to be suittable for the design requirements.
'Tests were conducted on the pressure bladder to determine permeability rate. possible toxicity.
abrasion characteristics with respect to the astronaut's space suit, and weight lons and pos-
sible delanlination due to off-gassing in a vacuum environment. Excelleait flexibility is Im-
parted to the laminate with the use of low modulus Capran film, while the closed cell vinyl
foam provides a cushioned layer for puncture protection. Physical properties of the pressure
bladder component materials are shown in Table IX.

b. Structural Layer. The structural layer is a four-ply laminate of Dacron cloth bonded
with a polyester adhesive (Gsoodyear PE-207). Although a design pressure o' 7. 5 psia with a
safety factor of 5 requires a load capability of 829 lb 'n. , urther allowance fr degra-datior.
in strength due to creep ruptu-e and ply lamination produces a required original strength of
approximately 1300 Ib,'m. . This load is carried eiitirely by the structural lay-: which due
to the multiple ply technique o! staggering joints in I e Individual plies, offers an .WsntiAlly
seamless constructiin. This strength requireme~-t ,an be satisfied uy four plies of Stern And
Stern Style 15292 Dacron t: oth having a single-ply rtrength of 329 lb./ir. Due to the uwavaiV
ability of the desired style 15292 Dacrtn cloth. alU .juAlification test samples and thA prcl'otype
tunnel structural laver were constructed with Stern And Stern Style 1524b Diwron cloth. '11-
same percentage changes under test conditions as compared to original values for Style 15246
clothare applied to Style 152912 cloth for ei-aluatic.. purposes.

Struttural material qu~alfication iestii co.)ducted do investigate environmen~txl effects
du,- to temperature evtremes. vacuum, high energy radiation, wnd cre~asing and flexing intli-
cate,' that the full load capAbilitv of 829 lbr. c Rild bc carried by bo~th the four -ply structural
layer and joints. Physical pripcrt~es of the Daý-ron structural ply cloths are shriwn in Tsbie

c. Micrt'..Aeorol4 Barrier. To provide the petetration resitfance required by the tuicr.-.
meteoroid hazard assessment (see subsection N). a 2-inch thick layer of flexittle polfeuter
foam of 11 2-pci density was selected. Shelf life tests indicate that the polyether foam pro-
vides gand elastic recovery rharacteri stics for the exposure conditions required before anm

* after deplovment. Also, good ply adhesion wstrength is obtained In bonding 'ho polyether foAn.
layer to the other !avers. Qiaificaflion test's conducted to detcrmine effects- of off- pssins,

temperature, extremes, and radiation enpxsu-r determined the polyetlter foamn to be conpatibieV
* with environimental requirvement..



2-INCH POLYETHER FOAM OUTER CG-'VE

STRUJCTURAL LAYER

PRESSURE PLADOER

ITEM WEIGHT

INNER REFLECTIVE COATING 0.032
PPESSUktE 30AD007 0. IX
STRUCTURAL LAYER 0,210
2-INCH FOAM LAYER (I 2 PCF) 0.210
OUTER COVER 0.041
INTERLAYER POLYESTER ADHESrNE 0.011

TOTAL 0.690

Figure 85. Tunnel Design Composite Wall

0 07-INCH CLOSEC-CELL
VINYL FOAM (10 PCF)

/

INNER LAMINATE TC NYLON CLOTH 'COATEO

NY(LON CLOTH-CAPRAN / WITH POLYES PE1 RESINI

"11 LAAMNATE

:~~L-CLLV!NYL FOAM
11"AYIST1T ADOWSNE 0X.
OUITtE WtcL*E CtOyk 0 015~
______TOTAL j 136

F4:ur* 196. Preswftr Bta~~r
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Table DI.. Physical Properties of Pressure Bladder Components

Nylon Cloth (Travis M09)
weight (psf) . .. .. . .. . .. ... .. . . .. .. 0.0063
93resasing strength. warp/fill (lb/in.). .. .... ............ 40/40 I
Thickness (mile) . ................... 2. 5

Capran Film (Alied Chemical 77-C)
Specif ic gravity .. .. .. ..... . .......... .. ......... 1. 1
T'hickness (milJ-$...................0.75-
Ultimate tensile, longitudinal (psi).. ........ .. ..... 85M0 - 'l0
Ultimate tersiad, transverse (psi)...........7000 - 11, 000

S(percent). .. .. ....... 300 - 400
Tensile modulus. longitudinal (psi) .. .. .... .. ......... 90).000.- 110,000

Tensile modulus. transverse (psi':.. .. ................ 05,000 - 125,.0

Nylon- Capran- Ny ioi. ".minate
Weight (ps) . .. ...... ................ . ............ 0. 015 (avg)
Breaking strength. warp/fill (lb in.) .. .. ............... 72. 06.0 (mtne
Ply adhesion (lb/In.). .. ...... .................. .... 4. 0 iavg)
Thickness (mils). .. .... ................ ............ 6. 75

Nylon Cloth (&'jrlington 1632)
Weight (paV.................... 0.015
Breaking stre~ngth. warp..!i^llQ )/jin.*) . .. . .. 4/91
Thickness (mtts). ................ ... . . .... .. .. .. 4.47

PVC Foam (Rub -tex R-113-V)
Density Incf) . . . ... .. .. .. . . . 10.0j- 13.0
Te.pwra~urr resistance (IDF) *

ýLw ........................ --10
Hiah ý'-nhintous. ............................... 130
High mierm-ittevit. . . . . . . 1

Comp~ression ort (ASThI method)
Coffipre.sse 50 percent for.2*2 hoursi at 7O-F . .. ....... peri-ci iMaxý

Ti~aile X. PhyivscAl Propertie- D (acron A~ l-

Proper2-j Darlý 1! S DAfr.V

Width Imnchi4 . 44.0 44.
Thbrehd cmni. vtarp .... . . . ~ . 'sI
Thrr2- cmint. Nt11 6. 46.j
UItiouaJe !t- ile strength. wiarp (.b- In- - ~ 329
!Mtt'tae tensilh gtregth f111 Oft I'. 2 771 9

Tongue tea-t strpgth. warp (1h) 43,- '1A
*Tonw stru. i s..' r yh fi~~. I I 1 3 17

Jr, Ilip.. ap(re . . 1 27 -36

U~acelngatibn, fill (perrcnf i ..

-hickness lin-bei . .. .............. ..... 0.01. 0, Ot17
Wes Pr .... 0-41 0,045

C7Etwav,1a

A i



TYFIC-.L THERMAL COATING
(ALUMINUM PIGMENTED WHITESILICONE PAINT OR SILICON

MONOXIDE FILM COATING)

LAMINATE Of NYLON
CLOTH-ALUMINIZED FILM

IT EM WEIGHT
(PSF)

FILM CIOTH LAMINATE 0.015
THERMAL .OATING 0026

TOTAL 0.041

Figure 87. Outer Cc-,er of Composite Wall

d. Outer Cover anc Thermal Contrnl C.)aling. 1r1e outermost 'ayer of the composite walli structure encapsulates sine wall and pro'jides a smooth bae for the appiication of a thermal
coating. T.h construction ef this layer is shown in Figure 87.

Inasmuch as the outer cover encapsulates the composite wall, it serves as an aid in
packaging the tinnel prior to launch. Dy a vac-im technique, the wall thickness can be com-
iressed from the fullty expanded 2 'nches to about 3-8 inch. suitable for folding and mbsequent

p -ck•g[rg In the canister, Als-. a certain amount of air will still te trapped in the composite
A&li, even after P-vacu-aatlon. T71s air can. be used as a thickness recovry aid, augmenting

the elastic recovery characteristi..s of the con-yressed foam. Thus, full recovry ol the wall
thickness, even t,.•er adverse tn.atures, will be er.nsred.

The thermal cqttr-'n co-ging will L.e applied in two variations as follows:

(1) Aluminum coax.ng arwurum deposited on a film substrate with striping -"- IuMinrm
Spgmented whtit stfl! • -tw paint.

,2) Same x %IQ bot withe addliotn of a ý:licon monoxid overcoating :tn loca-

MWeaarements of therma.l radiatior. propertier Zefore and after molar ultraviolet exposzre
under v~acuur- cordftt ,%.A tdtAntiatv the ax-ve. coalings as sqace-stable. Also. tht effect-, Jo ~ •I u i • r i • ¢ l y , -r -• deI : - e e f u • ¢ e n k tLo b ! e . F o r th t o te r io r s u r f & -! e ,j f'

the tutnel dtaigni, a t~tA~iftm dk-mW4 I-ltmezzted s4"cenc- pai-.t is qet.tfied because of Its low
*olar ilrptancr, f,-:r nmproed l1#t ing &M hlgh t mittan-." tt. m•nimize extrrme temper4ttire
triatins. Ftr the M, tuntel., a titanium diaxid* pigmented Hvpalcm paint waf used
for bA6 Interioir and ezieror cume! surfazes. Al-., the same style nrlot clothb (B.rltinck
16I•21 as used for th, preamble b lad; :z,-r was usod !,r the - ter cover lwyer w the protc-

. .- --.-..---
_.--

-. =



3. Fab_-icatiun Teckinques and Proces,:-" s

L. W-ndei Floor Strurture. The tunnel rigid floor strukcture is metal sandwich construc-
tion consteting of 7. 9-pcf density alumb-tum hon~eycomb core borded between 7076-T63 aluminum
face sheets 0, 083 inch thick r th Epon 934 epoxy aahesive. Shaped aluminum edge members
arp bonded around the 'locr periphery with ft.e same adhesive. This flabrication technique hasI beer. proved bry years of use. The ',se of Epon 934 epoxy adhesive was based on the original
high strength of the adhosive and marrufacture-r's test data, Indicating no strength loss after
C~posure to 109 rads of ionizing radiation f-,on a Van deGraf electron beam. Thr sandwich

floor s'%ructur#? adhesive care was accomplished in zzi autociave under pressure at a high
te mperatt're.

b. Composite Wall 1!onding. In fabricating the tunnel composite w!L" structeire, each comn-
ponept layer is built up layer by laser, starting with the pressure bladder,,un a male mandrel
fa!bricated of rigid foam. With the polyester -adhesive (Goodyear PE-207) binder layers bond-

Ing the mu!tysie-layer pressure bladdet components together, bonding "-e outer cover to the
2-inch foam layer, bonding the multiple-ply structural layer together. and bonding the struc-I turai layer 'to its adjacent pressure bladder and flexible Piam layers, the toi.al zomposite waill
stiructiure is bonded together into an integral and homlogenous structure. The joints of the In-
dividual plies in both pressure bla dier and structural layer6 are staggered in such a way as to
offc- arn essentially seamless construction.

At intermediate phases during the lay-ilp construction, the polyester adhesive layers are

from the completed structure after application of the outer cover'.) A polyurethane elastomeric
tape (Goorh ear Topolic) is applied to all expose& lap seam joints on both interior and exterior

tunnel surfaces. 1;aysical properties of 'he bonding components are shown in Table XI.

c. Floor Joini. Bonding. Particular emphasis was pla.-d on the design and development of
a structural joint between the rigid floor of the tunnel and the flexible structural layer. The
technique tiat evolved fLrom this investigation (see Figure 48) uses a blended polyamlde-epexy
adhesive ri~gid bond. Strip tensile tests of this technique indicateda 50 percent load capability,
au p~ ared to that of t'- parent structural cloth. The degradation in strength Is attributed
to the locked-,a crimip effe, f of the Dacron yarns embedded In the rigid adhesive bond. At-
tempts to i;nprove joint efficiency by using a mrore elastic type epoxy bond were not successful
and tonlv re:3ulted in shear failurc, of the joint. A polyester adhesive bond similar to that used
in the structural wall seams -w~.s also tested! but was wholly inadequate for the required bond
strength. Comzequently, ihe biended polyamide-epoxy rigid bond technique was adopted as the
eequired design technique and resulted in) an eight-oly boncd to the structural floor joined to the
four-viy structural layer with a polyester adhesive uond. Strip tensi.le tests of this overall

i~r-',t des~ii-, indicated that the full load capability of 829 lb/in, could be carried by both the
joints and the l1asic four-ply structurai layer. Qualification testE were conducted nn the floor
joint to in~estigate environmental effects due to temperatu_ýe extremes, vacuum and radiation.

and k reasirg, The tests indicated that the full load oapabh..ityof q29lbjin. couldbe carriedby

~Table X1. 7hscal Propertes of Bodn Con~pc-cnt: px

Tpe Thermopiistic Thermoset Thermoset

T 1e 0c r ioh I'us 1).......7eOO 3000 270C

EFlt imate elongation "percent) - 100 480 7

Spcfcg,1i"1.2 1, 1 1.2
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PRESSURE 4At')OE

JI-PLY STRUJCTURAL CLOTH"

a~XICLE

LIGHTING

FI)AM MiCkOMETEOR0ID SARRIER

r,.ooR

C-LO~THtCA --- EPOXY SONNCTO-

Figure- 88. Structural Joint between Expandable Wall anid Rigid 11'lor

4. Materials rest Results and Evaluation

a. General. Although the materials selected for fabrica-'on cf the trarisier tunnel Corn-
posite structure werre based on GAC in-house development progi ams, sufficient material qual-
ification tesiing was conducted o., the selected materials to substantiate the environmental,
human factors, and structural requiiremients.

b. Weight. Actual weighing of component material yielded average unit i~eights for the
prototype tunnel (see Table XII). Estimated weights based on the use of miaterial proposed
for the tunnel designr are also given in Tabie XU1.

c. Pressure Tightness. To substanitiate gas pressure tightness ol the pressure h.'adder.
permeabilty measurements of samples were made on Dow-type gas transmission "ells in ac-
cordance with ASTM procedures. The tests were conducted at room temperature, 5-psia
pressure differenitial across the sampic-, and gas atmosphere of 100 percent oxygen. The test.
results given in Table XIII show the permeability of original samples and tOe same sampler,
after various exposure conditions. Relati tg the maximum rate of 2. 0 x 10 psf /day to the
tunnel expandable surface area (130 ft2) indicates a gas loss of 0. 026 lb/day, or subdtant~ally

Ieqs thai' the maxiimum bpecified allowance o& 1. 0 pound per day.
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Table XTI. Composite Wall Weight Breakdown

Actual Wt Est WtConsruction A(psf) (psf)

Outer Thermal Control Coating 0.045 0.026

Outer Cover 0.015 0.015

Polyester Adhesive 0.027 0.027

2-Inch Polyether Foam 0.200 0.200

Polyester Adhesive 0.027 C. 27

4-Ply Struztural Cloth (including adh*sive) C .22 0.210

Polyester Adhesive 0.027 0.027

Pressure Bladder 0.126 0.126
Nylon Cloth 0.015
Polyester Adhesive 0.027
0.070-lnch ?VC koz.-., O.042
Polyester Adhesive 0.027
Film-Cloth Laminate 0.015

Inner Reflective Coating 0.032 0.032

Total 0.721 0.690

Table XIII. Pressure Bladder Leak RaIts

SAvg Tealk RateSample Condition (pst/24 hr)

Original Sample 1 0 x i0-4
High-Vacuum Soaked Sample 1. 1 x 10-4
Creased Sample 1.2 x 10-4
One-Side Pin-Punctured Sample 2.0 x 10--4

d. Structurant y. To demonstrate structural integrity of the flexible structural
layer, test samples were wade and :ested for both the laminated four-ply Dacron structural
layer and the termination floor joint. Strip tensile test specimens were fabricated wi*ah Sern
and Stern Style 15246 Dacron cloth in 2-inch raveued widths (see Figures 89 and 90). Strip
tensile tests were made ,i accordance with ASTM standard mrnAhods for testing wover. fabrics.
Test results or the effects of temperature extremes, vacuum, high energy radiation, and
creasing are summarized in Table XIV. To substantiate the biaxial type of loading of the ac-
toal tunnel structure, cylinder hbrst test specimens of the four-ply structural layer were also
fabricated with the Styie 15246 Dacron cloth. Four cylinders 12 inches in diameter by 36
inches long were laminated in accordance with tbhe ctual tunnel construction methodp. Three
cylinders v-.re tested for quick-break burst pý essure, and one cylinder was cycled 60 times
ai pressures simulating inflation ana defiation befoie application of quick-break pressure
(sec. Figure 91).

.Applying the percentage factor of loss in strenrgth for ply efficiency (ser cylinder buret test in
Tabh XIV) ard for creep rupture effects (see Refermene 4) to the four- ply strength for Style 15292
Dacrun clrl6 would indicate that the full design ultimate load capability of 829 i4/In, could be car-
ried. The ply efticiency factor for the cylinder burst test is 81 percent (spe Jable XIV). The creep

i22



2" 1- 4" - ~ Figure 89. Typical Four-Ply laminate
_30" 61- Specimen

I - K EPOC' BOND 4-PLY DACRON5- "--, . 3 " 8 -L D A C R ON
ALUMINUM 8-Y .
PLATE _ _ _ __

8.5"--. 23.5"

POLYf ESTEP BOND go

Figure 90. Typical Eight-Ply Dacron Floor Joint Specimen

rupture effect for a two-month load at room temperature has a factor of 78 percent (se Refer-
ence 4). Applying these reduction factors to the fou.-ply strength gives a tunnel deslign load
carrying capability of 831 lb/in. This is shown by 4 x 329 x 0. 81 x 0.78 = 831 lb/in. The de-
sign ultimate load was previously given as 829 lb/in. [

It should be noted that the structural efficiedc'as below 10 percent in Table XIV are
extreme cases not sneciled for the normal mission environment, where the thermal control
coating Is designed to maintaln 75cF on the tunnel interior and the radiation exposure of the
structural layer Is calculated to be, at least one order of magnitude lower than a.e test sample
exposure.

e. Vemtr~tureControl. Both laboratory tet data and RpkLe sei vice data zare available
for thermai LGntrol coatings that would satisfy .Lh requi ree~nts determined by the tunnel
thermal analysis for space-stable thermail radiaion properties of the thermal col'tol 12yer.
Measurements uf solar absorptarxe (a) and euittance (.•) were made before and 21ter ultra-
violet exposure u'nder vacum.m conditions. GAC laboravory tests consisted of exposing the
theimai controi coating spocimen to simulated soiar radiation under vacuum FA I0-7 torr (r
lower. Wolar absor~ance 2nd thermal emittance of (he laboratory specimens were measured
using a dyvwa-mic therrmal vacuum technique slmilar to that ýbi Reference 19, p 192. A comn-
prison cd optical characteristlcs for the specif ed coatings Is given in Table XV.

The t•wnusw, teernMl analysis i•ndicates that the exterrAl surface should have a r~tlo of
solar 4bsorptance (a) to emittaice (,) betweer. I ax.-d 3, with the absolute values of a and t a-
tIow ais possible These criteria may be satisfied by using an external thermal control coatt--g
of aiwinLned film (o -L, 0. 129, 4 r. 0,037, a/c = 3. 5) covered in part by aluminum powder iAa
si•cone pAint (a O 24, 1 --- 0.25, a/c J. 96) and possibly covered with an overcoat of slli-
con muontide. (a 0. 110, = 0.512, a,/, 0.27). By varying the quantity of the individual
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Table XIV. Summary of Structural Cloth Tests

Avg Break 7 U4 ac oStren Ob iut..) lSs :co"Type of Test Condition om (% Orgia Room

Temp - 100F 110
0

F T,-mpArab Value)

Strip Tenrile (15246 Dacron Cloth)
OePyAmbient, Warp/Fill] original 270/277 100 i

Ambient, Warý FT After radiation (106 rads. 287/289 106
Your Ply %14o banm

Ambient, Warp Original 1008 % (4 x 270) = 102
Four Ply (One Ply Sea-ned)

Ambient, Warp Orlgir~l 956 102
,•anent, Warp Original 940 % (4 z 2'W) = 8I
Ambient, Warp Original 924 98
Ambient, Warp After creasing 970 103
Ambient, Warp After radiation (106 rads) 930 99•,acuum (10-4; torr), Warp original 976 104

Vacuum (10-4 torr), Warp Original 1038 110
Vacuum (10-1 torr), Warp Original 968 103

Strip Tensue (15246 Dacron Cloth Floor Joint)
.'Anbient, Warp Original 974 90
Ambient, Warp Original 1079 0 (4 x 270) 100
Ambient, Warp Orieinal 1006 93
Ambient, Warp After radiation (106 rads) 998 92
Vacuum (10-4 torr), Warp Original 1110 103
Va, ium (10-4 torr), Warp Original 1088 101
Vacuum (10-4 torr), Warp Original 956 88

Cylinder Burst (15246 Dacron Cluth)
Four Ply

Ambient, Warp Original 872 % (4 x 270) - 81
Ambient, Warp ALter cycling 916 q, (4 x 270) = 8.

Strip Tensile (15292 Dacron Cloth)
One Ply

Ambient, Warp/ Fill Origi.al 329/293

Table XV. Optical Characteristics of Thermal Control Coatings

Sur'iTcc

Charac~er :stic
Mylar it ., My!.. in Silltune Si.I Silccine

fWnl film p ýPgm nt wtite •tm

Source ........ .... Ref 17, 18, and Rel 19 and 20 Rf 11) 'Ref 19
19

Coating thickireis . . 2000A 2e. OOOA 0. 00• In. 0.. 002 in.

•(fnItial......... 0. iO- 0. 129 0.138 0.24 0,24

zfinl, . .. II ) ngigible A I. ) 60'

Sltl.............. ... 03? - 0.045 0.512 0. 2z, 0.76

t (final) . ligible .At negligible .4 = negligie •-. = regligible
S•lj'a).. . .5ta I 0.27% 0.t6 03

i.Xir-. .... . 1ng igkble 40/4) W.

Labor ýa~ry,.. ._ ,... l initial initial

Orbittai tlilht..: 1year :200 days 604as days

.[____ ... .... .134.. .-, ,.•:/.



0I

BEFORE APPLICATION OF QL:ICK-BREAK BURST PRESSUREI

AFTER A~rLt%_TION C~F QUICK-BREAK BURST PRESSURE

Figurto 91. Cylinder B~urst Specimen
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costing areas, the effective a/c ratio may be established at any desired value between 1 and 3.
The interior al the tunnel is designed to have a low value of solar absoriance (a - 0. 24, white
surface) for improved lighting and a high vv'ue of emittance ( fr 0. 78) to minimize extreme
temperature variations within the tunnel. For the interior coasting on the tunnel design, a ii-
taninin dioxide pigmented silicone paint is selected. For the prototype model, a more econom-
ical titanium dioxide pigmented white Hypalon paint was used for the tunnel interior.

To correlate the interior and exterior tunnel wall surface temperatures as predicted by
the thermal analysis, thermal conduactivity tests were conchacted on a sample of the tunnel corn-
posite wall ma~erial, utilizing the cryogenic guarded hot plate method. The test was In a
vacuum of 10 0 mm Hg, and the measured data indicates a conduactivity of 0. 07 Btu- in. Ar-ft2-
OF; the major portion of the composite thermal resistance is attributed to the 2-inch thick
polyether foam.

f. Elsi Rcva To demonstrate zhelt life characteristics of the tunne! wall, time-
load test wr condcted on small samples of the micrometeoroid barrier foam layer to as-
certain the maximum length of time that the tunnel can be packaged with a high reliability of
elastic rec(,. ery when unpackaged. Figure 92 shows the recovery characteristics of the foam
ur~der vacuum tonditions of iO*-4 torr for varying temperatures and packaged duirations. From
Figure 92 It can be seen that the packaged structure ma~st be insulated axainst extreme cold if
full recovery in to be achieved.
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Table XVI. Vacuum Off-Gmssing of Composite Wall Materials

Percent Weight TIime to Vacuum
Material Loias Stavillze Level

S(hr) (torr)
Total Composite 2.63 40 torr6

Outer Cover 0.36 1.5 4 x !0-6

2-Inch Foam 0.39 1.5 4.8 x 10- 6

Structural Layer U. 12 1.0 l0- 6

Pressure Bladder 6. 3 96.0 10" 6

g. Environmental Effects. Environmental effects to be considered include combined
vacuum and ultraviolet radiation, the thermal environment, and high energy radiation from
VanAllen Plectrons. Only the thermal control coating is affected by the combined vacuum and
ultraviolet radiation. This effect has already been discussed. Thermal effects relative to
extremes in temperature combined with vacuum were evaluated in testing for structural in-
teg rlty and elastic recovei -. Also, strip ter,'. ie tests on the structural layer irradiated with
201 rads of gamma radiation were evaluated. The tolerance of the other composlte layers to
high-energy radiation is higher than the anticipated dose of approximately 100 rads. Finally,
tests on the composite wall material and ts component la.yers under vacuum conditions were
used to evaluate off-gassing effects on the material physical properties (see Table XVI). An
initial off-gassing is encountered, resalting from boil-off of plasticizers and volatile solvents,
with a negligible weight loss, which subsequently levels off. The hard vacuum exposure also
proved that the pressure bladder construction technique was successful in preventing delamin-
ation of the bladder composite. Curves of off-gassing versus time are shown in Figures 93
through 97.

h. Toxicity. Tests were made to assure that no toxic by-products, such as those used in
the press&re bladder polymer type materials, are given off while under the deployment en-
vironment of 5-psia, 100 percent oxygen atmosphere. A survey of tcmlc materials known to be
useo !n the pressure bladder material cmstruction was made, and the materials were found to
be toluene, xylene, methyl e&.yl ketone and methylene chloride solvents, and toluene-dio-^ ya-
nate (TDO. Although it was not known if carbon monoxide is present, tests for it were also
included. The test procedure for collecting traces of any toxic gases was to place the test
material in a pressure -es?-! !hat was evacuated aWd subsequently pressurized to 5 psig with
100 percent oxygen. The test rmaterial was exposed for 24 hours priur to chemical analysis
of the toxic gaz es, and all were found to be below the threshold limit values for atmosph, ric

contaminants established for occupational exposure. The values as determined by a calorim-
eter type of chemical tester or mass spectrometer are shown in Table XV12.

I. Abrasion Effects. Tests were conducted to determine the abrasion characteristics of
the tunnel liner wth respect to the outer layer of the astrofaut's space suit - the Nomex white
refecting nylon. The test was conducted in accordance with Federal Specification CCC-T
191b, Method 5304-Abrasion Resistance of Cloth (OscillatoryCylinder Method), except that
the specimens were run for 600 cycles instead of 250 cycles. itrip tensile breaking streng.h
before and after testing Is used as the measure of• brasioc resistance. To st resi1ts indicated
less than 10 percent decrease in breaking strengU after abrasion testing, with no change in
visible appearance of the cloth.

i 12?
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Table XVII. Threshold LUnits for Atmospheric Contaminants

Test Restlt Threshold
Gases ValuesI Limit Value b

(PPM) (PPM)

Toluene 200.0 200.0

Xylcne 200. G 200.0

Methyl Ethyl Ketone 200.0 200.0

Methylene Chloride 200.0 500.0

Toluene- Diisocyanate 0.01 0.02

Carbon Monoxide 25.0 100.0

aNote that the values shown are minimum sensitivity values of the instru-

ments used in testing. In all cases, no trace of the contaminants was
found, therefore proving if there were minute traces of contaminants, the
concentration is below the threshold limit value.

bAmerican Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists, 1963, or
National Bureau of Standards.

5. Repair Techniques

Repair materials were evaluated for repairing tears or known particle penetration loca-
tions in the inner pressure bladder layer of the composite wall structure. A cemented patch
repair technique was selected as the most suitable for application to the damaged area. The
patch was made from the same film-cloth laminate-as was used for he pressure bladder com-
ponent layer. The environmental effects on the patch are the same as the"effects-on the pres-
sure bladder component material. Dow Corning 90-092 silicone rubber adhesive was used for
the cement application. The 90-092 adhesive, a cne-part, ready-to-use adhesive that is ap-
plied directly from squeeze tubes onto the desired surface, is cured upon exposure to moisture
into a tough, rubbery solid. The moisture-curing mechanism of 90-092 adhesive does not lib-
erate acetic acid, and therefore avoids the corrosion and toxicity problems that would be as-
sociated with acetic acid-evolving systems in space structures. Once extruded, the 90-092
adhesive stays where it is placed, and will not sag or slump from its own weight, which is
especially significant in a zero-G application. The adhesive has a putty-like consistency and
is easily tooled with a spatula to position the adhesive or to smooth its surface. Reference 21
reports that putty-type sealants with the consistency of the 90-092 adhesi,e will effectively seal
holes up to 1/4 inch in diameter in space structures. The film-cloth laminated patch material
is placed over the adhesive layer to prevent accidental displacement of the adhesive before
complete cure. For small patch size areas, the adhesive line will cure in about 24 hours at
ordinary room temperatures. Excellent peel strength is developed between the patch and re-
paired surface after adhesive cure. The repair materials will operate satisfactorily in the
tunnel environmental conditio•s of vacuum and 100 percent oxygen atmosphere. Reference 22
reports a negligible weight loss rate for silicone rubbers, with the weight loss occuring in the
first few hours at 10-7 torr range. Reference 23 reports silicone rubbers to have a radiation
tolerance of 107 to 108 rads. well above the expected exposure.
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SECTION VI

PRELIMINARY QUALIFICATION TESTING

A. GENERAL

The completed prototype tunnel was subjected to a series of preliminary qualification
tests to substantiate the structural integrity, gas tightness, and some of the operational as-
pects of the design in order to evaluate the application of such structures to actual space mis-
sions. The test program included packaging, pressure proof and leak tests, cyclic pressure
test, and a vacuum chamber deployment test. Zero-G flight tests are to be conducted on the
KC-15 zero-G aircraft at Wright-Patterson AFB, and the results of Ihese tests will be re--
ported in Part III of this report.

A steel framework test cat rier with hatch mock-ups simulating the Gemini and MSS ac-
,ýess hatches was fabricated to support the prototype tunnel during the preliminary qualifica-
ticn testing. Each access hatch is fitted with a hatch cover utilizing an O-ring seal for pres-
sure tightness. The test carrier is also equipped with a can-'as catcher to catrh the canister
cover when it is jettisoned for deployment. The completed prototype tunnel mounted or. the
"test carrier is shown in Figure 13. The test carrier design is shown In Figures 98 and 99.

B. PACKAGING TEST

1. General

The purpose of the packaging test was to establish the minimum height into which the ex-
Itndable tunnel could be folded and packaged in the canister. The minimum attainable packag-

inr height is desirable to reduce the effects of aerodynamic drag on the packaging canister dur-
ing the launch phase.

2. Test Procedure

Air was evacuated from the foam meteoroid barrier of the composite wall via a vacuum
line attached to one of the plastic pressure relief valves installed through the wall outer cover.
When the expa.ndable wall was compressed as much as possible, another vacuurr line was at-
tached to a fitting in the cover of the MSS access hatch for evacuation of the thunel Interior
As the tunnel interior was being evacuated, the fold pattern of the collapsing wall was con-
trolled by a crew of technicians. The start of the interior evacuation Is shown in Figure 14.
In all cases, the f,)lding procedure utilized a vertical accordion fold with the creases running
lengthwise along the tunnel wall. Attaining the minimum packaging height became a matter of
detormining the most efficient method of folding the hemispherical tunnel ends. In all cases,
the fclded tunnel presented a fairly flat package .v'it- a base having approximately the same
overall dimensions as the tunnel floor. One of the attempted folding patterns is shown in
Figure 100.

After each of the end folding patterns was attempted, the canister was placed over the
folded tunnel and strapped down tightly to the test carrier bed. The height of the canister rel-
ative to the test carrier was then measured. When the pattern that produced the minimum
height had been determined, the tunnel was again folded in this most efficient pattirn and the
canister was strapped tightly in place. The canister attachment holes were then match drilled
with the canister support brackets attached to the tunnel floor.

3. 'rest Results

The most efficient folding procedure utilized the vertical accordion fold with the creases

I
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Figure 100. Tunnel Folded during Packaging Test

running lengthwise along the tunnel and had the hemispherical ends folded back across the tops
of the lengthwise folds. The folded configuration is shown in Figure 5, and the packaged tunnel
is shown in Figure 15. The minimum packaging height was established as 3-3/8 Inches from
the top of the tunnel floor to the inside surface of the canister. The packaging volume from
the bottom surface of the floor to the inside surface of the canister is 14. 8 cubic feet. With
the tunnel floor; composite wall, lighting,and locomotion aids weighing 198. 4 pounds, the
packaging density is 13. 4 pcf. The total packaging volume provided by the canister with the
side fairings resting against the launch vehicle is 20. 8 cubic feet. The volume contained be-
low the floor except that occupied by the attachment .*'ngs and canister support brackets is
wasted space, although necessary for the configuration enclosure. Based on the total volume
and weight, the packaging density is 10. 2 pcf.

C. PRESSURE PROOF TEST

1. General

The purpose of the pressure proof test was to establish the structural integrity of the
tunnel by maintaining an inflation pressure of 10 psi, 1.33 times the design pressure of 7. 5
psi, for a period of ? days.

2. Test Procedure

After completion of the packaging test, the prototype tunnel mounted on the test carrier
bed was placed in the GAC pressure test room for the pressure proof and leak tests and the
cyclic pressure test. A temperature indicator was installed in the cover plate on the Gemini
access hatch to monitor internal tunnel temperature. The tunnel with the temperature indica-
tor installed so that it could be read in a mirror from the window of the pressure test room is
shown in Figure 101. A dial mercury manometer and a filtered shop air supply line were at-
tached to a port in the cover plate on the MSS access hatch. The air supply line was equipped
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Iti
Figure i01. Tunnel in Pressure Test Room

with two pressure regulators in series, capable of maintaining pressure within A0. 2 inch
of mercury. ±0. 1 psi. The regulated side of the air supply line was equipped with a 21-inch
maixinmm pressure (10. 3 psi) U-tube mercury manometer to serve as a pressure relief de-
vice to guard against over-pressure due to thermal expansion or regulator malfunction. The
rgulators and manometers were located outside the room by the window. The test arrange-
ment is shown in Figures 16 and 17.

The tunnel was pressurized to 10 psi (20.,4 inches of mercury), and after the pressure
ard temperature had stabilized and were recorded, the test time period was started. The 10-
psi pressure was maintained for a period of 7 days while pressure and temperature were
monitored periodically.

3. rest Results

The prototype tunnel withstood the 10-psi proof pressure for 7 days with no visible change
in configuration and with no visual signs of damage.

D PRESSURE LEAK TEST

I. General

The purpose of the pressure leak test was to establish the gas tightness of tne prototype
tujr,,-I by determining the leak rate at the derign presqure of 7. 5 psi for a period of 7 days.
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2. Test Procedure

The only change ln the test arrangement from the proof test was changing the pressuri-
zation air supply from the shop air line to a bottle of compressed air, which was placed on a
calibrated platform scale. The initial part of this test included determination of the tunnel
volume when presurized to 7. 5 psi. The actual barometric pressure and the weight of the
compressed air bottle were recorded, ind the tunnel was pressurized to 7. 5 psi (15.3 inches
of mercury). The air supply was carefully regulated so that the pressure was 7. 5 psi when
the internal tunnel temperature was stabli-.ed. The pressure, temperature, compressed air
bottl, weight, and actual barometric pressure were then recorded, and the test time period
was started. The weight of air used to pressurize tbh tunnel was used to determine the inflated
volume. The 7.5- psi pressure was maintained for a period of 7 dayo while pressure, temper-
ature, and compressed air bottle weight were monitored periodically. At the end of the 7-day
period, the pressure., temperature, compressed air bottle weight, and actual barometric pres-
sure were again recorded.

3. Test Results

Prior to the packaging tests, a one-day (24. hour) leak test was conducted to establish a
reference leak rate to be used for evaluating possible degrading effects of folding and packag-
ing. The 24-hour leak test was conducted by pressurizing the tunnel to 10 psi, reading baro-
metric pressure and temperature, and monitoring the pressure decrease for 24 hours. At the
end of this time period, the temperature and barometric pressure were again recorded.

The equation of state of an ideal gas is used to determine the pressurizeu volume and the
significant gas weights. This equation in other forms is used to convert the test leak rate to
a leak rate of a gas mixture of 50 percent nitrogen and 50 percent oxygen under orbital condi-
tions of an internal pressure of 7. 5 psla and an external pressure of 0 for practical purposes.
The absolute pressure used in determining the converted leak rate is based on a constant vol-
ume of gas at 2 reference temperature of 75 0 F.

The equation of state of an ideal gas is

144 PAp V = wRT' (74)

where

PAP -- absohlte Pressure (psia),

V volumne (ft 3 ),

w wcwight (Ob),

R specific gas constant (ft-lb/lb-OR),

T' temperature (OT).

When the pressure, weightand temperature are kn,..n, the volume of a specific gas can
be found from Equation 74 in the form

wwRT (75)144PA

When the pressure, volume, and temperature are known, the weight of a specific gas
can be found from Equation 74 in the form

144 PAP Vw RV, (76)
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When the weight and volume of a specitic gas are held constant, the ratio of the pres-
•Iur. to the temperature is cmstant. This is expressed ap

PAP wR (77)

T -144V - constant.

rrom Equation 77,

P1  P 2  PITv
-T-- =j-- orP -TT, T2 'T1

where

p, - pressure (psia) at temperature T1 (OR),

P2 = pressure (psia) at temperature T. (OR).

When the volume and temperature of a specific gas are held constant, the ratio of the
weight to the pressure is constant. This is expressed as

w 144V constant. I
PAP RT

From Equation 79,

W! w2  Wl 1"2
... .- or w2  (80)pl p2  .. .. ;

where

w , weight (11)) at pr pssur1 p, (psia),

w2 = weight (11)) at pressure P2 (psia).

The equation of state of an ideal gas, Equation 74, can also be expressed in another sys-

term of units in the form

W IV RT, (81)144 1PAP V -1

"- temperature (rK),

M imolecular weight (1I. mole),

R' universal gas constant having the same value for all gases (ft-lb/mole -OK).

W•en the saame pressure, volume, ,nd tpmperature are held conutant for any two gases,

E:quation 81 indicates that the ratios of the gas weight to the molecular weight of the two gases

,ce equal. This Is shown by

_wL W2 144 PApV constant (82)

IN1  12 R'T

w 1 ::weight of gas (ib, with molecular weight M1 (lb/inole),
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W2 -• weight of gas (Ib) with molecular weight M 2 (lb/mole). 2i
It is also known that the weight of gas flowing througlý an orifice is proportional to the

velocity of flow. The,. for a specified period of time,

w = Cv (83)

w = weight flow 'b),

C = proportionality constant (lb/Mach number),

v = velocity (Mach iumher).

Equation 83 can then be expressed in the form

w- w2 _ C = constant (84)
Vi V2

where

w, = weight flow (Ib) in a specified time at a velocity of v1 (Mach number),

w2 = weight flow (lb) in the same specified time at a velocity of v2 (Mach number).

When the tunnel was initially pressurized from the compressed air bottle, the inflation
pressure and the gas temperature and weight were recorded. Using the test data recorded in
Table XVIII and Equation 75, with R = 53. 30 ft-lb/lb-OR for air and 0.0072 pcf for the density
of air at 29. 15 inches of mercury and 77°F, the expanded tunnel volume is determined:

wRT' (Wc 4 pV) R (460 +T) = (3.88 + 0.072V)(53.30)(460+77)V 144 PAP 144 PAP 144 (21.83)

144(21. 63) V 53.30 (537) (3.88 + 0.072V).

V = 103 ft3 .

The leak rate is established for the one-day (24-hour) leak test and the seven-day leak
test by determining the weight of air lost in leakage per day and converting this loss into an
cquivalent lose of a mixture of 50 percent nitrogen and 50 percent oxygen at a pressure of 7.5
psia at 75°F leaking into a vacuum.

I u weight of :-ic lost is given by

wLT = wI - w'F + we (85)

where

wiT = weight o, air lost during the test (lb),

wI initial weight of p1 essu,-ized dir (lb),

wF final weight of pressurized air (1b),

wc =weight of air added due to cylinder weight decrease (lb).

From Equation 7G with V = 103 ft 3 and R 53.30 ft-lb/lb-°R for air,
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144 P-APi (103) 278.3 PAPI (86)
53.3 0(460 + TI) -4,0+TI

where

PAPI = initial pressure (psia),

T1  = initial temperature OF).

t 278.3 PAPF

Als , lea teti-orce otevlea h eeec (87)'• WF = 460+- -- TF

where

SPAPF =final pressure (psia),

T = final temperature (OF).

: The average pressure for the leak test is corrected to the value at the reference tem-

perature of 75 0 F by using Equation 76.

PACI + PACF (88)
P2T 2

where

PAT = average leak test pressure (psia),

initial corrected pressure (psia),
eACl Iniilcretdpesr pi)

PAC F final corrected pressure (psia).

Ir. converting the weight of air lost during the test to the weight that would have been lost
in orbit at an inflation pressure of 7. 5 psia, Equation 80 is used.

7.W5 WLT. 
(89)SW~p = AT

S~where

Wherw converted weight of air lost (I)) due to a different pressure.

The v.: locity oi flow through an orifice is a function of both the abh:Iute pressure and ihe
pressure differential across thef orifice. The velocity of flow (Mach number) as a function of
absolute prussure and pressure differentia, is given in sta,,dAird tables. From Equation 34,

w WtvTVO( (90)

where

w;. convertfc weiirt o;f air ;,o).st (OWb due to a different 4 velocit"o ., v
:•. v0~ '~ c veoity of iI' wo 0' b)lita~l c ~ndit i,:ns (Mach no nibe r,

4-' i
S: I



VT = velocity of flow during the leak test (Mach number).

In ccnverting the weight of air lost during the test t0 the weight of a gas mixtu-e of 50
percent nitrogen and 50 percent oxygen, which would have b1-n lost in orbit under identical
conditions, Equation 82 is used.

WLm = M (91)

where

WLm = converted weight loss (Ib) of the mixture due to different molecular weights,

MN = molecular weight of mixture (lb/mole),

MT = molecular weight of test gas, air (lb/mole).

Thus, the factors that nust be vmnsidered in converting the leak rate in terms of the
weight loss of air during the .est to the equivalent weight loss of a mixture of 50 percent nitro-
gen and 50 percent oxygen with a pressvre of 7.5 psia a' 75°F leaking into a vacuum are the
absol'ite pressures involved, the velocitie ; of the loss flow, and the molecular weights of the
gases considered. The weight loss of the mixture under orbital conditions is then determined
by combining Equations 89, 90, and 91 as follows:

wherewLO = WLT (P(i )(V ) - (92)

wLO converted equivalent weight loss of the nitrogen-oxygen mixture under urbiWa
conditions (Ib).

Since the weight of air iGst during the test, wLT in Equation 89, is determined for the
total test 'ime, it should be _-xpresLDod in terms of a daily bdsis for determining the equivalent
orbital leak rate. Therefore,

WLT (93)

LTD

whe re

W'LTD daily weight of air lost during the test (lb day),

r = total test time (days).

Equation 92 can then be expressed in terrns of a daily weight loss by the use of Equation 93.
Then

/7Z 5\ Io N (94
wLOD NWLTD X,+.YT

where

w1,OD) tonverted equivalent da!y weight loss of the nitrogen.-o.,:vgen ;ixure ýoumdr or-
hif:, ,"onditions (lb day).

Using Equati n.J 85, 86, 87, 93, aitd 9, in conjunction wi!" tho datu hr Tabv XVIII, t"
leak rates ar,- deternmined.
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Table XVITU. Ambient Atmsphere Leak Test Data

Readi - -GP mA b ~ c- m*
F rBH PGH P PACd AT*Test Initial Fina daI(F) ys) F) (Ib) (in. Hg) (in. Hg) (pi) (i". Hg) (psia) (Psia) (psla)

__ __ __ __ (1) (F)_ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

Volume X 77 3.88 29.15 15.30 7.51 44.45 21.83 .. ..
Determination

One-Day X 0 77 -- 29.30 20.40 10.02 49.70 24.41 24.32
Leak Test 23.06

X 1 80 129.10 15.70 7.'71 44.80 22.00 21.80

Seven-Day X 0 72 0 28.83 15.40 7.56 44.23 21.72 21.84Leak Test! 21.88

X 7 75 7.75 29.15 15.50 7.61 44.65 21.93 21.93

apGP = 0.4912 PGH" bPAH PBH + PGH" 'PAP =0.4912 PAW

PAP( 4 60 + 75 5 35PAP e PACI + ACF
pAC (460 +T 75) 535 (See Equation 78., :- = 2 + A See Equation 88.)dPAC- 460 - T 460 +T ePAT 2

The values in T ble XViU used in determining the leak rate for the one-day leak test
are as follows:

PAPI = 24.41 psia. = Iday.

TI = 77 0 F, VT = Mach 0. 89 (p'- 23 psia, Ap'2- 9 psia).

S= 22.00 psia. vO =Mach 1.00 (p' = 7.5 psia, Ap' = 7.5 psia).PAPF =sa)

TF = 80OF MT = 29 lb'mole (air).

PAT = 23. 06 psia. MN = 30 lb mole (50',w nitrogen, 50(" oxygen).

w =0.
c

From Equation 686,

278. 3 1API 278. 3 (24. 41)
w, - 460 T+ T 46-0 --- 7 12.65 1 b.

From Eqtition 87,

278. 3 'APF 278.3 (22. 0 .)

F 460 , r F 4-60f 1-8(- 11.34 *b.

Fro-m Equation 85,

W w wIN - 12.655 11.34 . 0 1,3 1b.

From Equaii m 93,

W .I 31 ii, dad ,.
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F From Equation 94,

w =w -751O '4 1 . (.010 0. 50 lb/day.
LOD L TD (pXT)(ivT) (i ) 2_5 1.31. 0 T

The leak rate for the one-day leak test is therefore 1. 31 lb/day for air under ambient
conditions. The equivalent loss of the nitrogen-oxygen mixture under orbital conditions is
0. 50 lb/day.

The values in Table XVIII used in determining the leak rate for the seven-day leak test
are as follows:

PAPI = 21.72 psia. = 7 days.

=72 VT = Mach 0.78 (pt_ 22 psia, Ap- 7. 5 psia).

PAPF= 21.93 psia. v0  = Mach 1.00 (p' = 7.5 psia, Ap' 7.5 psia).

F = 75°F. MT = ?A Ih/mole (air).

PAT = 21.88 psia. MN = 30 lb/mole (50% nitrogen, 50% oxygen).

w =7.75 lb.

From Equation 86,

2 7 8 . 3 P A P i 2 7 8 . 3 ( 2 .7 ) 1 . 6 1 b

wF 460 + T 460 + 72

From Eraation 87,

S271. 3PAPF 278.3 (21.9. 93)
W F 460T+ TF 460 4 75 -= 11.41 lb,

From Equation 85,

WT: wIk - wF wc = 11. 36 - 11. 41÷+ 7. 75= 7.70 lb.
LT I F 'c

From Equation 93,

WIT 7.70
WL.FD -" 7 1.10 lb'day.

From Equation 94,

w W L 5 )\(v)(M 1  .107,T5 20. 78\ I2a9!y.

LOD LTD PAT vT kM1 2-.) (l.78 99PP ,od

The leak rato fnr the seven-day leak test is therefore 1. 10 ib.iday for .,ir undei ambient
conditlons. The ,uivaient loss of the nitrogep-oxygen mixture under orbital conditions is
0. 50 lb day. Thus the equivalent leak rates under orbital conditions are the same io, the one-
day leak test prior to fold -' pAck4l, , for the tven-dav leak. test subsequent to the
packaging test. The conclusion is then drawn that folding and packaging have no deg.-ading c-.
fects on the gat, tightness of the composite tunrw- wall, i.e., the pressure bladder.
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From Equation 94,

/7.5\IV 0  MN) 7 11.00 130\
wLOD =w LT If=TývT R) Q= T 0. 50 lb/day.

The leak rate for the one-day leak test is therefore 1.31 lb/day for air under ambient
conditions. The equivalent loss of the nitrogen-oxygen mixture under orbital conditions is
0.50 lb/day.

The values in Table XVIII used in determining the leak rate for the seven-day leak test
are as follows:

PAPI = 21.72 psia. = 7 days.

T = 72F. vT = Mach 0.78 (p'- 22 psia, Ap'" 7.5 psia).

PAPF 21.93 psia. v0 = Mach 1.00 (p' = 7.5 psia, Ap' = 7.5 psia).

TF = 750 F. MT = 2Q lh/mole (air).

P•,T = 21.88 psia. MN = 30 lb/mole (50% nitrogen, 50%, oxygen).

INw = 7.75 lb.

From Equation 86,

2 7 8 . 3 PApi- 278.3 (21.72) = 11.36 lb.
wI -460 + T[ 460 + 72

From Equation 87,
2 7 8 "3PAPF 278.3 (21.93)= 11.41 lb.

WF -460 +TF 460+75

From Equation 85,

WLT = wI IwF + wC 11.36- 11.41 + 7.75 =7.701b.

From Equation 93,

WLT 7.70
WLTD 7 = I-. 10 lb/day.

From Equation 94,

WLOD * LTP =) 1o(T) ( .71.00) (30§) 0. 50 lb/day.

The leak rate for the seven-day leak test is therefore 1. 10 lb/day for air under ambient
conditions. The equivalent loss of the nitrogen-oxygi'n mixture under orbital conditions is
0. 50 lb/day. Thus the equivalent leak rates under orbital conditions are the same for the one-
day leak test prior to foldi-g na-.d packagiig as for the u0,veu,-day leak test subsequent to the
packaging test. The conclusion is then drawn that folding and packaging have no degrading ef-
fects on the gas tightness of the composite tunnel wall, i.e., the pressure bladder.
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E. CYCLIC PRESSURE TEST

1. General

The purpose (f the cyclic pressure test was to establish the structural integrity of the
tunnel from the standpoint of durability with respect to cyclic loading intended to simulate
possible pressurization and depressurization cycles in orbital applications. The test con-
sisted of cycling the tunnel internal pressure from a vacuum to a pressure of 7. 5 psig for 60
cycles in a short period of time while the structure -was observed for possible deformations.

2. Test Procedure

The test arrangement was similar to the proof test with filtered inflation air supplied
by a shop air line except that a vacuum line was also attached to the cover plate on the MSS
access hatch. Starting the test with the tunnel internal pressure at ambient atmospheric pres-
sure, the tunnel was rapidly pressurized to 7. 5 psig in approximately 20 seconds. After the
pressure was allowed to stabilize for a few seconds, the vacuum line was opened and the
tunnel was evacuated until the expandable wall started to collapse. The vacuum line was then
closed and the air supply line was opened to start the pressurization part of the next cycle.
This procedure was repeated until the tunnel had been pressurized 60 times.

3. Test Results

The ,ere no visual signs of rigid structure deformation during the test. At the com-
pletion of the test, no visible signs of any damage could be detected. The cyclic pressure test
together with the pressure proof test demonstrated the structural integrity of the tunnel.

F. VACUUM CHAMBER DEPLOYMENT TEST

1. General

The purpose of the vacuum chamber deployment test was to demonstrate the operational
aspects of the tunnel by a deployment and pressuirization sequence performed under vacuum
conditions of 10-4 torr and to establish the tunnel leak rate unxder the same conditions by a 24-
hour leak test. The test was intended to simulate packaging, canister ejection, and subsequent
tunnel deployment in orbit. The test was conducted in the Aerospace Environmental Facility
(AEF) 40 by 80 foot Mark I vacuum chamber at the Arnold Engineering Development Center
(AEDC), Tennessee.

2. Test Procedure

The detailed test plan is presented in Reference 24, which was submitted to AEDC for
formal approval by ARO, Inc and the Air Force. The procedure discussed here is a resumlý
of the procedure presented in Reference 24.

The test carrier with the packaged tunnel attached was lowered into the vacuum chamber
through the 22-foot diameter access port. This operation is shown in Figure 102. The pack-
ag;c(1 tunnel was rotated iixto an Inverted position for deployment so that the canister cover
,.ould be jettisoned in the one-G environment. The instrumentation and controls were then
connected to the tunnel and the instrumentation penetration flange in the chamber wall. The
tunnel installation is shown in Figure 103, and the instrumantation flange is shown in Figure
104. After all of these connections were checked, the connections were made to the instru-
mentation control panel and the entire system was checked. The instrumentation control
panel is shown in Figure 105. GAC-supplied equipment and instrumentation are shown in
Figure 106. The chamber was then sealed, and pump-down was started.

During the pump-down to 3 x 10-5 torr, the solenoid valves mounted on the access hatch
cover plates were actuated to allow the packaged tunnel internal pressure to decrease -coinci-
dentally with the chamber pressure. This was done so that the elastic recovery action of the
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Figure 102. Tunnel Being Placed in the Mark I Chamber

meteoroid barrier foam as a deployment device could be evaluated. If the solenoid valves had
not been olxned, the l)ressure ol the entrapped gas in the packaged tunnel would have increased
sufficiently to deploy the tunnel to the desired configuration when the canister was ejected.
When the chamber pressure was stabiliz-d at 3 x 10-5 tort, the solenoid valves were closed.
The pressure of the tunnel entrapped gas was 4 torr.

"•'he canister cover was e(ected by firing the pyrotechnic guillotines that cut the 12 canis-
ter sel)araLion sc'ews, allowing the ca:iister cover to fall into the canvas catcher. Canister
separzition and ejection occurred a.i pianned, with the guillothies supplying enough separating
force lo actually hurl the canister cover away. However, the elastic recovery action of the
foam was not sufficient to overcome the stillness of the packagin;ý folds and shape the tunnel.
It was necessary to pressurize the tunnel to about 0.25 psia to completely expand it to the
lpropel design configuratiion.

The tunnel was then further pressurized to 7. 5 psia with carbon dioxide. After the pres-
sure, tcemperature, and growth had been allowed to stabilize for almost two hours, tne 24-hour
leak tlheck. was started. During the test period, the tunnel pressure and temperature and the
chambz'r pressure were monitored and recorded. A* the end of the 24-hour test period, the
clhamber press:ure was allowed to rf turn to ambient. When the chamber pressure reached the
internal tunnel pressure, the solenoid valves were again actuated to allow the tunnel internal
presa.;uri to increase with the chamber pressure. This was done to prevent the tunnel from
being,: crushed against the, test carrier and the lower canister part. When the Mark I chamber
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Figurc 103. Packaged Tunnel Installation in Mark I Chamber

t ýI;':ure 104. Inst ru nientation flange
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Figure 105. lnt ru'lnentatioll Control Painel

~u~t ~6. C-S~i~fcc 'Ik ,,,~1ip lent and .nstrumentatio
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Figure 107. Tunnel Pressurized at 2 PSIG after Depioym41_,,L Tsis

pressure reached ambient atmospheric pressure, the solenoid valves were closed, and the
tunnel was pressurized to 2 psig with carbon dioxide. The chamber access hatch was then
opened, and the tunnel was examined for damage. The tunnel pressurized to 2 psig after the
leak test was completed is shown in Figure 107. There were no v;5ible signs of damnge to the
tunnel as a result of the vacuum chamber deployment test.

3. Test Results

The packaged tunnel in the evacuated Mark I cha:aber just prior to deployment is shown
in Figure 19. The chamber 'jressure was 3 x 105- torr, and the packaged tunnel internal
pressure was 4 torr. Ten minutes before the deployment sequence was initiated, the light,
were turned on in the chamber so that photo coverage of the test could be made. At that time,
the chamber pressure was 1.2 x 1O1-5 torr. When the canister was jettisoned with a complete
and very rapid separation, the e];;Edic recovery action of the composite wall foam was not stif-
ficient to shape the tunnel. The deployed unpressurized tunnel is shown in Figure 20. It was
necessary to pressurize the tunnel to about 0. 25 psia to completely e,:pand it to the design
configuration. Sequential pressurization is shown in Figures 21 through 23.

The 24-hour leak test was started after the tunnel pressure and temperature had been al-
lowed to stabilize for almost 2 hours. The exact pressures end temperatures at the beginnisig
and the completion of the test are given in Table XIX. The actual stabilized tunnel pressure at
the beginning of the 24-hour period was about 7.7 psia. The pressure had decreAsed to 7 psiaat
the completion of the test. During the test period, the Mark I chamber pressure, which had
risen to 5.5 Y 10-5 torr during the tunnel pressuriz tion with dihe lights on, decreased at a

nearly linear rate to 2. 4 x l0- torr.
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Tabkc XIX. Vacuum Clrmbo~r Leak 'rest Data

InIttul ~ I I AMV IA PAH' PAP" PAC T
()(F) k0F) (torr) (tr) (in. Hg'i (psia) (psia) (psia)

X 90 5. 5 5x 10- 5 37 15.63 7.68 7.47 .12

X J92 J 2. 4 x 10-J 362 j 14.25 GJ* 6. 7

PAMV =the Mark I vacuium chamber pressure.

b PAH 0 33pM

0. 49APA

dPAC, tunL..ol internal pressure corrected to a reference temp of 75 0F,

- AP (46U + 75) 535pAp (See Equation 78.)
- 460 +T 460-7 T

*PiT - PAdI +PAC F .(See Equation 88.)2

The same procedure is used to determine the leak rate for the vacuum chamber test as
was used for the ambient atmosphere leak tests. The weight of carbon dioxide gas in the pres-
surized tunnel at both the beginning and completion of die leak test is determlnea from the
equation of state of an ideal gas. The weight of gas lost during the 24-hour perio-.d is then the
daily Zeki~.ata. The test leak rate is converted to an eql,' valent leak rate of a mixture of 50
per 'ent nitrogen and 50 percent oxygen at a pressure of 7. 5 psia and a reference temperature
of 750 F, simulating orbital conditions. The tunnel internal pressure used in converting, the
leak rate is the average test pressure corrected to the reference temperature of 75oF.

The leak rates are determined by using Equatlona 85, 86, 87, 94 and 94 modified by the
use of R 35. 13 ft-lb,/lb-OR for carbon dioxide instead of R =513. 30 ft-lb/lb-OR for air, anid
with wc 0.

The values in Table XJX used in determining the leak rate for the vacuum chamber leak
test are as Iollows:

~AI 7. 68 psia.

T - 9,0'F.

PAPF = 7. 00 psla.

T F =92uJF.

Pa = 7.12 psia.

1 = day.

v T =Mach 1. 00 (p"= 7 psia, Ap 7 psta).
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Mach 1.00 (p = 7.5 psia. Ap' 7.-5 psta).

M, 44 lb/mole (carbon dioxide).

MN = 30 lb/mole (50%1, nitiogen, 50'/C oxygen).

From Equations 86 and 87 with R = 35. 13 ft-lbilb-,°R,

144 0 4 2 2 .2 API 422.2 (7.68) 5.90 lb.

w 1 = 35.13 (460+TI) - 460 + T, 460 + 90

4.PAPF 422.2 (7.00)
IFTF= 46-,9 5. 35 lb.

WF -46004 TF 460 + 92

From Equations 85 and 93 with wI = 0 and 'r = 1,

WLTD= -LT w -w 5.90- 5.35 = 0.55 lb/day.
LTAD T I F

From Equation 94. 7. o 5 '1 no 1 0 .
WLOD WLTD '-•.•T]\VT j7T 0 \7. 12  1.00 44

The leak rate for the 24-hour leak test is then 0. 55 lb/day for carbon dioxide under

vacuum chamber test cu,t'4itions. The equivalent loss of the nitrogen-oxygen mixture under

orbital conditions is 0.40 lb/day. Thie leak rate compares quite favorably with the leak rste

of G. 50 lb/day established by the ,•mbient atmosphere leak tests, being only 80 percent of the

ambient atmosphere test value. The conclusion, therefore, is that the vacuum environment

has no degrading effects on the gas tightness of the pressure bladder of the tunnel romposite

wall.

G. ZERO-G FLIGHT TEST

The purpose oi the flight tests is %unnel evaluation and check-out from a human factors

standpoint under conditions of no gravity (zero G). The flight tests will be conducted at

Wright-Patterson AFB in the KC-135 zero-G aircraft, which is capable of simulating zero-G

in multiple trajectories, each up to 30 seconds in duration. During these tests the tunnel will

be unpressurized and will depeixu* entirely on the inherent stiffness of the composite wall ma-

terial to maintain the expanded tunnel geometry. Transfers will be conducted in both pressur-

ized and nonpressuri.ed space suits from both ends of the tunnel, simulating either exit from

or return to either the MSS or the Gemini capsule. The astronaut will be encumbered by um-

bAlic-1 cav.6,a, t, dtei inCie their eiieci on traii,,1r.

The objective of these flight test, will be to .seck out the tunnel geometry and the loco-

motion devices and interior lighting needed for t .fective iransfer through the tunnel. In addi-

tion to ascertaining man's ability to transfer through the tunnel in zero G, the ability to trans-

fer equipment will also be evaluated. In this respect, simulated equipment packages of ap-

proximately one cubic foot in volume will be used. h, addition, tests wili be conducted to de-

termine whether or not an incapacitated astronaut can be transferred through the tunnel by

another astronaut. The final area to be evaluated is man's ability to use the GAC repair kit in

zero G to repair simulated tunnel damage.

Since the tunnel expanded geoietry and locomotion aids were prescribed by the simulated

tunnel mock-up previously used successfully to demonstrate iero-G transfers, no mw%,,r prob-

lems are anticipated in regard to the test flights. The result, c. 'hI flight teats will be re-

ported in Part [U of this report.
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SECTION VII

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. CONCLUSIONS

Under this contract, the design aspects of an expa cable modular crew transfer tunnel

were investigated, and practical solutions were evolved. A preliminary detailed design with-

in the current state of the art was then executed, and a prototype tunnel was fabricated. Pre-

liminary qualification testing was conducted on the prototype tunnel to establish the feasibility

of the design for appiication to ac~ial .-pace mis3ions. The tcati'ng ;---gram involved detpr-

mination of the structural integrity and gas tightness of the structure and evaluaticn of opera-

Uional aspects of the design.

The design was oriented specifically toward operational and packagiii. integration with

the Gemini- MSS vehicle, with a minimum amount of vehicle modificatior. and a minimum ef-

fect on vehicle operation and flight characteristics as design goals. The preliminary design

features an expandable tunnel that when folded and prepackaged as a unit in the packaging can-

ister, can be delivered to the launch pad as a module and is attached to the launch vehicle only

at the Gemini and MSS hatch locations with quick-disconnect fasteners. In the event of mis-

sica abort, the entire tunnel system can be jettisoned as a unit. leaving the Gemini hatch clear

fcr astronaut ejection. The packaging canister is designed to present a minimum drag a:ea

when the packaged tunnel is attached to the vehicle in the launch configuration. Detail design

of the canister for specific mission applications with the attendant aerodynamic i.ads and aero-

dynamic heating involved was beyond the scope of this program effort.

The supporting analysis portion of the program, which was conducted in conjunction with

the design effort, gave emphasis to the following:

(1) Thermal analysis indicates that the tunnel internal temperature can be maintained
at a comforiable level by the use of passive thermal control coatings for most pos-

sible orbits and tunnel orientations. The same coatings will also maintain •he tem-

peratures of the tunnel structural elenvz:ts within the thermal limitb of material
capabilities.

(2) Structural analysis indicates that maintaining safety factors of live on the expand-

able material and three on the bard structure presents no problems with the use of

existing materials and fabrication techniques.

(3) Environmental hazards analysis indicates that Lhe tunnel material has a rep'istance

lo high energy space radiation considerably in excess of the expected mission dosage

with no significant degradation,while providing micrometeoroid protection with a

probability of zero penetrations lor a 60-day mission of at least 0.995.

(4) Materials selection, wnich included the investigation and selection of the most de-

sirable fabrication techniques and the sample qualification testing ot canaidate

materials and processes, was instrumental in establishing the materials designatedI for use in the tunnel design. The selection resulted in the use of materials that have
been proved satisfactory from standpoints of structural integrity, abrasion resist-

latter group includes resistance to radiation damage and micrometeorold penetra-

tion, good permeability and nontoxic off-gassing characteristics in vacuum condi-

tions, and thermal crpabilities within the limitations established by the passiveI: thermal control coaLing.
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The prototype tunnel preliminary qualification testini prtvr'am w),- suc,. --- tht ,
following areas:

(1) The practicality of the launch cinfiguratioi of ihe tunnel was cstablished by packag-
ing tests, which determined the most efficient folding procedure to achieve a mini-
mum packaging height. The packaging tests also established the inherent stiffness
of the composite wall material by demonstrating that the tunnel mai...alns it:, design
configuration L. a non-pressurized condition even after repeated folding and pack-
aging operations.

(2) The structural integrity and durability of the tunnel were established by the pres-
sure proof test and the cyclic pressure test. The prototype tunnel was pressurized
for seven days at 10 psi, 1.33 times th,. 7. 5-psi design pressure, and then subjected
to 60 cycles of pressure loading. Each cycle consisted of evacuating the tunnel to
an internal vacuum condition and then pressurizing the tunnel to the design pressure
of 7. 5 psi in approximately 20 seconds. At the completion of these tests, no signs
of excessive deformation or damage could be detected.

(3) The leak tightness if the tunnel was established by a one-day leak test prior to
packaging, a feve-i-day ambient atmosphere leak test subs. quent to the packagitig
tests, and a one-day leak test in a vacuum chamber at an average pressure of 4 x
10-5 torr following the vacuum chamber deployment test. Both the one-day and
seven-day leak tests under ambient conditions established leak rates converted to
orbital conditions of 0. 5 lb/day, which is only one-hal.: "Xe allowed value, indicating
that folding and packaging have no adverse effects on the leak rate. The one-day
vacuum chamber !eak test established a converted leak rate f C.4 lb,,y, . .
tiating the results of the leak teats under ambient conditions.

(4) The vacuum chamber dep.oynient test successfully demonstrated the operational as-
pects of canister separation and tunnel deployment. The deploymeŽnt test at a vacuum
chamber aressure of 3 x 10-5 torr resulted in a clean and very rapid canister sep-
aration and ejection and a partial deployment of the packaged tunnel with no internal
pressure. A pressure of about 0. 25 psia was necessary to completely expand iie
tunnel to its design configuration.

Finally, the prototyvr tunnel will be evaluated and checked out from a human factors
standpoint under coniditions of no gravity by tests simulating acLuti transfcrG in the KC- 135
zero-G aircraft at Wright-Patterson AFB. Since zero-G flight tests have already been suc-
cessfully performed in a simulated tunnel wooden mock-tip, no problems are anticipated in
this area.

The results of this program effort show that every develonment objective has been met.
The expandabie Gemini to MSS modular crew transfer tunn.el is entirely feasible and within
the present state of the ai't. In addition, the materials and fabrication techniques used in this
program have demonstrated characteristics that should make them attractive for other expand-
able space structures applications. The characteristics of ,)rimary interest include leak tight-
ness, structural integrity, resistance to the effects of space environment, packagabiity,
ability to bee integrated with "hard" structure, and adaptability to desired geometric configura-
tions.

B. RECOMMENDATIONS

In view of the results of the preliminary design, prototype fabrication, and preliminary
qualification tsting program, further detailed definition of the design and extensive qualifica-
tion testing, culminating In operalasnal space-qualified and man-rated flight hardware via an
unmanned space flight, are rpcommended. Specifically, the following 4fforts are recommended
as a logical extension of the p".ý-ram:

1
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(1) Direct further detailed design efforts toward reducing the packaging height and

launch weight of the preliminary design.

(2) Initiate studies z1f sNicific rnission ,appl41,.-- wltl, r-spcct to the design of definite
passive thermal control systems associated with specific orbits and orientations.

(3) Construct scale-model canistL, s and conduct wind tunnel tests to deternmine aero-
dynamic loading and heating characteristics on the canister arid to determine canis-
ter effects on the vehicle system flight characteristics.

(4) Construct several full-scale tunnels for extensive qualification testing and installa-

tion compatibility checKs. The testing program should terminate in an unmanned
test flight to establish the tunnel as space-qualified and man-rated flight hardware.

In line with these recommendations, a program development plan is included in Section

I-

r.
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SECTION VIII

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT PLAN

A. PHASE It - EXPANDABLE TUNNEL PRELIMINARY QUALIFICATION

The tunnel program development plan is shown in Figure 108. The Phase II program is
scheduled for completion in six months. During the program, wind tunnel tests will be run on
the Gemini- MSS vehicle with a -anister to determine the aerodynamic loads and heating on the
ciiu•ster and the effects of the canister on lautcb vehicle aerodynamics. A full-scale transfer
tunnel will be fabricated using the Phase I design with a modified canister. During Phase M
the tunnel will be used as a mock-up and also to run design proof tests of breadboarded subsys-
tems.

Operational analysis tesis will be run using the existing tunnel model to determine the
most feasible methods for deploying the tunnel from born a mechanical and a human factors
viewpoint. Emphasis will also be placed on defining the MSS-tunnel integration requirements.
Work will also be started on defining subsystem areas and writing preliminary specifications
for each area. Where necessary, precuremert specifications wai be prepared to shorten the
"procurement cycle in Phase III. The object of the Phase II effo:t will be to obtain the neces-
sary design and test data to complete a iirm base-line design.

B. PHASE III - EXPANDABLE TUNNEL QUALIFICATION PROGRAM

Phase MI includes final detailed design of the tunnc;, faoricatilon of five ,.,:ts, final

1. Final Design

Pit.se IlI detoled design is scheduled to stai't the seventh month, and by the end of the
twelfth month, the final deswn will be c.impleted and all drawings will have been released to
the shop. During 'hi- design program, deployment tests will be run using the tunnel fabricated
in Phase: II. rhe effort will include astronaut locomotion tests, vision and lighting tests, 'Xatch
operation tests, etc.

2. Fabrication

Plans now call for five units to be fabricated. Unts No. 1 and 2 will be used for _system
qualification tests. Unit No. 1 will then be shipped to the launch site to be used ior compata-
bility checKs. Unit No. 3 will be used for thc flight test, and unit No. 4 will Ix, used as the
spare. The fifth unit will remain at GAC as backup hardware.

Fabrication of the tooling and handling fixturps, wil! start 6t the t~nth nw,,nth. Fle sets
I of soft tooling will be required, one for each unit fabricated. There is a possibility that an

expandable mandrel coiid be fabricated and reused, thereby eliminating two sets of soft cool-
ing. The last set of tooling must be completed by the sixteenth month in order to start fabri-
cation of the laut flight ,itt by the middle of the nineteenth month. The fabrication area must
be exce~tionallv clean and free from all types of debris (dirt, metal shavingq, dust, etc), and
the humidity and temperature must be controlled. Thercfnre, a specific area will be set aside
and improved for the failricatlon of the tunnel vnits.

3. Quality Control and Reliability

A full-fledged reliability and quality control program will be conducted during the Phase
III design, fabrication, andtesting to provide tne maximum degree of assurance that the tunnel
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units will hatis!actorily meet al! test objectives. A more detailed set o! pr,•ic•rement a!d sys-

tem speciLications will also be prepared duribrg the Phase M] program.

4. Testing

The tcst program will be debigned to space-qualify the hardware prior to the flight test.
The tests will include stardaAd component and subsystem qualification, launch s, 'ulation and
environmental testc., electro-explosive separation And abort deploy-nent tusts, and prt seuriza-
tion tests of the expandable crew transfe, tunnel.

5. Delivery

The compatibility unit (No. 1) will be shinped to the launch sit, at the end '*' the eighteenth
month. The flight hardware unit (No. 3) will be delivered the end of the twenty-t ird month,
"and the flight unit spare (No. 4) wiil be shipped on the twenty-fourth month after program go-
ahead.

I
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